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AN UNFORGETTABLE YEAR

SMU celebrated the centennial of its opening as well as the successful completion of the largest campaign in University history in 2015–16, during a year that will be remembered for as long as SMU exists. As the campus community joined together to mark SMU’s first 100 years of achievement, donors to The Second Century Campaign propelled SMU into the ranks of the nation’s most prestigious institutions of higher education through their generous and, ultimately, record-setting support. The spirit of progress that has marked SMU in recent years continued to permeate life on the Hilltop, as the University took new strides to enhance and strengthen its student quality, faculty and academic excellence and the campus experience. And, as students and faculty attained ever-increasing levels of accomplishment, the University began to look forward to the next chapter of its life as a global resource dedicated to education and the creation of new knowledge.
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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR OF
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

October 2016

This SMU 2015–16 Annual Report is the record of an extraordinary year in the life of the University. In recent months the campus community commemorated the end of The Second Century Celebration, which marked the anniversaries of SMU’s founding and opening, and SMU Unbridled: The Second Century Campaign, the largest fundraising initiative in SMU’s history.

President R. Gerald Turner’s announcement that the campaign total had reached $1.15 billion was a proud moment for all of us who care about the future of SMU. All Mustangs should be proud of the leadership of President Turner, whose vision and unflagging efforts were central to the campaign’s achievements. I also want to express my appreciation to the 65,000 generous donors whose gifts have had such a profound impact and enabled SMU to set a record for the largest amount ever raised by a private university in Texas.

The Second Century Campaign donors provided 689 new endowed student scholarships; raised the previous number of 62 endowed faculty positions to a new total of 116; and provided for 68 new or significantly enhanced academic programs and initiatives, including endowments for two schools. Twenty-four capital projects also have been substantially funded.

While the campaign’s statistics are astonishing, the true story of the campaign’s impact will only be told in the years to come. That impact will reveal itself in the lives of students who benefit from the extraordinary education they receive, the top faculty experts who advance their fields and create new knowledge that drives our economy, and in SMU’s growing influence as a national and international leader in education and research.

Thanks are due to all Second Century Campaign volunteers, whose hard work did so much to achieve campaign success. I want also to express my heartfelt gratitude to the other members of the Campaign Leadership Council for their efforts, wisdom and generosity, all of which were of paramount importance in this extraordinary endeavor.

Because of the inspiring contributions of Second Century Campaign donors, I strongly believe that SMU’s best days are still to come. I hope that all who played a part in the campaign take pride in the future you have made possible.

Michael M. Boone ‘63, ’67
Chair, Board of Trustees
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This 2015–16 Annual Report tells the story of the year that served as a capstone to both the celebration of SMU’s centennial and The Second Century Campaign, the first in SMU history to exceed $1 billion. It was a year of major progress, as SMU continued to enhance the quality of our students, faculty and campus – thanks to you and tens of thousands of fellow supporters.

As you will see in the pages of this report, the entrepreneurial spirit of the University – one of its distinguishing characteristics – remains strong. Students and faculty in every academic discipline are seeing opportunities to create something new in the world and working hard to bring those ideas to life.

The University’s founders had the foresight to understand what a great institution of higher education could mean for an ambitious young city. Stories throughout this report show how SMU’s relationship with Dallas continues to enable students and faculty to take advantage of unique learning, research, social and career opportunities that provide a platform for making global impact.

In December 2015, the SMU Board of Trustees endorsed a new strategic plan for the University that charts a course for the next decade, one in which the University will continue to enhance its programs, expand its global impact and rise in prominence. Building on its current strengths, SMU will continue to respond to the evolving needs of constituents within the Metroplex and beyond, to make an impact that transcends borders in our global society.

The University’s first president, Robert S. Hyer, said at SMU’s founding, “Universities do not grow old, but live from age to age in immortal youth.” Appropriately, SMU continues to evolve to address the changing needs of our students and our world while remaining true to what has always made the University great.

Thank you for all you do to contribute to SMU’s bold future.

R. Gerald Turner
President
SMU CELEBRATES CENTENNIAL ON HOMECOMING WEEKEND

SMU marked Homecoming Weekend in September with a historic, high-spirited celebration of the University’s 100th birthday. Highlights included a centennial countdown concert, a commemorative worship service, a special all-campus ceremony and a picnic. Bells pealed Sept. 24 at United Methodist churches across the state in support of SMU’s centennial.

The annual Homecoming parade featured the SMU Parade of Giants, 10 towering puppets representing key figures in SMU history, along with student-built floats and more than 30 former Homecoming queens and kings. A centennial fireworks extravaganza capped the weekend.

The centennial commemoration marked the conclusion of SMU’s Second Century Celebration, a five-year period from 2011 through 2015 commemorating the 100th anniversaries of the University’s founding and opening. The Second Century Celebration was a historic opportunity to highlight SMU’s progress and growing international prominence in leadership, innovation, creativity and service.

The celebration also helped shine a bright light on the achievements and contributions made by SMU students, faculty and alumni who have defined the University as a top-tier institution with global impact. Special commemorations, including Year of the Library, Year of the Faculty and Year of the Student, celebrated the importance of key components of the University.

SMU owes a debt of gratitude to the leaders and members of the Centennial Host Committee, who spearheaded The Second Century Celebration and whose efforts throughout the celebration were critical in ensuring its success. For more information, please visit smu.edu/100.
CAMPAIGN FINAL YEAR ACHIEVES UNBRIDLED SUCCESS

SMU Unbridled: The Second Century Campaign, which officially ended December 31, 2015, raised gifts totaling $1.15 billion, the largest amount ever raised by a private university in Texas. SMU celebrated the accomplishments of SMU Unbridled: The Second Century Campaign during the first Founders’ Day Weekend of the University’s second century, April 15–16. The SMU community gathered for a campaign finale on the South Plaza of the Hughes-Trigg Student Center with a salute to the campaign’s major and leadership donors, the dedication of the Crain Family Centennial Promenade and the unveiling of a campaign major donor monument, including plaques listing major donors to The Second Century Campaign.

The following pages provide an overview of the campaign’s key accomplishments. For more details about campaign achievements and complete lists of campaign donors and volunteers, please visit smu.edu/secondcentury.
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BROAD SUPPORT

The Second Century Campaign, the largest and most successful fundraising initiative in SMU’s history, raised $1.15 billion for the enhancement of the University’s student quality, faculty and academic excellence and the campus experience. While the campaign officially ended December 31, 2015, it continues to have an impact on every department and area as well as on each of SMU’s three campuses, in Dallas, Plano and Taos, New Mexico. The campaign also strengthened SMU’s national presence, drawing increased focus on the University’s progress and growth and generating gifts from alumni, family and friends across the country and also internationally. For a campaign timeline, please visit smu.edu/secondcentury.

ALUMNI GIVING

The Second Century Campaign set records for two key areas: 59 percent of alumni giving over the course of the campaign, and 26 percent of alumni giving in a single year, doubling the percentage before the campaign.
STUDENT QUALITY

Scholarship support is crucial in helping SMU attract and retain top undergraduate and graduate students, and can be life changing for student recipients. Thanks to support for The Second Century Campaign, SMU donors gave annually to hundreds of scholarships and created 689 endowed scholarships. The number greatly exceeds the University’s original goal of creating 500 endowed scholarships during the campaign. The range of academic scholarships offered by SMU has broadened to include general University scholarships as well as those that support specific studies, majors and interests. Together, they make SMU more accessible to students from diverse backgrounds, including many with substantial economic need.

NEW ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS

Increasing the number of endowed scholarships enables SMU to attract and retain the best students nationally and will continue to help the University compete for top students well into the future. Donors to endowed and annual student support gathered with current benefactors throughout the campaign.

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE SAT SCORES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCU</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baylor</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT-Austin</td>
<td>1260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMU</td>
<td>1302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emory</td>
<td>1365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USC</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanderbilt</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Estimates based on data from U.S. News & World Report
The extraordinary quality of SMU’s faculty is a defining feature of the University. Support for The Second Century Campaign enabled SMU to add 54 endowed faculty positions, reaching a University total of 116, and to provide funding for 68 new or enhanced academic programs and initiatives, including endowments for two schools. Endowments for new faculty positions enable SMU to broaden significantly the subjects researched and taught at the University. Thanks to campaign support, SMU will be able to provide faculty expertise on society’s most pressing issues well into the future.

**INCREASED ENDOWED FACULTY POSITIONS**

Faculty experts enhance the overall quality and academic reputation of a University. Through donor support, SMU achieved and surpassed the goal of having a total of 110 endowed faculty positions, reaching 116. The University also surpassed the goal of having 25 percent of tenured faculty in endowed chairs or professorships, reaching 29.6 percent in fall 2015, a percentage that places SMU among a select group of peer institutions.

In addition to the naming of two schools, The Second Century Campaign provided new funding for 66 academic programs and centers. Below is a partial list. For a complete list, please visit smu.edu/secondcentury.

**Cox School of Business**
- EnCap Investments & LCM Group Alternative Asset Management Center
- Don Jackson Center for Financial Studies
- Kitt Investing and Trading Center

**Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences**
- Embrey Human Rights Program
- Roy M. Huffington Department of Earth Sciences
- Texas-Mexico Research Program in the John Goodwin Tower Center for Political Studies

**Dedman School of Law**
- Deason Family Criminal Justice Reform Center
- Judge Elmo B. Hunter Legal Center for Victims of Crimes Against Women
- Mission Foods Texas-Mexico Center in the John Goodwin Tower Center for Political Studies

**Lyle School of Engineering**
- W.W. Caruth, Jr. Institute for Engineering Education
- Darwin Deason Institute for Cyber Security
- Hunter and Stephanie Hunt Institute for Engineering and Humanity

**Meadows School of the Arts**
- Art History Ph.D. program
- Journalism Digital Studio
- National Center for Arts Research

**Perkins School of Theology**
- Center for Preaching Excellence
- Center for Religious Leadership
- Center for the Study of Latino/a Christianity and Religions

**Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development**
- The Budd Center: Involving Communities in Education
- Institute for Leadership Impact
- Research in Mathematics Education

**SMU celebrated gift from The Meadows Foundation (Left)**
The SMU campus community gathers in Dallas Hall in March 2015 to celebrate a gift of $45 million from The Meadows Foundation to Meadows School of the Arts and the Meadows Museum, the largest single gift in SMU history. The gift was made as SMU marked the 50th anniversary of the Meadows Museum and the centennial of the University’s opening.
CAMPUS EXPERIENCE

A vital part of an SMU education is the campus experience, which supports academic achievement and provides diverse opportunities for personal growth. The Second Century Campaign has made a significant impact on campus life, providing resources for programs that complement the classroom education and encourage leadership development. The campaign also supported the creation of a new living-and-learning model of campus life, as well as facilities for student services and athletic competition. Construction and renovation of crucial campus facilities are ongoing.

CAMPUS ENHANCEMENTS

Support for The Second Century Campaign has enhanced dramatically the SMU campus experience through investment in new or renovated facilities. A partial listing is below. For a complete list, please visit smu.edu/secondcentury.

- Residential Commons
- Caruth Hall
- Elizabeth Perkins Prothro Hall
- Fondren Library Center renovation
- Carolyn and David Miller Campus Center at SMU-in-Taos
- Dr. Bob Smith Health Center
- The Martha Proctor Mack Ballroom
- R. Gerald Turner Centennial Quadrangle
- Crum Basketball Center
- Moody Coliseum and Miller Event Center
- SMU Tennis Complex
- Crain Family Centennial Promenade

GROWTH IN CAMPUS HOUSING

SMU Students Living on Campus

Gifts received during The Second Century Campaign enabled SMU to construct new and updated residential and dining facilities, increasing the number of accommodations to house students on campus. Opened in fall 2014, these new facilities added space for 1,250 SMU students, as part of the transition to a new campus-wide Residential Commons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>3,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Top students add immeasurably to the quality of a great university. The 689 endowed SMU student scholarships added through The Second Century Campaign have helped populate the Hilltop with some of the brightest young minds in the United States and many foreign countries. The extraordinary students pursuing knowledge at SMU distinguished themselves in 2015–16 through achievement in the classroom, in the library, in the laboratory, on the sports field and through their artistic expression. SMU’s inspiring students are demonstrating as never before that SMU is a national center for teaching, learning and research.

Nariana Sands ’16, a double major in computer science and engineering in the Lyle School of Engineering, spearheaded an initiative to turn a student-run SMU program for teaching English to University service workers into a permanent student organization with ongoing funding through SMU’s Engaged Learning program. (Read more about Engaged Learning on page 21.) Nariana, pictured at AT&T, where she had a summer internship working on emerging technologies with mobile applications, was named among Dallas–Fort Worth’s Most Influential College Students of 2016 by The City Influencer magazine.
Students earned prestigious academic awards in 2015–16, in recognition of their remarkable accomplishments and to support further in-depth study and research both at SMU and across the globe.

- **Erin Piñon ’15** received a Fulbright grant to examine medieval and early modern manuscripts in Armenia for research that will illuminate understudied aspects of cultural identity. She earned a master’s degree in art history from Meadows School of the Arts.

- **Hena Rafiq ’16** received a Fulbright English Teaching Assistant Award to work in Pristina, the capital of Kosovo, for nine months in 2016–17. She earned bachelor’s degrees in human rights and political science from Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences.

- **Joseph Di Pane ’17**, a double major in biological sciences and history in Dedman College, earned a Goldwater Scholarship to further the research he conducts on the molecular basis of neurodegeneration as a Hamilton Undergraduate Research Scholar.

- **Patricia Nance ’17** received a Goldwater Scholarship to support her study of the synthesis of antibacterial inorganic polymers. She is a double major in chemistry and mathematics in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences and a Hamilton Undergraduate Research Scholar.

- **Daniela Santana ’16** and **Nate White ’16** each earned Fulbright English Teaching Assistant Awards to work at elementary schools in Spain. Daniela received a master’s degree in education with a specialization in English as a Second Language (ESL) from the Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development. Nate earned bachelor’s degrees in economics from Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences and in educational studies from the Simmons School.

- **Margarita Sala** earned a three-year Graduate Research Fellowship from the National Science Foundation. The doctoral student in clinical psychology in Dedman College is investigating how postexercise affective states differ between regular exercisers and nonexercisers.

- **Sadie Donnelly ’18** and **Emely Villeda-Principe ’16**, both creative computation majors, received Gilman International Scholarships to study with C3-in-Japan in summer 2016 through a new program offered by Meadows School of the Arts’ Center of Creative Computation.

- **Syed Rizvi ’17**, a double major in political science and human rights in Dedman College, received a Gilman International Scholarship to attend a Berlitz Arabic Studies program in Manama, Bahrain, in summer 2016.

### Student Body Stats

A total of 11,643 students were enrolled at SMU in fall 2015, including 6,411 undergraduate students and 5,232 graduate and professional students. They came from all 50 states and 92 foreign countries. Approximately 59 percent came from Texas, 41 percent from other U.S. states and 14 percent from foreign countries. Minority students constituted about 26 percent of the overall student population.
SCHOLARSHIP AND STUDENT SUPPORT GROWS

Gifts for scholarships and other forms of student support are critical for helping SMU attract and retain high-performing undergraduate and graduate students. Increasing scholarship funding was one of three key priorities of The Second Century Campaign, and throughout 2015–16 SMU received support for a total of 102 endowed scholarships, plus generous annual gifts for student support. The range of academic scholarships created by generous donors has broadened to include general University scholarships, those that support studies in specific subjects and specific majors, scholarships for veterans and military dependents, and those that enhance diversity on the SMU campus.

Leading support for students received in 2015–16 included:

• $3.8 million for Hunt Leadership Scholarship Program from Nancy Ann Hunter Hunt ’65 and Ray L. Hunt ’65

• $1.75 million from Sarah Fullinwider Perot ’83 and Ross Perot, Jr., to establish the Thomas W. Luce, III Centennial Dedman Law Scholars Program

• $1 million planned gift from Abha Singh Divine ’89 and James S. Divine ’89 will ultimately establish an endowed President’s Scholarship and an endowed scholarship in electrical engineering.

• $1 million planned gift from Robert C. S. Embree M.B.A. ’13 will ultimately support the Robert C. S. Embree Endowed Scholarship in Cox School of Business, the Larry J. Embree Endowed Scholarship in Dedman College, the Donald J. Embree Endowed Scholarship in Meadows School of the Arts and the Mustang Club.

• $1 million from Carl Sewell ’66 and Peggy Higgins Sewell ’72 for Sewell Provost Scholarships for Edwin L. Cox School of Business

• $500,000 from The Belo Foundation to establish a new endowment in the Meadows School’s Division of Journalism to support recruitment of students with diverse backgrounds

STUDENTS EXPRESS GRATITUDE FOR LIFE-CHANGING SCHOLARSHIPS

Each year scholarship recipients are invited to write letters of appreciation to donors whose generosity has enabled them to attend the University. It is an SMU Annual Report tradition to present a few excerpts from these many heartfelt notes, which are below:

Thank you for your kindness and generosity in providing scholarships for students like myself. I am so grateful to be the recipient of an Edwin L. Cox BBA Scholarship, without which none of the wonderful experiences I have enjoyed at SMU would have been possible. It is my hope that I might be able to similarly impact the lives of others one day.

Catherine Brinker ’17

One of the most exciting parts of my time here at SMU has been my involvement with the Engineers Without Borders and our project in Bolivia designing and beginning to implement a constant source of water for a community. I am extremely grateful for your generous contribution to my education, which is constantly molding me into a better student and better person.

Richey Burns ’18

At the end of this year I am applying to medical school. At SMU, my studies have provided me with a great sense of satisfaction, a feeling of purpose and a tangible measure of success. I will always remember the impact that this scholarship has had on my life. I would not be at SMU without your support.

Lucy McCollom ’17

I truly feel like SMU provides the best opportunities for growth and leadership for any field of interest, especially to undergraduate students. Here, I have garnered a passion for educating others about human rights around the world, and this would not be at all possible without your generosity, so thank you!

Karly Zrake ’19
STUDENTS’ BIG IDEAS BENEFIT SOCIETY

In 2015–16 Big iDeas marked its ninth year as SMU’s signature program for student development of sustainable ideas that bring value to society. Fifteen undergraduate teams launched new businesses through the initiative. These six interdisciplinary student teams won grants of up to $5,000 through the Big iDeas Business Plan Competition in January:

• Jack Reynolds ’15, Edward Allegra ’16 and Miguel Quimbar ’17 developed their BioLum smartphone-based imaging system that is able to diagnose, monitor and help treat asthma.

• Andrew Elias ’19, Nayla Chalhoub ’17, Hannah Taylor ’16 and Joey McAteer ’16 created Home Run Deliveries, an app that will enable people to order food from concession stands at sporting events and have it delivered to their seats.

• Jason Waller ’17 founded Emergent Services, which helps veterans transition from active duty by working with insurance companies to employ them as independent property insurance adjusters.

• Anna Norkett ’16 and Olivia Nguyen ’17 created College Bound, a Saturday enrichment program that prepares low-income students who are first-generation Americans to both gain admission to and succeed in college.

• Meghan Scott ’17, Katie Meier ’16, Margie Anderson ’17, Caroline Carter ’18, Emily Towler ’16, Pranav Pradeep ’19, Jordan Vallee ’18, Kayce Pederson ’16, Maddie Herskind ’16 and Mackenzie Korsi ’19 organized the third annual Reading for a Reason, an event promoting literacy among elementary students in underprivileged parts of Dallas and educating parents in how best to support them.

• Tor Lundstrom ’18 and Arthur Work ’18 created Leviathan, a versatile and easy-to-use computer privacy solution for casual surfers through corporations.
STUDENTS EXCEL IN ENGAGED LEARNING

A record-setting 170 SMU undergraduates created cutting-edge projects in research, service and creative activities through SMU’s Engaged Learning initiative in 2015–16. Since its inception in 2011, 82 percent of the program’s graduating seniors have been accepted into graduate school or obtained employment in a field directly related to their project. Engaged Learning students, called Fellows, work closely with a University mentor to develop an individual research, creative, service or internship project that expands their classroom learning. Approved projects are eligible to receive up to $2,000 in grants for related expenses, and each completed project is documented in the SMU Digital Repository.

Students who successfully complete all four phases of an Engaged Learning Fellowship – proposal, project, presentation and publication – receive University Curriculum credit and a special notation on their transcript at graduation. A small sample illustrates the diversity of interests and achievements:

- **Ryan Blitzer ’16**, an advertising major in Meadows School of the Arts, created *Pieces*, a feature-length film exploring the nature of people with Dissociative Identity Disorder, their coping mechanisms and their ability to form relationships.

- **Daniel Gum ’16**, a physics and mechanical engineering double major in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences and the Lyle School, discovered more than a dozen new stars by analyzing previously known variable stars, gamma ray bursts and other phenomena detectable with SMU’s ROTSE-III telescope at McDonald Observatory.

- **Nohemi Mora ’16**, an environmental engineering major in Lyle School of Engineering, developed an activity book to teach children about the air-quality index as an intern in the City of Dallas Office of Environmental Quality. She also developed Spanish-language outreach materials on water conservation tailored for Dallas’ Latino communities. Nohemi was the University’s 2015–16 Umphrey Lee Award winner for community involvement.

- **Reagan Rexford ’16**, a biological sciences and markets and culture double major in Dedman College, shadowed dentists administering care in rural Panamá, where she became part of a team created to promote routine dental hygiene. She later developed an afterschool dental outreach program for young children and their families in Dallas.
SMU STUDENTS SHARE IDEAS WITH INTERNATIONAL THOUGHT LEADERS

A record number of SMU students discussed their work on issues affecting their communities and the world at the 2016 Clinton Global Initiative University (CGI U) meeting in April. Nine undergraduate and graduate students were selected to travel to the University of California-Berkeley to meet and share ideas with international thought leaders and policy makers. Graduate student Devon Skerritt was invited to attend the CGI-America meeting in June based on the promise of his project to educate and develop the next generation of social impact entrepreneurs.

RESEARCH DAY HIGHLIGHTS STUDENTS’ WORK IN VARIOUS DISCIPLINES

Students showed their work across a variety of disciplines at Research Day 2016 in February. The annual event brings together the campus community with peers and industry leaders in North Texas. Research Day presenters include both master’s and doctoral candidates as well as a growing number of undergraduate researchers. Here are some of the presenters:

- **Subil Abraham ’16**, a Ph.D. graduate in computer science and engineering in the Lyle School, is working to establish accurate and effective analytics strategies that will protect critical information infrastructures from external threats.

- **Faris Altamimi ’12**, a Ph.D. candidate in civil and environmental engineering in the Lyle School of Engineering, is researching ways to manage the natural biological reactions in landfill garbage to achieve overall reduction in waste and increased production and capture of methane for energy use.

- **Rose Ashraf ’16**, a Ph.D. candidate in psychology in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences who earned her master’s degree from SMU, is studying how harsh verbal discipline in the home predicts cessation of conflict. She won the award for best graduate student paper at the biennial meeting of the Society for Research in Human Development, held in Denver in March.

- **Patricia Nance ’17**, a chemistry and mathematics major in Dedman College, is investigating antimicrobial inorganic polymers called polyphosphazenes that may serve as infection-preventing surface coatings for reconstructive breast implants. She received a 2016–17 Barry Goldwater Scholarship and will present her research at the national American Chemical Conference in Philadelphia this fall.

- **Nicholas Saulnier ’15**, a master’s degree candidate in electrical engineering in the Lyle School, has created a mobile, low-cost hardware and software design that will allow nurses without specialized training to screen patients for cervical cancer – the third most common cancer worldwide and the leading cause of cancer mortality among women in developing countries.

- **Benjamin Wise ’16**, a mechanical engineering, physics and mathematics major in the Lyle School and Dedman College, is researching new technology to create implantable, biocompatible field sensors capable of interpreting nerve impulses, a key step in the development of advanced prosthetic devices.
STUDENT TRAVEL PROGRAMS SUPPORT GLOBAL EDUCATION

Nearly 500 SMU students studied abroad in 2015–16 with SMU Abroad programs in Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin and South America, the Middle East and Oceania during 2015–16. SMU offers 148 programs in 50 countries, with unique opportunities for international research, study tours, internships and service. SMU also offered other opportunities for global education. They included:

- **Richter Fellowships**, awarded to approximately 25 undergraduate Honors students, enabling them to conduct independent research projects on topics of international dimensions or multicultural projects within the United States or abroad under the guidance of a faculty mentor.

- **Maguire Center for Ethics and Public Responsibility Public Service Fellowships**, which in 2015–16 provided summer stipends for 11 undergraduate and graduate students to conduct ethics research in locations around the world. Projects ranged from volunteering with a foundation to provide emergency assistance following the April 2015 earthquake in Nepal to interning with a London nonprofit dedicated to serving refugees while examining social, economic and political inclusivity for ostracized immigrants.

- **The Embrey Human Rights Program**, through which 18 SMU students, alumni, faculty and community members traveled to Italy in March to learn about the nearly 8,000 victims of the Holocaust in the country during World War II. The group visited sites in and around Rome, Florence, Bologna, Bolzano and Trieste to “confront the horrific crimes Germans committed against Jews and other innocent civilians, especially after Italy switched sides in 1943 and joined the Allied effort,” said Director Rick Halperin.

- **SMU Alternative Breaks**, a student organization offering community service trips in the United States and abroad during academic breaks. Eight teams of students, faculty and staff took advantage of spring break to serve communities across the country, including at a food bank in Atlanta, a child crisis center in St. Louis and a disaster recovery organization in New Orleans.

- **The 2016 Civil Rights Pilgrimage**, which brought students, faculty and staff together to visit historic sites and meet with witnesses of the Civil Rights movement. During an eight-day bus journey participants walked across Selma’s Edmund Pettus Bridge to mark the 51st commemoration of Bloody Sunday and also visited Little Rock Central High School in Arkansas; Montgomery’s Dexter Avenue Baptist Church, where the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. served as pastor; the home of slain Civil Rights leader Medgar Evers, in Jackson, Miss.; the campus of the University of Mississippi in Oxford; and the Lorraine Motel in Memphis, where Dr. Martin Luther King was assassinated.
WORLD-CHANGING FACULTY AND ACADEMICS

Great universities are shaped by scholars who create and share knowledge. Support for The Second Century Campaign has enabled SMU to reach and exceed its goal for establishing new endowed faculty positions, helping to attract leading experts in an astonishing array of fields and significantly enhancing the University’s academic offerings and critical research initiatives. New faculty endowments and the scholars they bring to the Hilltop also strengthen SMU’s reputation as a repository of expertise in socially relevant topics. Support for facilities and academic programs have further contributed to the University’s quality as an academic center excelling in both teaching and inquiry.

Steven C. Currall, whose record of academic leadership includes achievements at Rice University, University College London and the University of California at Davis, was named in January as provost and vice president for academic affairs at SMU. Currall, a psychological scientist, served most recently as senior advisor for strategic projects and initiatives to the UC Davis chancellor. He is the lead author of Organized Innovation: A Blueprint for Renewing America’s Prosperity and a frequently quoted source for national and international media.
NEW LEGAL CENTER TO COMBAT WRONGFUL CONVICTIONS AND OVERINCARCERATION

In April SMU launched the new Deason Family Criminal Justice Reform Center in Dedman School of Law, where scholars will undertake independent research and develop educational opportunities on topics such as the causes of wrongful convictions and overincarceration, and ensuring the fair and ethical treatment of individuals at all stages of the criminal justice process. The Center will be supported by combined gifts totaling $7 million from the Deason Foundation and the Charles Koch Foundation. The Center will focus on sentencing and other issues that have led the United States to have 25 percent of the world's prison population. (L-R) Doug Deason and Dedman Law Dean Jennifer Collins

NEW FONDREN EXHIBITION SPACE OPENS WITH SHOW OF DEGOLYER TREASURES

“Books, Buildings and Benefactors” was the first exhibit held in the new Hillcrest Foundation Exhibit Hall, completed as part of the first phase of renovations of Fondren University Library. The modern, spacious new venue will highlight on an ongoing basis signature items from the DeGolyer Library Special Collections, such as rare books, manuscripts, photographs, prints and ephemera. The inaugural exhibit, which opened in April as part of Founders’ Day festivities, included political items, such as a 1900 William Jennings Bryan presidential campaign poster, first-edition books by William Faulkner and J.D. Salinger as well as historic SMU photos.
NEW CENTER PROMOTES U.S.-MEXICO TIES

A new center to research and promote policy-based discussion on the economic, political and social ties between Mexico and Texas was established as part of SMU’s John Goodwin Tower Center for Political Studies in April. The Mission Foods Texas-Mexico Center is made possible through a total gift commitment of $4 million from GRUMA-Mission Foods, a Mexican corporation based in Dallas, and expands on the reach of Mission Foods’ Texas-Mexico Program. Research programs focus on such issues as trade, investment, dynamic economic sectors, government and political relations, human capital and security. The new center also will work in collaboration with the Cox School of Business.

(Right) GRUMA Chairman of the Board and CEO Juan González shakes President Turner’s hand after signing the agreement creating the Mission Foods Texas-Mexico Center. Also shown is Javier Vélez Bautista, Mission Foods USA CEO.

SMU CO-HOSTS GLOBAL PALEONTOLOGY CONFERENCE

About 1,200 scientists from around the world gathered in Dallas in October for the 75th Annual Meeting of the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology, which was jointly hosted by SMU’s Roy M. Huffington Department of Earth Sciences in Dedman College and the Perot Museum of Science and Nature. Dallas Mayor Mike Rawlings proclaimed Oct. 11–17, 2015, Vertebrate Paleontology Week in Dallas on behalf of the Dallas City Council.

AFRICAN-AMERICAN AUTHORS GATHER FOR THE THIRD YEAR AT SMU-IN-TAOS

Kimbilio Retreat, a weeklong conference of some of the nation’s leading African-American fiction authors, was held in July 2015 at SMU-in-Taos, which has hosted the conference each year since its inception in 2013. David Haynes, professor of English and director of Creative Writing, spearheads the gathering at the University’s campus in the Carson National Forest in New Mexico. Kimbilio attracts a range of both established and up-and-coming authors. Several books workshopped at the inaugural 2013 retreat have now been published. The conference represents an effort to forge a stronger national community for African-American authors.
NEW PERKINS DEAN BRINGS BROAD INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Craig C. Hill, a Duke University leader in theological education with expertise in practice, research and church relations, was appointed in July 2016 as the new dean of Perkins School of Theology. Hill brings a broad overview of best practices and evolving challenges in different regions of the nation and world from his work at seminaries in Moscow, Russia; Seoul, Korea; and the University of Cambridge, England. Hill is the author of numerous scholarly articles and books, including *The Greatest Among You: Reclaiming a New Testament Perspective on Status and Ambition*, which is forthcoming.

GIFTS ENHANCE ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Enhancing SMU’s remarkable academic offerings was a central goal of The Second Century Campaign. Generous support for the campaign has made it possible for programs covering a broad range of disciplines to create and expand course offerings and research initiatives and to establish special initiatives that add to SMU’s extraordinary classroom experience.

Examples of such support received in 2015-16 include:

- $5 million from the Embrey Family Foundation for operational and endowment support of the Embrey Human Rights Program in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

- More than $3 million from the WJO Foundation and the Charles Koch Foundation in support of the William J. O’Neil Center for Global Markets and Freedom in Cox School of Business

- $500,000 from Gina L. and Tucker S. Bridwell ’73, ’74 to establish the Tucker S. Bridwell Liberty and Markets Student Reading Group Endowment Fund

- $500,000 from the Henry Luce Foundation in support of the Center for the Study of Latino/a Christianity and Religions in Perkins School of Theology

- $500,000 in matching funds, raising a total of $1 million for the National Center for Arts Research in Meadows School of the Arts

- Gifts supporting the Albert W. Niemi Center for American Capitalism in Cox School of Business

(L-R) Tony Boghetich ’75, Jilene K. Boghetich, Dean Albert W. Niemi, Laura O. Wheless and William M. Wheless, III ’71
ENDOWMENTS FOR NEW FACULTY POSITIONS HELP EXCEED GOAL

New endowments for faculty positions help SMU attract and retain top experts and contribute to the University’s quality as an educational and research institution. Gifts for faculty endowments also enabled SMU to exceed the University’s stretch goal of 110, adding a total of 62 during the campaign and reaching a University total of 116 endowed faculty positions.

Examples of generous gifts to establish new endowed faculty positions in 2015–16 include:

- $2 million from Anne R. Bromberg to establish the Alan R. Bromberg Centennial Chair in Corporate, Partnership and Securities Law in Dedman School of Law
- $1.5 million from Jane R. Bolin and Pat S. Bolin ’73 to establish the Jane and Pat Bolin Director of the Maguire Energy Institute in Cox School of Business
- $1.5 million planned gift from M. Scott Gray ’90 and Duane Minix to establish the Henry L. and Rebecca A. Gray Endowed Chair in Statistical Science in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences (Right, Henry Gray and Rebecca Gray)
- $1.5 million planned gift from James H. McIntosh ’66 to establish the James H. McIntosh Endowed Chair in Engineering in the Lyle School
- $1 million from Lydia and Bill Addy and the Addy Foundation for the Addy Family Centennial Professorship in Civil Engineering
- $1 million from the Charles Butt Foundation in honor of his mother, who was a teacher, for the Mary Elizabeth Holdsworth Endowed Professorship Fund in Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development
- $1 million from the Clements Foundation for William P. Clements Jr. Endowed Executive Director of SMU-in-Taos
- $1 million from Highland Park United Methodist Church to establish the Umphrey Lee Professorship in Methodist History in Perkins School of Theology (Bottom Right, Rev. Paul Rasmussen)
- $1 million from Elisa and Stephen R. Summers for the Emily Rich Summers Endowed Professorship in Art History

TWO SMU ALUMNI CELEBRATE CENTENNIAL PROFESSORSHIPS IN DEDMAN COLLEGE AND COX SCHOOL

Two Centennial Professorships were celebrated in 2015–16 through gifts totaling $2.5 million from Kathryn H. Arata ’87, ’91 and Stephen L. Arata ’88 (left, with President Turner). They are the Bonnie Wheeler Centennial Professorship in Medieval European Literature in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences and a Centennial Professorship in finance in the Cox School of Business, established through donations of $1.25 million each. The Aratas, SMU graduates and parents of Jeremy Arata ’16, were both students of Associate Professor and Director of Medieval Studies Bonnie Wheeler, who founded the interdisciplinary SMU Medieval Studies Program. The Aratas’ Cox School gift honors former Finance Department Chair Christopher B. Barry, who died in 2012. The Aratas also established the Jeremy duQuesnay Adams Centennial Professorship in Western European Medieval History in 2011. Endowments for Centennial Professorships were established for the life of The Second Century Campaign to provide permanent funding as well as operational funds to initiate the position on an expedited basis.
NEW LYLE FACULTY MEMBER FOCUSES ON ENGINEERING AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Duncan MacFarlane, a pioneering photonics engineer whose contributions to various technologies have spurred advancements in a variety of industries, was named as the first holder of the Bobby B. Lyle Centennial Chair in Engineering Entrepreneurship in February. The creation of the new chair and MacFarlane’s assumption of the position was celebrated by a panel discussion moderated by MacFarlane (at lectern) with representatives from SMU’s seven schools sharing interdisciplinary strategies for advancing entrepreneurship. Among MacFarlane’s discoveries used in industry are those in the area of photonic filters, which can enhance clarity and the ability to tune in a signal. MacFarlane received bachelor’s and master’s degrees in electrical engineering from Brown University, a Ph.D. from Portland State University and his M.B.A. from SMU’s Cox School of Business.

ALTSHULER DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS ANNOUNCED

The Altshuler Distinguished Teaching Professor Award annually recognizes four SMU faculty members for their notable commitment to and achievements in fostering student learning. Recipients receive a $10,000 award and membership in SMU’s Academy of Distinguished Teachers. The 2016 recipients were (L-R) Gabriela Vokic, associate professor of Spanish Linguistics in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences; William Dillon, Herman W. Lay Professor of Marketing and Statistics in Cox School of Business; Elizabeth Thornburg, Richard R. Lee Endowed Professor of Law in Dedman School of Law; and Maria Dixon, associate professor of Communication Studies in Meadows School of the Arts. The awards were established in 2001 by SMU Trustee Ruth Collins Sharp Altshuler ’48.

FIVE PROFESSORS NAMED FORD RESEARCH FELLOWS

Five distinguished SMU professors received awards for their outstanding research contributions when they were named 2016 Ford Research Fellows by the Board of Trustees. Established in 2002 through a $1 million pledge from SMU Trustee Gerald J. Ford ’66, ’69, the fellowships provide a cash prize for research support. Recipients were (L-R) Meghan Ryan, Gerald J. Ford Research Fellow and an associate professor in Dedman School of Law; Ali Beskok, professor and chair in the Department of Mechanical Engineering in Lyle School of Engineering; Frederick Chang, Bobby B. Lyle Centennial Distinguished Chair in Cyber Security and Director of the Darwin Deason Institute for Cyber Security, both in the Lyle School; Jodi Cooley-Sekula, associate professor of physics in Dedman College; and Mark Chancey, professor of religious studies in Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences.
SMU RESEARCHERS EARN HONORS AND VISIBILITY

SMU faculty members conducted groundbreaking research in 2015–16 that yielded new insights and advanced understanding of a variety of subjects. Some were recognized with national honors while others drew the attention of media. All made advances in their disciplines that change the contours of knowledge. A few examples:

• Fred Chang, director of SMU’s Darwin Deason Institute for Cyber Security and Bobby B. Lyle Centennial Distinguished Chair in Cyber Security in the Lyle School of Engineering and former director of research for the National Security Agency, was elected in February to the prestigious National Academy of Engineering, among the highest honors bestowed in engineering. Chang and other new members will be formally inducted during a ceremony at the NAE’s Annual Meeting in Washington, D.C., on October 9, 2016. Chang is the second Lyle School professor to be named to the NAE, following Delores Etter, the founding director of the Caruth Institute for Engineering Education.

• Archaeologist David Meltzer, Henderson-Morrison Professor of Prehistory in SMU’s Dedman College, collaborated with an international team of scientists to resolve a long-running, bitter political dispute over the ancestry of Kennewick man, an 8,500-year-old male skeleton discovered in 1996 in the Columbia River in Washington state. The study, “The Ancestry and Affiliations of Kennewick Man” in the June 2015 journal Nature, tapped genome sequencing, making headlines when it yielded evidence to show he was Native American, and thus eligible to be repatriated and reburied.

• SMU psychologists Alicia Meuret and Thomas Ritz, working with University of Maryland engineers, have been awarded a National Institutes of Health grant of nearly $2 million for their joint project to create a wearable device for pediatric asthma patients that helps children avoid asthma triggers. The device will monitor air quality, carbon dioxide levels in the blood, physical activity and other stimuli to identify each patient’s individual asthma triggers and alert them when conditions are ripe for an attack. Meuret is director of the Anxiety and Depression Research Center and an associate professor in clinical psychology. Ritz is a professor of psychology.

• Nicolay Tsarevsky, assistant professor in the Department of Chemistry in SMU’s Dedman College of Humanities and Science, received in August 2015 a prestigious National Science Foundation CAREER Award, expected to total $650,000 over five years, to fund his research into new methods of creating polymers – whose uses range from fluorescent materials to drug carriers, to everyday technologies. Tsarevsky specializes in developing methods to make large polymeric molecules in a lab with desired shapes, sizes and functionalities.

INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGINEERING AND DESIGN DEGREE LAUNCHED

SMU began offering a Master of Arts in Design and Innovation (MADI) in fall 2015 through Lyle School of Engineering. The program, led by Kate Canales, director of Design and Innovation Programs at Lyle, is grounded in an approach known as “design thinking” and provides a toolkit for people working outside the typical design environment. Coursework and project-based learning experiences teach participants to combine meeting human needs with the nearly limitless possibilities of technology and the economic requirements for business success through design research, idea generation and rapid prototyping.
MU’s striking collegiate Georgian campus has always been a central component of the University’s educational experience. Thanks to generous support for The Second Century Campaign, the campus in recent years has undergone a notable transformation that has succeeded in adding to its impact and influence upon both students and faculty. Enhancements to libraries, laboratories, living quarters, athletic fields and a remarkable array of other facilities provide new forms of support for every area of endeavor and achievement. And programs that encourage students’ personal growth as citizens and leaders are further enhancing the extraordinary experience of life on the Hilltop.

Avery Acker ’16, an American Athletic Conference nominee for the NCAA Woman of the Year Award, led SMU volleyball to a program-record 27 wins. Selected as Academic All-American of the Year for Division I volleyball by the College Sports Information Directors of America, she is now in medical school.
SMU dedicated the new Carolyn and David Miller Campus Center at SMU-in-Taos in July 2015. The Center, named for lead donors David B. Miller '72, '73 and Carolyn L. Miller (center), creates a comfortable gathering place for campus and community groups. Seminar rooms, a fitness center, media room and a large gathering space are components of the Center, which also includes the William P. Clements, Jr. Great Hall, named for the late William P. Clements, Jr. '39. A Clements Foundation gift for the Center honors the former Texas governor, who made possible SMU’s acquisition of Fort Burgwin, a pre-Civil War cantonment, leading to the development of SMU-in-Taos.

SMU’s new Crum Lacrosse and Sports Field was dedicated in February, giving a wide range of club sports teams a new field to call home. The field was made possible by a generous gift from Gary T. Crum '69 and Sylvie P. Crum. Located along Bush Avenue, south of the George W. Bush Presidential Center, the Crum Lacrosse and Sports Field provides space for practice and games for club teams, including men’s and women’s lacrosse, which will have priority use of the field. The facility consists of a synthetic turf field with 6,945 square feet of space, a field house, six tennis courts and additional parking for Park Cities Plaza.
ONE-DAY INTERNET CHALLENGE GENERATES DONATIONS FOR STUDENT-FOCUSED INITIATIVES AND PROGRAMS

More than 1,300 donors supported the Mustangs Give Back challenge in March, providing funding for campus-wide projects and other important areas that have significant impact on today’s students. The one-day giving opportunity raised $186,119.54 for a wide range of student-focused programs and initiatives, including engineering research, new courses in emerging fields, tutoring and scholarships. A special Mustangs Give Back website provided profiles of 30 featured projects and their funding goals.

TATE LECTURE SERIES ATTRACTS COMPELLING NATIONAL LEADERS, ARTISTS

The 34th annual Willis M. Tate Distinguished Lecture Series featured such renowned speakers as former U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, Council on Foreign Relations president Richard Haass and political news analyst David Gergen; Monuments Men Foundation founder and president and SMU graduate Robert Edsel ’79; NPR science correspondent Shankar Vedantam; acclaimed documentary filmmaker Ken Burns; spoken-word poet Sarah Kay; actor and breast cancer awareness advocate Rob Lowe (pictured above); and national security insiders Keith Alexander and Kevin Mandia with Fred Chang, director of SMU’s Darwin Deason Institute for Cyber Security. The season was capped with a lively discussion between political strategists James Carville and Karl Rove. The series, named for SMU president Willis M. Tate, raises more than $800,000 annually for academic scholarships that include SMU’s President’s Scholars Program.
SMU INITIATIVES STRENGTHEN COMMUNITY CONNECTION

SMU outreach programs and public events highlighted the University’s connection to the community throughout 2015–16. A few examples:

• SMU took part in the Mayor’s Summer Reading Club, an eight-week program in summer 2015, to support children and families across Dallas in reading efforts. Children who read for at least 30 minutes daily were eligible to win prizes, including an SMU prize pack and an SMU sign announcing “A Summer Reader Lives Here.” More than 20,000 Dallas families and children participated in the program.

• As part of SMU’s centennial celebration in September, 100 SMU students took part in Centennial Stampede of Service, a project to lead service projects at 10 local nonprofits. The students provided more than 300 service hours in one day at organizations throughout the city, including Interfaith Housing, Uplift Schools and the Dallas Public Library.

• In January SMU marked the 50th anniversary of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s 1966 speech on the Hilltop with a variety of events. A contingent of SMU representatives, including Student Body President Carlton Adams ’16, Association of Black Students President D’Marquis Allen ’16 and former Student Senate Chair Charles Cox ’66, who introduced King before his speech at SMU, presented a transcript of the speech and a photo from the event to the Dallas Civil Rights Museum at Martin Luther King Jr. Community Center. SMU students, faculty and staff joined in helping others with a “Day of Service” and were a part of the annual Dallas MLK Day Parade. And SMU President R. Gerald Turner and student leaders led the annual Unity Walk, a demonstration of the University’s support of King’s work, on Bishop Boulevard through the center of the main campus.

HISTORIAN AWARDED MEDAL OF FREEDOM

David McCullough, the prolific writer frequently referred to as “America’s greatest historian,” received the Medal of Freedom from the John Goodwin Tower Center for Political Studies in November. McCullough spoke at a public forum before receiving the award at a private dinner that included a discussion moderated by former U.S. Senator Alan K. Simpson. McCullough’s 11 books include *Truman* (1993) and *John Adams* (2001). The Medal of Freedom is presented every two years to an individual or individuals who have contributed to the advancement of democratic ideals and to the security, prosperity and welfare of humanity. Funds raised by the event support the Tower Center, which is part of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences. (L-R) Former President George W. Bush, David McCullough and former First Lady Laura Welch Bush ’68.
TECHNOLOGY AND CIVIC LEADERS DELIVER COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS

Technology and civic leaders Mary and Richard Templeton shared the delivery of the May Commencement address in Moody Coliseum. Richard Templeton, a member of the SMU Board of Trustees, is president and CEO of Texas Instruments, and Mary Templeton is a financial analyst and computer scientist. The Templetons talked about lessons learned from a swimming accident two-and-a-half years ago that left Mrs. Templeton paralyzed. “It is my enduring belief that you can let things either strengthen you or weaken you,” Mr. Templeton told the graduates. Mrs. Templeton said, “I’ve heard that the ultimate challenge for each of us is to leave everything we touch and every person we meet a little better than we found them.” The couple have three children, including Jim ’14, a Lyle School of Engineering graduate.

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI, EMERGING LEADER AWARDS RECOGNIZE OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS

SMU honored cultural, business and education leaders with Distinguished Alumni Awards, the highest accolade the University bestows upon graduates, at a campus ceremony during SMU’s Homecoming and Centennial Celebration in September 2015. (L-R) Alumni Board Chair Peter A. Lodwick ’77, ’80 with DAA recipients: groundbreaking corporate executive and philanthropist Billie Ida Williamson ’74, finance educator Donald F. Jackson ’63 and arts patron Beth Fraser Enloe ’60. Award-winning author and religious leader Michael W. Waters ’02, ’06, ’12 received the University’s Emerging Leader Award, which recognizes an influential alumnus who has graduated in the past 15 years.

NEW COMPREHENSIVE HISTORY TRACES SMU’S FIRST CENTURY

The first comprehensive SMU history, One Hundred Years on the Hilltop, by Darwin Payne, professor emeritus of communications, was released in April as the University celebrated the first Founders’ Day of its second century. Made possible by a grant from the Hoblitzelle Foundation, the 591-page hardback book narrates the University’s evolution from a fledgling regional institution into a university of national stature. Payne taught journalism at SMU for 30 years.
MEADOWS MUSEUM CONTINUES ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION WITH MAJOR EXHIBITION

SMU’s Meadows Museum, which houses one of the world’s largest and most comprehensive collections of Spanish art outside Spain, celebrated the second half of its 50th anniversary by presenting *Treasures from the House of Alba: 500 Years of Art and Collecting* from September 2015 to January 2016. The exhibition was the first in the United States to present major portions of works from the House of Alba collection, one of the oldest and most significant private art collections in Europe.

MEADOWS MUSEUM ACQUIRES DALÍ MASTERPIECE

The Meadows Museum became the first Texas museum to add a painting by Surrealist master Salvador Dalí to its collection with the acquisition of *L’homme poisson*. The 1930 oil painting was displayed at the Meadows for the first time in an exhibition titled *Dalí: An Early Surrealist Masterpiece* that ran from January to August 2016. The acquisition of *L’homme poisson* was made possible by the generosity of The Meadows Foundation; Holly ’85 and Doug Deason; Mrs. Eugene McDermott; Linda Pitts Custard ’60, ’99 and William A. Custard ’57; and Gwen and Richard Irwin.

DALLAS HALL EARNS TOP SUSTAINABILITY CERTIFICATION

Iconic Dallas Hall, SMU’s oldest building, became the first academic building on a Texas university campus and only the second 100-year-old building in the United States to achieve LEED Gold Certification for the operation and maintenance of an existing building. LEED, or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, is a building certification program sponsored by the U.S. Green Building Council that recognizes building strategies that follow the strictest practices promoting environmental sustainability.

MEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM FINISHES IN NATIONAL TOP 25

The SMU men’s basketball team earned a 25-5 final record and a No. 24 ranking in the final AP national poll after achieving an 18-0 record in the first 66 days of the season. The team’s winning record was the best in recent years and one of the finest in the program’s history. Guard Nic Moore ’16 was named American Athletic Conference Player of the Year for the second consecutive season. Forward Markus Kennedy ’16 was named AAC Sixth Man of the Year and guard Shake Milton ’19 was honored as a member of the conference’s All-Rookie Team. More than 117,000 fans came to watch the men’s basketball team play at Moody Coliseum, setting a new program record.
NEW BASKETBALL HEAD COACHES NAMED

Tim Jankovich (Far Left) was named men’s basketball head coach in July 2016, after four years as associate head coach under Mustang head coach Larry Brown, who announced his departure. In fall 2016 Jankovich will embark on his 34th season as a collegiate coach and his 12th as a head coach. Travis Mays (Left) was named in April as SMU’s new head women’s basketball coach, coming to the Hilltop after 14 years as an assistant coach, where he served under three Hall of Fame coaches, and 11 years playing professionally. Mays also served four seasons as associate head coach at the University of Texas at Austin.

MUSTANG TEAMS EXCEL IN COMPETITION AND THE CLASSROOM

Mustang athletic teams excelled across the board in 2015–16, with three teams – men’s basketball, men’s soccer and equestrian – all ranked within the top 10 of their respective sports during the season, and the equestrian team reaching the NCEA National Championship quarterfinals. Three teams – men’s soccer, volleyball and women’s swimming and diving – also won conference championships. Twenty-seven student-athletes won individual conference championships. Sixty-three percent of SMU student-athletes hold a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 or higher, with SMU football setting new records during the spring semester for the program’s highest GPA in a single term and cumulatively.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL HEAD COACH RETIRES AFTER 35 YEARS ON THE HILLTOP

Rhonda Rompola announced her retirement in February after serving for 25 years as SMU’s head women’s basketball coach, during which she won five conference championships and accumulated a 439-318 record. A former SMU player, Rompola joined the Mustangs’ coaching staff after graduating in 1983 and became the program’s head coach in 1991. She led the Mustangs to postseason competition 13 times, including seven NCAA Tournament berths. She guided her teams to 20-win seasons nine times and coached the Mustangs to a program-record 24 victories in 2007-08.

EXPERIENCED STUDENT LIFE LEADER NAMED VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS

Pamela D. Anthony, an expert in programming and resources supporting student development and well-being, joined SMU in February as vice president for student affairs. She served previously as dean of students at Iowa State University, and also held student life positions at Georgia State University, Spelman College and the University of Alaska-Fairbanks. She oversees SMU’s Office of the Dean of Student Life; Residence Life; women’s, LGBT, multicultural, volunteer and leadership programs; student activities; student conduct; campus ministries; health and wellness programs; career services; the Hughes-Trigg Student Center and the Dedman Center for Lifetime Sports.
SMU remains on sound financial footing and presents financial information for the fiscal year June 1, 2015, through May 31, 2016. The University is committed to the prudent management of gifts and other financial resources that support student and faculty achievement, academic programs and campus life.
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The information on pages 42-43 was derived from the audited financial statements of the University for fiscal year June 1, 2015 – May 31, 2016.

JUNE 1, 2015 – MAY 31, 2016
(in 000s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATEMENT OF ACTIVITY</th>
<th>BALANCE SHEET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>REVENUE</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASSETS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition and fees</td>
<td>Cash and cash equivalents $235,399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship allowance – tuition and fees $(155,346)</td>
<td>Accounts receivable $25,177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Tuition</td>
<td>Pledges receivable $145,188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifts</td>
<td>Investments $1,397,132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment income, net of investment expenses $11,390</td>
<td>Property, plant and equipment $1,028,149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net realized and unrealized gains on investments $74,041</td>
<td>Other assets $21,883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants and contracts</td>
<td>Total Assets $2,852,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship allowance – room and board $(3,617)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Revenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPENSES</th>
<th><strong>LIABILITIES</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program expenses:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional</td>
<td>Accounts payable and accrued expenses $189,316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic support</td>
<td>Deposits and deferred income $39,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Other liabilities $1,606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized activities</td>
<td>Bonds payable $681,787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student services</td>
<td>Advances for student loans $3,041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary activities</td>
<td>Total Liabilities $915,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Program Expenses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Expenses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other changes</td>
<td><strong>NET ASSETS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Net Assets During the Year $108,579</td>
<td>$1,937,428</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                | Total Liabilities and Net Assets $2,852,928 |
EXPENDITURES TOWARD STRATEGIC GOALS

During the past decade SMU has increased annual expenditures for scholarships, faculty and academic achievement in support of goals identified in the University’s Strategic Plan.

STUDENT SUPPORT
Annual University expenditures for tuition scholarships

FACULTY SUPPORT
Annual University expenditures for academic instruction

ACADEMIC SUPPORT
Annual University expenditures for academic support, including library, advising and technology resources
The SMU endowment ended the fiscal year on May 31, 2016, with a market value of $1.384 billion, representing a decrease of $121.3 million from the prior fiscal year. During the year the University received substantial endowment gifts of $29.8 million, plus many more new commitments that will be added to the endowment in future years. Endowment distributions of $59.7 million provided support to University operations and accounted for 14% of the operating revenue budget. Multiple restricted and unrestricted purposes were funded, including support for scholarships, faculty, educational programs and libraries.

Total return was -5.7% for the one-year period ended May 31, 2016. Although performance was disappointing this year, returns have been favorable over the past three and five years relative to peer institutions. The continued decline in oil prices negatively impacted the endowment’s energy investments and global equities also detracted from performance. International stocks continued to lag U.S. stocks during the fiscal year, as anemic growth rates, deteriorating profit margins and deflationary fears weighed heavily on European and Japanese equity markets. Despite these challenges, SMU remains focused on implementing long-term investment strategies that have served the University well in years past.

SMU’s donors have always been generous, and we thank them for their support of the University and the endowment over the past year. We pledge to continue concentrating on investment strategies and opportunities that should allow the endowment to grow over time and maintain appropriate levels of risk and diversification. Meeting these goals over the long term will enable the endowment to support SMU in perpetuity.
2015-16 REVENUE SOURCES
(Educational and general budget)

Net Tuition and Required Fees: 71%
Endowment Distribution: 16%
Annual Gifts: 5%
Other Revenue: 8%

2015-16 ENDOWMENT DISTRIBUTION
BY DESIGNATED PURPOSE

Educational Program Support: 37%
Scholarships and Other Student Aid: 27%
Chairs and Faculty Support: 23%
Library and Books: 6%
Maintenance: 5%
Other: 2%

ENDOWMENT POOL ASSET ALLOCATION

Global Equities
Fixed Income
Diversifying Strategies
Private Markets
Real Assets
Cash/Cash Equivalent
The inspiring support from alumni, parents, faculty, staff, students, friends and organizations for SMU continued in 2015–16. Bold investments throughout The Second Century Campaign have created a strong foundation for SMU’s future – and created new opportunities for donors to support students, faculty, academic programs and the campus experience.

Highlights of the fiscal year include:

- More than 31,000 donors collectively gave more than $99 million in cash contributions – the fourth highest recorded annual revenue total in SMU history. More than $46.5 million was given to support current operations, and $52.9 million was directed to capital projects and the SMU endowment.
- SMU Athletics marked the eighth consecutive record-setting fundraising year for gifts directed to current operations, with $10.4 million raised. Within that amount, unrestricted gifts through the Mustang Club totaled nearly $5.5 million, 80% higher than just four years ago. Capital and endowment giving added more than $8.1 million, led by gifts to the Trinity Forest Golf Course and Robson & Lindley Aquatics Center. Together, operational, capital and endowment revenue received for SMU Athletics in FY16 was more than $18.5 million.
- 3,500-plus households made contributions totaling $1,000 or more and are recognized as President’s Associates.
- More than 13,500 households made gifts and pledge payments to SMU in at least two consecutive years, and more than 3,000 households have contributed consecutively for at least 10 years. All are recognized as members of the Hilltop Society.
- 1,575 volunteers led and supported alumni, parent and friend activities around the world, and 72% of these volunteers also made a gift to SMU.
GIFT REVENUE COMPARISON 2008-16
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Quality
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Friends, Parents and Faculty and Staff
Organizations
Alumni
100THANK Y
for joining this historic cele
SMU is built on the unbridled generosity of our alumni, parents and friends. In the fiscal year June 1, 2015 – May 31, 2016, SMU received financial support from thousands of generous donors who are helping to strengthen the University. SMU is pleased to acknowledge these donors and honor their ongoing commitment.

$100,000+ GIFTS AND COMMITMENTS
Recognizes donors who made gifts and commitments of $100,000 or more for a single initiative in 2015–16.

ENDOWMENT FUNDS
Recognizes donors who established new endowments in 2015–16.

DALLAS HALL SOCIETY
Recognizes donors who made a planned gift to the University in 2015–16.

PRESIDENT’S ASSOCIATES
Recognizes donors who contributed $1,000 or more in 2015–16.

CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Recognizes institutions that contributed $1,000 or more in 2015–16.

HILLTOP SOCIETY
Recognizes donors who give to SMU in consecutive years.

In the following pages, the University recognizes the generosity of those whose contributions are critical to the future of SMU, helping to define a second century of achievement.

The University has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of this information. If you note an error or omission, please bring it to our attention so that we may correct our records.

Thank you for your generous support of SMU and its educational mission.

Office of Donor Relations • 214-768-4525 • donorrelations@smu.edu
SMU is grateful to more than 120 donors who made gifts and commitments of $100,000 or more for a single initiative during the period of June 1, 2015 – May 31, 2016. SMU will forever be grateful to the donors recognized here. Through their generosity, these founders of SMU’s second century significantly increased student scholarships and faculty positions, enhanced the University’s distinctive campus experience and set the course for expanded global impact and prominence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DONOR NAME</th>
<th>DESIGNATION NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>The Budd Center: Involving Communities in Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>The Budd Center: Involving Communities in Education - Seibens Grant for The Metrics Project Phase III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>The Cruse C. and Marjorie F. Calahan Centennial Chair in Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>The Cruse C. and Marjorie F. Calahan Endowed Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>The Brad E. Cheves Endowed Tower Scholars Program Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia and Bill Addy and the Addy Foundation</td>
<td>Scholarships in the Edwin L. Cox School of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn H. Arata ’87, ’91 and Stephen L. Arata ’88</td>
<td>Scholarships in the Dedman School of Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William E. Armentrout Foundation</td>
<td>The Addy Family Centennial Professorship in Civil Engineering Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Armstrong ’82 and Liz Martin Armstrong ’82 and Family</td>
<td>The Arata Centennial Study Abroad Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo Nelle Bain ’71, ’75</td>
<td>The W.E. Armentrout MBA Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorge L. Baldor ’93</td>
<td>William J. O’Neil Center for Global Markets and Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Belo Foundation</td>
<td>The Armstrong Family Endowed Dedman College Scholars Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Stackhouse Berube ’97 and Ryan T. Berube ’97</td>
<td>General University Scholarships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estate of H.M. Bettis</td>
<td>Latino Center for Leadership Development and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo Ellen Smith Bogert ’70</td>
<td>SMU Tower Center Research Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane R. and Pat S. Bolin ’73 and</td>
<td>The Dallas Morning News Endowed Scholarship Fund in Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichita Falls Area Community Foundation</td>
<td>Robson &amp; Lindley Aquatics Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michal S. Boothe</td>
<td>General University Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George W. Bramblett, Jr. ’63, ’66 and</td>
<td>The Bogert Scholarship Fund in Memory of Marion Liggett Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedie Oliver Bramblett ’95</td>
<td>The Jane and Pat Bolin Endowed Director of the Maguire Energy Institute Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina L. Bridwell and Tucker S. Bridwell ’73, ’74</td>
<td>DeGolyer Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane M. Brierley and Hal M. Brierley</td>
<td>The George and Pedie Bramblett Endowed Faculty Research Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne R. Bromberg</td>
<td>The George and Pedie Bramblett Endowed Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogene A. Buchholz ’64 and Sandra Buchholz</td>
<td>Gina and Tucker Bridwell Diversity Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. A. Bucker ’81 and J. D. Hall</td>
<td>The Tucker S. Bridwell Liberty and Markets Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Charles Butt Foundation</td>
<td>Reading Group Endowment Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cain Foundation</td>
<td>National Center for Arts Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James B. Cain ’42</td>
<td>The Alan R. Bromberg Centennial Chair in Corporate,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wofford Denius ’77</td>
<td>Partnership and Securities Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Wiley Caldwell ’00 and Tye Caldwell</td>
<td>Scholarships in the Perkins School of Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFP Foundation</td>
<td>Southwest Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Clements Foundation</td>
<td>Mary Elizabeth Holdsworth Endowed Professorship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Thomas Compton ’01</td>
<td>The Cain Denius Endowed Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estate of George W. Cook</td>
<td>General University Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BBA Business Scholars Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The William P. Clements, Jr. Endowed Executive Director of SMU-in-Taos Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scholarships in the Edwin L. Cox School of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George W. Cook Collection Endowment Fund</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jonathan Coon and Kirsten Coon and the Foundation for Better Education

Dodee Frost Crockett ’03 and William B. Crockett, Jr. ’05
C. David Cush ’82, ’83
Dallas Bar Foundation

Holly Kee Deason ’85 and Douglas R. Deason
The Deason Foundation
Abha Singh Divine ’89 and James S. Divine ’89

Dennis O. Dixon ’66, ’68
Anthony W. Dona ’81 and Lillian Dona
Frank M. Dunlevy ’71 and Susan Dunlevy
Robert C. S. Embree ’13

The Embrey Family Foundation
Randall S. Fojtasek ’85, ’90 and Olamaie G. Fojtasek
Maureen G. Frieze ’84
Ann Park Roberts Gibbs ’66 and James R. Gibbs ’66, ’70, ’72
M. Scott Gray ’90 and Duane Minix
Louise H. Gresham and Thomas G. Gresham ’80
Paul Grindstaff ’15
Gruma Foundation
Donald L. Harrison, Jr. and Patricia Buddendorf Harrison ’85
Linda W. Hart ’65 and Milledge A. Hart, III

Cindy L. Hawkins and Pat C. Hawkins ’70, ’71, ’72
Highland Park United Methodist Church

The Hunt Family
Lamar Hunt ’56 † and Norma K. Hunt
Clark K. Hunt ’87 and Tavia S. Hunt
Daniel L. Hunt ’00 and Toni Muñoz-Hunt
Nancy Ann Hunter Hunt ’65 and Ray L. Hunt ’65
Mary Ann Hyde

Jones Day
Gene C. Jones and Jerral W. Jones

Carole V. Kinnebrew and Jack M. Kinnebrew ’67, ’73
Charles Koch Foundation

Harold B. Krom ’60
Uarline Smith Lamb ’46
David W. Ley ’92
Shelli Mims Lindley and Steven J. Lindley ’74
J. Stephen Lockton ’89
Diana L. Lowe and Gregg A. Lowe
Henry Luce Foundation
Cary M. Maguire

SMU Unbridled, The Second Century Campaign

Perkins School of Theology Executive Board Endowed Scholarship
The Cush Family Endowed Dedman College Scholars Fund
Dallas Bar Scholars in Memory of Sarah T. Hughes
Meadows Museum Acquisitions
Deason Family Criminal Justice Reform Center
President’s Scholars Program
Scholarships in the Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
General University Support
The Lilian and Tony Dona Endowed MBA Scholarship Fund
Robson & Lindley Aquatics Center
Mustang Club
Scholarships in the Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Scholarships in the Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
Scholarships in the Algur H. Meadows School of the Arts
Embrey Human Rights Program
SMU Unbridled, The Second Century Campaign
Robson & Lindley Aquatics Center
Circle of Champions Centennial Challenge
The Henry L. and Rebecca A. Gray Endowed Chair in Statistical Science Fund
The Louise and Tom Gresham Endowed BBA Scholars Fund
Crum Basketball Center
Mission Foods Texas-Mexico Center
The Donny and Tricia Buddendorf Harrison Endowed Scholarship Fund
Linda and Mitch Hart Diversity Scholarship
Tate Series Gift Fund
Robson & Lindley Aquatics Center
Highland Park United Methodist Church Future Leaders Program Fund
The Umphrey Lee Endowed Professor in Methodist History Fund
SMU Unbridled, The Second Century Campaign

Nancy Ann and Ray L. Hunt Leadership Scholars Program
The Edward R. and Mary Ann Hyde Endowed Meadows Scholars Fund
The Edward R. and Mary Ann Hyde Endowed President’s Scholarship Fund
Tate Series Gift Fund
Medal of Freedom Event
SMU Unbridled, The Second Century Campaign
The Jack M. and Carole V. Kinnebrew Endowed Scholarship Fund
Deason Family Criminal Justice Reform Center
William J. O’Neil Center for Global Markets and Freedom
Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Edwin L. Cox School of Business
The Stephen W. Ley Endowed Scholarship
Robson & Lindley Aquatics Center
Mustang Excellence Fund for SMU Football
The Diana and Gregg Lowe Endowed Scholarship Fund
Center for the Study of Latino/a Christianity and Religions
The Albert W. Niemi Endowed Center for American Capitalism Fund

† Deceased
Ashley Brittingham McDermott ’86 and Jeffrey McDermott
Margaret M. McDermott
James H. McIntosh ’66
Brian K. Miller and Victoria Vaughan Miller ’79
David B. Miller ’72, ’73 and Carolyn L. Miller and
David B. Miller Family Foundation

Jenny F. Mullen and Richard T. Mullen ’61
Beth A. Park and Lawrence Park
Martha Raley Peak ’50 *
Sarah Fullinwider Perot ’83 and Ross Perot, Jr. and
The Sarah and Ross Perot, Jr. Foundation
Gigi Glisson Poglitsch ’69, ’72 and Jerry M. Poglitsch
Elmer C. Powell, Jr. and Amy Diane Powell
William D. Powell, Jr. ’57
Caren H. Prothro, Vin and Caren Prothro Foundation and
Perkins-Prothro Foundation
Kimberly Novel Quinn ’88 and Terry D. Quinn ’88
Manda L. Rash and Dan J. Wittliff ’72
Merrill J. Reynolds ’76 and Nancy S. Reynolds
The Richards Group, Inc.
Jane L. Rimer and Kirk L. Rimer ’89
Laurence O. Rubel ’82
Phyllis Sams and William M. Sams ’60
Nancy Crow Sanders ’63 * and Jack F. Sanders ’64
Carl Sewell ’66 and Peggy Higgins Sewell ’72
Gay Nell Steelman Shiels ’53
Connie McCarthy Sigel ’85 and Marc H. Sigel
Harold Simmons Foundation, Inc.
Clay G. Small ’75 and Ellen Small
Dori Hodges Smith ’76, ’77 and Jim E. Smith
Joan E. Smith and Richard F. Smith
Mark Styslinger ’87 and Jennifer Overstreet Styslinger ’86
Gary M. Sumers
Elisa and Stephen R. Summers
Joe Chat Sumner, III ’55
Eric N. Suzuki and Sokunhear Sy Suzuki ’96
Greg M. Swalwell ’79 and Terry G. Connor
Jack E. Swindle ’65, ’67 and Libby Rogers Swindle ’73
Stephen L. Tatum ’76
Antoinette Barksdale Terry ’54 and Marshall Terry ’53, ’54
Toffolon Partners, LLC
John T. Unger ’73, ’74 and Kathy J. Welch ’74

Ashley McDermott Meadows Scholar
Meadows Museum Acquisitions
The James H. McIntosh Endowed Chair in Engineering Fund
The Rosemary Haggar Vaughan Endowed Meadows Scholars Fund
Athletics Master Plan - Indoor Performance Center
EnCap/LCM Group Alternative Asset Center
MBA Annual Scholarships - Military Students
Men’s Basketball Program Enhancements
Mustang Post-Season Fund
SMU Diversity Scholarship Fund
Trinity Forest Golf Initiative
Meadows Museum
SMU Tennis Complex
Graduate Ensemble-in-Residence Program in Music Fund
Medal of Freedom Event
The Thomas W. Luce, III Centennial Dedman Law Scholars Program Fund
The Jerry and Gigi Glisson Poglitsch Endowed Scholarship Fund
Central University Libraries
The William and Dewenna Powell Endowed Law Scholarship Fund
Fondren Library Center Renovation

SMU Unbridled, The Second Century Campaign
Scholarships in the Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
The Merrill J. Reynolds Endowed BBA Scholars Fund
The Stan Richards Creative Chair in Advertising Endowment Fund
MBA Scholarships in the Edwin L. Cox School of Business
SMU Men’s Swimming Program
Athletics Master Plan - Ford Stadium Enhancements
Crum Basketball Center
The Jack Frost Sanders Endowed Film Scholarship Fund
The Nancy Crow Sanders Endowed Dedman College Scholars Fund
Sewell Provost Scholarships for Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Admissions Recruiting
General University Scholarships
Harold Clark Simmons Hall
The Budd Center: Involving Communities in Education -
School Zone West Dallas
The Grant Inverdale Small Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Jim and Doris Hodges Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Albert W. Niemi Endowed Center for American Capitalism Fund
Department of Athletics
Department of Athletics
The Emily Rich Summers Endowed Professorship in Art History Fund
The Joe Chat Sumner, III Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Eric and Thear Sy Suzuki Endowed Scholarship Fund
Robson & Lindley Aquatics Center
Lyle School of Engineering Endowed Scholarship Fund
General University Support
General University Support
Department of Athletics
Robson & Lindley Aquatics Center
Deceased
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United Methodist Church General Board of Higher Education and Ministry
Mimi and William H. Vanderstraaten ’82
Karen Von Der Bruegge ’75
Carolyn and Rick Waghorne
Amy Abboud Ware ’87, ’90 and Leslie D. Ware ’89, ’92
and the Amy and Les Ware Foundation
Terry Warner ’74
Garry A. Weber ’58
Leland B. White ’72 and Monica H. White ’87
Charles Hale Wickersham
Jack F. Wilgus and Beverly A. Wilgus
John D. Williamson, Jr. ’55, ’57 and
Roberta Van Zandt Williamson ’58
Robert A. Wilson ’67 and Susan Cooper Wilson ’67 and
The Robert A. and Susan C. Wilson Foundation
WJO Foundation

Perkins School of Theology Ministerial Education Fund
Mimi and William Vanderstraaten Endowed MBA Scholarship Fund
Scholarships for Military Dependent Students
Simmons Graduate Certificate Program in Early Literacy
The Amy Abboud Ware Centennial Professorship in Criminal Law Fund
Robson & Lindley Aquatics Center
Athletics Master Plan - Indoor Performance Center
The Leland White Family Endowed Engineering Scholarship Fund
Perkins School of Theology
Central University Libraries
Dedman School of Law

Robson & Lindley Aquatics Center
William J. O’Neil Center for Global Markets and Freedom Teaching Free Enterprise in Texas
William J. O’Neil Center for Global Markets and Freedom
Since the launch of The Second Century Campaign, new endowments supporting a variety of purposes have been established through outright gifts or planned giving instruments. The following donors created new endowments during the period June 1, 2015 – May 31, 2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DONOR NAME</th>
<th>FUND NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>The Brad E. Cheves Endowed Tower Scholars Program Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>The Cruse C. and Marjorie F. Calahan Centennial Chair in Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>The Donald J. Malouf Endowed Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia and Bill Addy and the Addy Foundation</td>
<td>The Addy Family Centennial Professorship in Civil Engineering Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn H. Arata '87, '91 and Stephen L. Arata '88</td>
<td>The Arata Centennial Study Abroad Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Armstrong '82 and Liz Martin Armstrong '82 and Family Bank of Oklahoma Foundation</td>
<td>The Armstrong Family Endowed Dedman College Scholars Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Belo Foundation</td>
<td>The C. Fred Ball, Jr. and Bank of Texas Endowed MBA Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane R. and Pat S. Bolin '73 and Wichita Falls</td>
<td>The Dallas Morning News Endowed Scholarship Fund in Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>The Jane and Pat Bolin Endowed Director of the Maguire Energy Institute Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>The George and Pedie Bramblett Endowed Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn H. Arata '87, '91 and Stephen L. Arata '88</td>
<td>The Stephanie and Bennie Bray Endowed Meadows Scholars Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Armstrong '82 and Liz Martin Armstrong '82 and Family Bank of Oklahoma Foundation</td>
<td>The Tucker S. Bridwell Liberty and Markets Student Reading Group Endowment Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne R. Bromberg</td>
<td>The Alan R. Bromberg Centennial Chair in Corporate, Partnership and Securities Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Charles Butt Foundation</td>
<td>Mary Elizabeth Holdsworth Endowed Professorship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Clements Foundation</td>
<td>The William P. Clements, Jr. Endowed Executive Director of SMU-in-Taos Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubrey M. Costa</td>
<td>The Aubrey M. Costa Endowed Program Excellence Fund in Real Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin S. Cox '75, '78</td>
<td>The Laurie Hickman Cox Endowed Studio Art Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter Creech '60, '63</td>
<td>The Carter Creech Endowed MBA Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. David Cush '82, '83</td>
<td>The Cush Family Endowed Dedman College Scholars Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony W. Dona '81 and Lillian Dona</td>
<td>The Lillian and Tony Dona Endowed MBA Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel (Dan) M. Doyle, Jr. and Nicole Kudelko Doyle '94</td>
<td>The Dan and Nicole Doyle Endowed Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esparing Family Foundation</td>
<td>The Espising Family Foundation Endowed Meadows Scholar Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine M. Gormly and Matthew E. Gormly, III</td>
<td>The Gormly Family Endowed Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Scott Gray '90 and Duane Minix</td>
<td>The Henry L. and Rebecca A. Gray Endowed Chair in Statistical Science Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise H. Gresham and Thomas G. Gresham '80</td>
<td>The Louise and Tom Gresham Endowed BBA Scholars Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald L. Harrison, Jr. and Patricia Buddendorf Harrison '85</td>
<td>The Donny and Tricia Buddendorf Harrison Endowed Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob L. Herd and the Bob L. Herd Foundation</td>
<td>The Kelli Herd Endowed Film Internship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland Park United Methodist Church</td>
<td>The Umphrey Lee Endowed Professor in Methodist History Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carole V. Kinnebrew and Jack M. Kinnebrew '67, '73</td>
<td>The Jack M. and Carole V. Kinnebrew Endowed Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Owen Kulas and Jason A. Kulas '93, Jon J. Altschuler '94 and Lori Dietrich Altschuler '92</td>
<td>The Kulas-Altschuler Endowed Dedman College Scholars Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana L. Lowe and Gregg A. Lowe</td>
<td>The Diana and Gregg Lowe Endowed Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura H. Mace and Peter J. Mace '89</td>
<td>The Peter J. and Laura Mace Endowed Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie M. McElhaney '62, '82 and John M. McElhaney '56, '58</td>
<td>The Jackie McElhaney Archives of Women of the Southwest Endowed Acquisition Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James H. McIntosh '66</td>
<td>The James H. McIntosh Endowed Chair in Engineering Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Donors</td>
<td>The Class of 1966 Endowed Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Donors</td>
<td>The David B. Miller Endowed Athletic Scholarship Fund</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Multiple Donors
Multiple Donors
Multiple Donors including Karen Lynch Parkhill ’87 and Eric G. Bing ’87
Multiple Donors
Multiple Donors
Alice G. Nye and Erle A. Nye ’65
Sarah Fullinwider Perot ’83 and Ross Perot, Jr. and The Sarah and Ross Perot, Jr. Foundation
Gigi Glisson Pogilitsch ’69, ’72 and Jerry M. Pogilitsch
William D. Powell ’57
Nancy Crow Sanders ’63 † and Jack F. Sanders ’64
Clay G. Small ’75 and Ellen Small
Dori Hodges Smith ’76, ’77 and Jim E. Smith
Elisa and Stephen R. Summers
Eric N. Suzuki and Sokuntheer Sy Suzuki ’96
Mimi and William H. Vanderstraaten ’82
Alden Wagner Charitable Remainder Annuity Trust and
Helena Underwood Wagner Charitable
Remainder Annuity Trust
Amy Abboud Ware ’87, ’90 and Leslie D. Ware ’89, ’92 and the Amy and Les Ware Foundation
D. Wayne Watts ’80 and Billie S. Watts
Donna M. Wilhelm
The Diamond M Club Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Donna Wilhelm Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Endowed Student Leaders Scholarship Fund
The Meadows School of the Arts Endowed Meadows Scholars Fund
The Tryna and Kevin Knox Family Alumni and External Relations
Endowed Program Fund
The Alice and Erle Nye Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Thomas W. Luce, III Centennial Dedman Law Scholars Program Fund
The Jerry and Gigi Glisson Pogilitsch Endowed Scholarship Fund
The William and Dewena Powell Endowed Law Scholarship Fund
The Jack Frost Sanders Endowed Film Scholarship Fund
The Nancy Crow Sanders Endowed Dedman College Scholars Fund
The Grant Inverdale Small Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Jim and Doris Hodges Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Emily Rich Summers Endowed Professorship in Art History Fund
The Erica and Thear Sy Suzuki Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Mimi and William Vanderstraaten Endowed MBA Scholarship Fund
The Alden E. Wagner, Sr. and Helena Underwood Wagner Real Estate Program Endowment Fund
The Amy Abboud Ware Centennial Professorship in Criminal Law Fund
The Wayne and Billie Watts Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Donna Wilhelm Endowed Fellowship for the SMU National Center for Arts Research Fund

For more information about endowment and scholarship giving, please visit smu.edu/endowment.
NEW DALLAS HALL SOCIETY MEMBERS

Dallas Hall Society recognizes alumni, parents and friends who have included SMU in their estate plans or made other planned gifts to the University. Chartered in 1996, the Society has 479 active households. Dallas Hall Society members listed below joined during the period June 1, 2015 – May 31, 2016.

Anonymous
Anonymous
Jo Nelle Bain ’71, ’75
Erica T. Balogh ’91
Amy E. Barney and John C. Barney, Jr. ’04
Gary Bassett ’81
Robert E. Best ’57
Rogene A. Buchholz ’64 and Sandra Buchholz
Christina M. Crain and Nathan E. Crain ’92
Carolyn F. Dunnigan and David R. Dunnigan
Robert C. S. Embree ’13
Linda Harris Gibbons ’58
M. Scott Gray ’90 and Duane C. Minix
Juli Callan Harrison ’70, ’72 and Robert D. Harrison ’70, ’73
Patricia Ryon Herring ’50
Jeremy M. Lacy ’96
Uarline Smith Lamb ’46
James H. McIntosh ’66
Merrill J. Reynolds ’76 and Nancy S. Reynolds
Jane M. Rimer and Kirk L. Rimer ’89
Laurence O. Rubel ’82
Gay Nell Steelman Shiels ’53
Daniel F. Susie ’72 and Sydney S. Susie
Anne Dressel Sutter ’86 and W. Scott Sutter ’87
Stephen L. Tatum ’76
Karen Von Der Bruegge ’75
Jack F. Wilgus and Beverly A. Wilgus

For more information about Dallas Hall Society, please visit smu.edu/dallashallsociety.
PRESIDENT’S ASSOCIATES

President’s Associates recognizes donors who make gifts and pledge payments of $1,000 or more during a fiscal year. The following members of President’s Associates contributed during the period June 1, 2015 – May 31, 2016.

Anonymous Donors
Becky P. Abbott and C. Thomas Abbott ’63
Lynn Ferguson Abbott ’68 and Robert L. Abbott ’68, ’72
Richard S. Abbott, Jr. ’08 and Sarah Monroe Abbott ’09
Marc Abelanet and Nancy L. Abelanet
Mikel A. Abbotz and Robin E. Abbotz
Harry J. Aburrow and Kathleen E. Aburrow
Lawrence E. Ackels, Jr. ’75 and Mary Ackels
George D. Acuff, 65, 68
Karla Key Acuff ’73
Allan E. Adkins ’05 and Melissa Fisher Adkins ’05, ’06
Alice Grubb Adams ’77 and Charles R. Adams ’77
Bradley L. Adams ’93 and Jennifer C. Adams
Craig N. Adams ’88
James B. Adams ’05
John L. Adams and Suzanne L. Adams
Jon S. Adams and Tiffany L. Adams
Marjorie A. Adams
Paul S. Adams, Jr. ’52 and Susan Biggers Adams ’55 ’11
Randy K. Adams and Ruth S. Adams
William P. Adams and Jennifer A. Jordan ’89
Lydia and Bill Addy
Beth M. Adler ’78, ’86
Michael A. Adler and Jeanne Athes-Alder ’12
Jane Farrar Admire ’71 and Melvin D. McDonald
Eric L. Affeldt
Elaine B. Agather and V. Neils Agather
Richard J. Agnich and Victoria T. Agnich
Diana F. Aguirre ’96
Deborah Longoria Ahmed ’03 and John Ahmed
Edward F. Ahmed and Lisa C. Ahmed
David F. Ainslie
Robert S. Ainslie
Deborah B. Akers and John F. Akers
Glenda Dail Akin ’54 and Ted M. Akin ’53, ’55
Hugh C. Akin and Dorinda R. Cavender
Brad Alberts
Amy Lile Albrecht ’77 and Frederick L. Albrecht ’77, ’78
Dana G. Albright and John E. Albright ’58, ’82
Susan H. Albritton
Diane G. Alderson and Edwin B. Alderson, Jr.
Frank M. Aldridge, III ’65
Ashley Altemeir ’96 and David P. Yerkes
Jerry C. Alexander ’68, ’72 and Sherri Turner Alexander ’83
Allison L. Allen ’99
Bruce E. Allen ’87 and Robin La Barbera Allen ’88
Clayton Portis Allen ’99, ’01 and Leeland A. Allen ’97, ’03
Jennifer B. Allen and Mark S. Allen
John F. Allen, Jr. ’77, ’81 and Tanya F. Allen ’81
Laure L. Allen and Randolph F. Allen ’84
Lawson C. Allen and Mary L. Allen
Lemuel (Lembo) B. Allen, Jr. ’88, ’91
Yvonne W. “Pucci” Allen ’49 and William G. Allen ’49 1
S. D. Allgeier ’72, ’73 and Therese Allgeier
Pierce M. Allman ’54
Jill H. Allor
Jennifer Burr Alltabel ’78, ’81 and Peter A. Alltabel
Jon J. Alltschuler ’94 and Lori Dietrich Alltschuler ’92
Kenneth Z. Alltschuler and Ruth Collins Sharp Alltschuler ’48
Joe H. Amberson, III ’90 and Laura Amberson
Shawn Amin ’09
Kristine A. Aman and William J. Aman
Janice Andersen
Barbara M. Anderson and Roy R. Anderson ’69
Betty Williams Anderson ’55 and E. Karl Anderson ’53, ’60
Carole A. Anderson and David J. Anderson ’77
Charles Anderson and Karen Anderson
Charles A. Anderson ’83, ’84 and Kimberly Chaplan Anderson ’85
Danielle M. Anderson ’08 and Sean J. Anderson ’06
Dottie Demaree Anderson ’64 and R. Wayne Anderson ’64
Elena Anderson and Theodore C. Anderson, III ’86
Harry L. Anderson and Nancy T. Anderson
Jeffry D. Anderson ’85
John B. Anderson ’96 and Nancy Seay Anderson ’97
John F. Anderson ’79, ’80 and Lisa Walker Anderson ’81
Julie L. Anderson
Lars C. Anderson and Susan I. Anderson
Lisa K. Anderson and William G. Anderson, Jr. ’73
Mark E. Anderson and Mary Eileen F. Anderson
Michael S. Anderson ’90
Natalie N. Anderson ’03
Richard E. Anderson ’88 and Tamara Reisenbiger Anderson ’87
Russell T. Anderson ’92 and Suzanne McAnally Anderson ’92
Steve Anderson
Chris R. Andry ’07
Barry G. Andrews and Lana K. Andrews
Donald R. Andrews, Jr. and Vicki P. Andrews
Ken Andrews and Mary Andrews
Mark P. Andrews and Peggy W. Andrews
Robert G. Andrews ’02 and Suzanne McCormar
John D. Angino ’13, ’14
Drey Anthony
Daniel S. Antonelli and Lynda A. Antonelli
Giselle Antoni
Zach A. Anbar ’15, ’16
Cecilia (Sissy) Anzaiduaz ’75
Arthur Apodaca, Jr. ’96
Carole Aponte and Philip J. Aponte ’95
Kathryn H. Arata ’87, ’91 and Stephen L. Arata ’88
Bill Armstrong ’82 and Liz Martin Armstrong ’82
Craig A. Armstrong ’99 and Tiffany K. Armstrong ’99
David K. Armstrong and Marcia Armstrong
Greg L. Armstrong and Melinda L. Armstrong
Jerry T. Armstrong
Karen M. Armstrong and Thomas L. Armstrong
Stephanie R. Armstrong and Timothy W. Armstrong ’89, ’05
Susan Downs Armstrong ’59 and Thomas E. Armstrong ’60
Gerald R. Arndt, Jr. and Renee S. Arndt
Anita Ray Arnold and Truman Arnold
Besse H. Arnold and James W. Arnold ’52
Patrick M. Arnold
Peter B. Arnold ’83
Karen Ashby and R. Scott Ashby
Thomas J. Ashley ’80
Edna Ashmore and Frank J. Ashmore ’60
Jacob Ashwander
Nelson R. Ashwander
Eileen Baird Askew ’94 and Richard F. Askew ’92
Judith H. Askew and Phillip R. Askew ’77
Judith J. Atkins ’85
Linda Louise Stiff Atwill ’72
Frederic Aubert and Melissa Farrar Aubert ’79
Marilyn Hussman Augur ’89
Daniel T. Austin ’00
Edward H. Austin, Jr. and Ruth C. Austin
Jeff Austin, III ’84
Barbara Paschal Averett ’82 and Don R. Averett ’83
Beth R. Averett and Don V. Averett ’57
Catherine Avent
Ingrid P. Axtell and Jeffrey M. Axtell
Janice Ham Aycock ’75 and Robert N. Aycock ’75
Bradley W. Ayres ’01, ’02 and Dana Wilcox Ayres ’04
Barbara Babich and Ralph W. Babich, Jr.
Clark H. Bacon ’04
Perry H. Bacon
Mitchell Baddour, Jr. ’74, ’77 and Sharon Shute Baddour ’74
Carole M. Badgett and Charles S. Badgett ’78
Jane Carter Bagwell ’76 and John C. Bagwell ’62
Norman P. Bagwell ’85 and Robin Bradshaw Bagwell ’85
Ali M. Bahrani ’01
David G. Bailey and Katherine Hinkley Bailey ’94
H. Barry Bailey ’51 and Joan Kessler Bailey ’51
Jennifer J. Bailey and John E. Zeisler
Roy W. Bailey ’76 and Tina R. Bailey
Thomas A. Bain ’81
James C. Baker, Jr. ’97 and Linda Baker
Pamela Lewis Baker ’90 and Robert W. Baker, Jr. ’91, ’97
Patsy Smith Baker ’52
Thomas B. Baxwell ’94, ’99
Jorge L. Baldor ’93
Emry Lou Baldridge and Jerry T. Baldridge
George W. Baldwin and Mary R. Baldwin
James L. Baldwin, Jr. ’86 and Susan Collins Baldwin ’87
Bonner S. Ball and George L. Bell
C. Fred Ball, Jr. ’66, ’68 and Charlotte Layl Ball ’69
Joseph E. Ball and Rebecca Ball
Ryan W. Ball ’09
Elizabeth A. Ball-Horton and Melvin E. Horton, Jr. ’68, ’71
Lindsay Abbate Ballotta ’00
Charles W. Balthroppe, II ’85 and Missy Balthroppe
Sue Hardy Balthroppe ’61 and William D. Balthroppe ’61
Stephen D. Bancroft ’97
JoAnn Alford Banister ’61 and William M. Banister
† Deceased
† Deceased
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Deceased

Helene D. Dameris and Peter T. Dameris ’82
Barbara B. Daly and Howell V. Daly, Jr. ’53
Emiley C. Daly and Robert C. Daly
Helene D. Dameris and Peter T. Dameris ’82
Sarah Gunn Dameris ’88 and Thad T. Dameris ’83
Barbara Schrade Daniel ’66
John F. Daniel, Jr. ’69
Jason L. Danielson ’01, ’02
Beverly A. Daniels and Charles G. Daniels ’71
Michael D. Danzer ’11, ’12
Steven Dapper
Daniel R. D’Armond ’87 and Peri L. D’Armond
Barbara S. Daseke and Don R. Daseke
D. Michael Davies ’63 and Patricia M. Davies
James R. Davey and Janice Davey
Richard M. Davidovich ’99
A. Dean Davis ’82 and Laura Davis
Cathy C. Davis and William W. Davis
Elena Guerra Davis ’00 and Peter F. Davis
Grayson L. Davis and Rebecca McCulloch Davis ’70
Heather L. Davis and Robert D. Davis ’93, ’04
James W. Davis, Jr. ’68 and Susan E. Davis
Joseph R. Davis ’75 and Roni Hillstrom Davis ’74, ’75
Matthew F. Davis ’90 and Sarah B. Davis
Richard L. Davis and Sheree Allen Davis ’75
Sally Ann Kay Davis ’56 and W. Richard Davis ’58
Sara Davis and Stacey W. Davis ’91
Spencer S. Davis ’15
Aart J. De Geus ’85 and Esther J. De Geus
Nora M. De Toledo and Roni De Toledo
John R. De Voss ’93 and Michelle A. De Voss
David Dean and Jean Blakney Maer Dean ’81
George R. Dean ’79 and Shelley Dean
Darwin Deason
Douglas R. Deason and Holly Kee Deason ’85
Ashley Deatherage ’07, ’08
Diane C. DeBease and Mark F. DeBease
Maureen Healy Decherd ’09 and Robert W. Decherd
Nancy McMillan Dedman ’50
Rachael Redeker Dedman ’96 and Robert J. Dill
Alex Dillard and Cannon Dillard
J. Michael Dillard and Lynn K. Dillard
James B. Dillavou ’99 and Rebecca L. Dillavou
David B. Dillon ’76 and Dee Dillon
Heidi Dillon and William R. Dillon
J. Richard Dillon and Mary S. Dillon
Thomas P. DiPiero
Christina DiRenzo and Donald DiRenzo, Jr.
Charles B. Dishman and Joel Wardbright Dishman ’02
Sammy G. Dishman, Jr.
Cheryl G. Dischke and Michael J. Dische ’64
Abha Singh Divine ’89 and James S. Divine ’89
Dennis O. Dixon ’66, ’68
J. Reagan Dixon ’68
Jason K. Dixon
David E. Dobbs ’84, ’88 and Deborah L. Tittle-Dobbins
Jean M. Dobson and John L. Dobson, Sr.
Jack Doerger and Robin Blesi Doerger ’88
Samuel L. Doerr ’13, ’14
Allen J. Dogger and Barbara Dogger
Betty O. Docke and Marshall J. Doke, Jr. ’59
Leslie List Doll ’86 and Robert C. Doll
Anthony W. Dona ’81 and Lillian Dona
Robert J. Donata ’84
C.J. (Don) Donnelly, Jr. ’67, ’68 and Carol G. Donnelly
Barry B. Donnell ’61 and Johnelle M. Donnell
Carolyn J. Trimble Donnell ’04 and Dustin B. Donnell ’04
David S. Donosky ’90 and Elizabeth Grayson Donosky ’81
Patsy Miller Donosky ’57
Joseph M. Dooley, III ’83 and Paige Jacobi Dooley ’84
Robert K. Dooley
Kaleta A. Doelin ’83, ’87 and Alan B. Govaner
Alan P. Dorantes ’89, ’93 and Holly Seibert Dorantes ’92
Barbara L. Dorff and James (Jim) E. Dorff ’72
Douglas E. Dormer, Jr. ’96 and Hillary R. Dormer
Russell W. Dorn, Jr.
Dan M. Dowdye ’58 and Dianne Dowdye
Jack C. Dowling ’13
Daniel M. Doyle, Jr. and Nicole Kudelko Doyle ’94
Daniel Drabinski
Cheryl D. Drayer and James F. Drayer
Karen C. Drayer and Phillip M. Drayer
Ellen C. Dreyer and Scott E. Dreyer
James E. Driscoll ’62 and Peggy Driscoll
John P. Driscoll
Jeffrey A. Dritey
Janine Dubelko
Robert W. Dubelko
Robert A. Dubner ’64, ’67, ’68 and Terrie Bock Dubner ’67, ’69
Virginia N. DuBose ’06
Vivian Noble DuBose ’77
Craig J. Duchowski ’67, ’68 and Janet Jackson Duchossois ’66
Wiley (Bert) Ducietti
Diane McMahan Duckworth ’70 and Everett T. Duckworth ’69
Fritz Duda and Mary Lee Duda
Michael C. Duda ’11
Judith A. Dude and Kenneth M. Dude
Diane Johnson Duff ’80 and Thomas B. Duff ’80
Lisa Greenwood Duffie ’85
Jeremy C. Duffie ’00
Jonathan C. Duffie and Judith Duffie
Lynn Dumas ’89
Jeston B. Dumas ’96 and Rebecca Dumas
Krista Johnson Dumas ’81 and Michael R. Dumas
Mark J. Dunbar ’80 and Tanya L. Dunbar
Eliza Duncan and John H. Duncan, Jr. ’78
Erin Sackash Duncan ’07 and Vincent W. Duncan ’93
Laurie Duncan and Phillip W. Duncan ’84, ’97
Angie Dunk and W. Kirk Dunk ’97
Allison Morgan Dunklin ’08
Bill Dunlap and Deborah Dunlap
Candise B. Dunleavy and Kevin B. Dunleavy, Sr.
James C. Garvin '66
Joshua L. Gary '01 and
Kristen Cruikshank Gary '01
Ray J. Gary
Lisa Atkinson Garza and
Antonio A. Garza, Jr. '83
Nicholas A. Gaspar 00
Jerry W. Gautier '84 and Polly Gautier
Steven A. Gautier '04
Andrew B. Gautreaux '05
Alan B. Gearin '96
Bobbey L. Geary and Wesley V. Geary '58
Bill Gehard and Cathy Gehard
Barbara Sorensen Geer '91 and
Jason W. Geer '91
Rodney P. Geer '84
Michael E. Gesler '85 and Stacy L. Gesler
Russell Gentry
Arthur P. George '90 and
Gwendolyn D. George
Nancy Kay George and Zola L. George '81
Charles L. Geren '71
Courtney Sartor Gesualdi '08 and
Nicholas J. Gesualdi
Bert A. Getz, Jr. '89 and Susan Getz
Mary M. Gibb '09, '11
Deborah O’Neal Gibbins '87 and
Robbin C. Gibbins
Linda Harris Gibbons '58
Ann Park Roberts Gibbs '66 and
James R. Gibbs '66, '70, '72
Judy and Jim Gibbs
Kathleen M. Gibson and
Robert E. Gibson '81, '82
Patricia Gibson
Rex H. Gibson '85, '88
Cecile A. Gideon and Clarence J. Gideon, Jr.
Charles J. Giglio and
Kim B. Giglio
Jane Hansen Gilbert '70
Alasdair G. Gilchrist and
Clara Kilgore Gilchrist '67
Andrew M. Gilchrist '93 and Laura Gilchrist
Stephen D. Giles and Clarice Tinsley-Giles
Blake Gillespie and
Catharine Davis Gillespie '85
Diane M. Gillespie and Scott D. Gillespie
James A. Gilligan and Julie Jean Gilligan '83
Lionel E. Gilly '39, '49, '53 and Phyllis Gilly
J. R. Gilmer '48 and June Gilmer
Steve Gilster
William E. Gibson '45
Joanne K. Giaros and William P. Giaros '70
Deyle D. Glass '84, '88 and Kim Glass
Jon L. Glass
Myra Best Glass '56
C. A. Glassford and
Robert L. Thaggart '11, '15
Robert M. Glaize '67
Carol P. Glenedenning and
Don M. Glenedenning
Ann McConnell Glynn '67 and
James E. Glynn '75
Melissa R. Goldfield '91, '96
James Goldwin and
Suzanne Steeg Goldwin '84
Bill J. Goforth '70 and Brenda L. Goforth
Cheyne Dobbs Goldammer '93
Bruce D. Goldberg and
Jill D. Powell-Goldberg
Donna J. Goldberg and Harry I. Goldberg
Kenneth E. Goldberg and Sherry J. Goldberg
Bob J. Goldman '58 and Maria Golden
Clair W. Goldsmith '65, '68, '72
Dennis S. Gonzalez
Martha (Stormy) Byron Good '70
Mitch R. Goodman '09
John P. Goodrum, III '05 and
Laura M. Goodrum
Donna Goodwin and John W. Goodwin '74
James P. Goodwin '73, '85
Bradley M. Gordon '92
Jeffrey A. Gordon
Katherine Furniss Gordon '86 and
Scott S. Gordon
Matthew C. Gordon '03
Colean M. Gorman and
Joseph T. Gorman, Jr. '78, '81
Deborah D. Gorney and Ronald M. Gorney
Mary A. Gosney and Milton Gosney, Jr.
Kyle D. Goss '05 and Margot Allen Goss '05
Randall G. Goss '76
Randall J. Goss '73, '74 and
Rhonda Bonham Goss '73
Debra M. Gotovac '82
Robert Gotovac, Jr. '85
Howard L. Gottlieb
Nancy H. Gottsacker and
Stephen P. Gottsacker '85
Sherrie Schwan Gottsacker '81 and
Timothy J. Gottsacker '81
Marley Wing Goudge '10 and
Robert Goudge
Jo A. Goyne '87, '90 and Joe R. Goyne
Claire Golden Grable '65 and
Jerry L. Grable '62
Mary Hallman Grable '68 and
Robert C. Grable '68
Konnard W. Grabowski '85
Brian W. Gracie and Regina M. Gracie
Cynthia Green Graham '73 and
Joseph M. Graham
James P. Graham '70 and
Pamela Loaring-Clark Graham '72
Darren M. Graham '09 and
Margaret George Graham '06
Jane C. Graner '96 and Toby R. Nelson
Joseph (Jojo) M. Grant '60 and
Sheila Peterson Grant
David A. Gravelle '69, '71 and
Linda Lapp Gravelle '69, '79
Priscilla Davis Gravelly '63 and
Warren L. Gravelly, Jr. '63
Jacquelyn Hilger Graves '40
Jeffrey Graves and Mitchell Graves
John E. Graves '64 and
Lynne Sternberg Graves '64
Charles (Stormy) E. Greel '71 and
Holly Huber Greer '02
Alexandria D. Green and John M. Green '66
Debra F. Green and Mark M. Green '84
Debra J. Green and Eric C. Green '76
Dianna Warren Green '70 and
William L. Green '76, '79
J. Cannon Green '00 and Paige Green
Lara C. Green '10
Rebecca A. Green and Stuart J. Green
Susan S. Green and Tommy L. Green '86
Jonathan S. Greene '96
 Kimberly A. Greene '05
Galen Greenwood and
Johanna H. Greenwood
Robert R. Greenwood '67 and
Sharon L. Greenwood
John T. Green '76 and Sharyn M. Greer
Gina Glenn Gregory '90 and
J. S. Gregory '90
Nigel L. Greig
Connie Grenley and
Henry W. Greenley '67, '69
Louise H. Greenham and
Thomas G. Greenham '80
Mark C. Griege '81 and Peggy Griege
James R. Griffin '86 and Sheila C. Griffith
Jerry L. Griffin '67
Antoinette Griffith and Michael A. Griffith
Balle J. Griffith '53 and Beverly J. Griffith
David M. Grimm '83, '88 and
Elizabeth Sanders Grimm '89
Paul Grindstaff '15
Mark D. Grinnan '10
Mildred Henderson Grinstead '54
Bonnie Free Griss '82, '85 and Michael Griswold
Brett E. Grossman '94
Brian Grove and Charlotte Grace Grove '19
Daniel F. Gruen and Margaret A. Gruen
Jeri D. Grunnah and Robert J. Grunnah '66
Joel L. Guerriermos '95 and
Kathryn A. Guerriermos
Gabrielle Guise
Jo Harwood Guittard '71 and
John R. Guittard
Alissa M. Gumner and
Christopher S. Gumner '95
Charles L. Gummer and Cindy M. Gummer
Richard A. Gump, Jr.
George R. Gunn '82 and Rebecca Rose Gunn
Jeffrey P. Gunst '99
Puneet M. Gupta '15
Ann Gurley and Diane Gurley, Jr. '99
Ashley L. Gurley '14
Stephanie W. Gurley and
William Q. Gurley, Jr.
Daniel A. Hamilton, '71, '79 and 
Gena Hamilton
Gayle K. Hamilton '49 and Gloria Hamilton
Gordon H. Hamilton, III '84 and
Ann M. Hamilton
Robert A. Hamilton
Sondra Aughrity Hamilton '64
Debra Hammell and
Kenneth M. Hammell, Jr., '69
Gretchen Phillips Hamm '67 and Ralph C. Hamm, Jr. '66
Gloria Slaughter Hammad '52 and
John A. Hammad '73
Ann H. Harman
Beverly Kuck Hamilton '72 and
Gary A. Hamilton '72
Tenn L. Hammond '73
Jennifer Hampton and John E. Hampton '79
Meredith Riggs Hampton '06 and
Timothy J. Hampton '02
Jan Han
Jill R. Hance and R. Larry Hance '77, '80
Jonathan K. Hance '05 and Lydia C. Hance
Barry E. Hancock '89, '93 and
Margaret Augur Hancock '94
Jason B. Hancock '04
Steve A. Hancock '78
Kathleen Cruzcoza Hancock '82 and
Matthew A. Hanifin
Kevin J. Hanigan and Michelle Hanigan
Deborah Godich Hankinson '83
Lynn Hanks and William R. Hanks '76
Bonnie Moore Hanley '80 and
Mark D. Hanley '78
Don R. Hamner and Penelope M. Hamner
Nicola T. Hanna and Vicki H. Hanna
Gary W. Hannaenberg and
Russ C. Hannerberg
Ashley W. Hanrahah and Marc P. Hanrahah
Garrett Hanrahah '93, '01 and
Kimberly Twining Hanrahah '92
Gene D. Hanson '75 and Jody V. Hanson
Kelly C. Hanson '10
Lille M. Hardcastle and
Thomas J. Hardcastle '53
Tisha R. Hardcastle and
William R. Hardcastle, Jr. '89
Paul E. Harrod '82 and Susan Hardin
John W. Harrod '42, '46 and
Martha Carson Hardt '42
Brenda S. Hargett and Joe A. Hargett
Heather E. Hargett '11
Christina R. Hargis '10 and
Matthew M. Olson '10
Tracy L. Harker '71 and Tamara L. Steffens
Dana Hargrove Harley '72, '76 and
Jack W. Harley, Jr. '72
Scott L. Hareling '98
John F. Harper '68 and
Laurie Spencer Harper '71
Hawell D. Harrallon '68 and
Nancy Houseman Harrallon '68
C. Christopher Harris '77 and
Katharine K. Harris
Jeanette M. Harris and Mark E. Harris
John B. Harris '08
Jonathan M. Harris, IV '87 and
Kristin C. Harris
Sarah Adams Harris '01 and Tom Harris
Terry E. Harris
Caitn E. Harrison '09
David E. Harrison '61 and
Gay Sanders Harrison '61
Dennis Harrison and Susan E. Harrison
Donald L. Harrison, Jr. and
Patricia Buddendorf Harrison '85
Julia Callan Harrison '70, '72 and
Robert D. Harrison '70, '73
Lara Wilhelm Harrison '01, '05 and
Stephen M. Harrison '03, '09
Lyndal F. Harrison '82
Michael S. Harrison '87 and
Nicole P. Harrison
Allison H. Hart and Richard L. Hart
Kimberly V. Hart and Robert S. Hart '85 '87
Linda W. Hart '65 and Milledge A. Hart, III
Jay D. Hartnett '90
Lisa Handay and Joshua C. Tate
Irene H. Hasfield and Paul Hasfield '63
David K. Hasep '72
Holland K. Hassmann '92, '05
Debra Young Hatch '90
John W. Hatcher, Jr. '82 and Leslie Hatcher
Jeff W. Hauschild '11
Eileen Hawk and Thomas P. Hawk '72
Donald G. Hawkes '80, '83
Cindy L. Hawkins and
Pat C. Hawkins '70, '71, '72
C. Michael Hawon and Collyn S. Haw
Jeffrey S. Haw '86 and
Marisa Doak Haw '87
Eugene E. Hayden '02
John T. Haydock '14
K. Jeffrey Hayes '83 and
Paula White Hayes '84
Tyler S. Hayes '14
Gayle Hayter and Robert L. Hayter '75
Sally Evans Hayward '70, '74 and
William D. Hayward '70, '74
James R. Hazard '03
Glenna T. Hazen and Samuel N. Hazen
Barbara Hazlewood and
James G. Hazlewood
Abon O. Head, Jr. '68, '71 and Debra J. Head
John K. Healing '70 and Patricia L. Johnston
Hetta Shell Heath '62 and
Jesse B. Heath, Jr. '63, '66
Elizabeth Hebb-Sweneey and
Randolph P. Swayne '72
Barbara Hecker and John Z. Hecker '79
Gerald W. Hedgcock, III '01
Joel M. Hedrick '62 and
Sydney Reid-Hedrick '63, '64
Carolyn M. Hedgcock and
Joe M. Hedgcock '67
Elizabeth Pharr Hedges '71 and
Howard P. Hedges '71, '81, '95
Jane Kent Hedges '60
Michael W. Hedrick '80 and Susan L. Hedrick
Amy Davis Hegi '95 and Peter B. Hegi
Brian F. Hegi and Elisabeth D. Hegi
Frederick B. Hegi, Jr. '66 and
Jan Vestal Hegi '66
John J. Hegi and Sharon Jone Hegi '64, '67
Richard V. Helgason '76, '80
Alyson Ware Helmman '74 and
Peter S. Helmman
Todd B. Helman '09
Krish K. Helmkeie and
Philip C. Hunsucker '82
Janie H. Henderson and
Walter T. Henderson '60, '62
Julie Henderson and Lewis C. Henderson '88
Kristin Wagner Henderson '92 and
Stewart R. Henderson '81
Michele Woodward Henderson '74 and
Robert E. Henderson '74
James A. Hendricks '07
Daniel K. Hennessy and
Elizabeth W. Hennessy
David G. Henry '94 and Margaret Henry
Edward J. Henry '88 and
Jeanne (Claire) Schlumberger Henry '89
Elaine Henry and Hunter W. Henry
Jennifer Yelton Henry '94 and Kyle A. Henry
John A. Henry, III '65
Taylor J. Henry '14
Russell A. Henson '04
Brad K. Hennoner '88
Hardie Herman
Carlos M. Hernandez and Debbie Hernandez
Christy B. Herrsch and
Richard F. Herrsch, M.D. '82
Richard F. Herrsch '58 and
Beverly Herrsch '60
Julie K. Hersh and Kenneth A. Hersh
James L. Hess '75, '77 and Janis S. Hess
Anna S. Hetherington and
David R. Hetherington '01
Philip L. Hettich, Sr. '67
Robert A. Heuer
Arthur E. Hewett '57, '65
Gregory W. Hext and Kimberly A. Hext
Beverly Ballard Hickman '86 and
Joe Hickman
Holt Hickman '54 * and Jo A. Hickman
Diane Hicks and Ron Hicks
Jason M. Hicks '05
Jill Higgins '99
John M. Higgins and Victoria Higgins
Stephanie Hilburn and Thomas E. Hibolu '03
Laura Wheless Hilgers '03 and
Stephen J. Hilgers '03
Ali G. Hill, Jr.
Andrew T. Hill '09
Deceased
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Mark A. Holmes ’90
Carrie A. Holmes and Jane M. Holloway and John C. Holloway
Lauren White Hollis ’96 and William B. Hollis
Susan L. Holland
Bethany C. Holland and Sam Holland
Ann Marlow Holland ’82 and William H. Holden ’49
Linda A. Holbrook ’05
Forrest E. Hoglund and Sally R. Hoglund
Ben Hogan and David L. Hoffmann and Heather Hoffmann
Laura Hoernig
Laurie Hodges and W. Gregory Hodges
Alice Hodge and H. Wayne Hodge ’58
Ann V. Hobson and H. Lee Hobson
James M. Hoak, Jr. and Nancy J. Hoak
Hollee Nicholson Hirzel ’04 and Brett Hinkey
Marian T. Hines and Marvin Hines
Lisa Hurn Hilzendager ’08, ’10
Yerger Hill, III ’67
Taylor W. Hill ’08
Yerger Hill, III ’67
Lisa Hurn Hilzendager ’08, ’10
Denny R. Holman ’67
John T. Hollingsworth
C. Malcolm Holland, III ’82
William J. Holder ’00
Zachary S. Hirzel ’04
John A. Hill ’64
William T. Hill, Jr. ’64, ’67
Donna W. Hill and Ennis B. Hill, Jr. ’64
Harlan R. Hill ’80 and RexAnn S. Hill
Hattie Hill
Jonathan C. Hill ’13
Joseph M. Hill and Ruth Ann Benton Hill ’55
Lyda Hill
Marlilyn Wood Hill ’63, ’67 and John A. Hill ’64
Taylor W. Hill ’08
Lisa Hurn Hilzendager ’08, ’10
Dana Sue High Hines ’75 and William H. Hines
Maran T. Hines and Marvin Hines
Tamara Marinkovic Hines ’91, ’94
Brett Hinkey
Deborah W. Hirth and Robert B. Hirth, Jr. ’76
Holley Nicholson Hirzel ’04 and Zachary S. Hirzel ’04
Mary Ann M. Hitt
James M. Hoak, Jr. and Nancy J. Hoak
Ann V. Hobson and H. Lee Hobson
Alice Hodge and H. Wayne Hodge ’58
David S. Hodges ’79
Harolyn Hodges ’95
Laurie Hodges and W. Gregory Hodges
Lauree Hoering
Marguerite S. Hoffman
David L. Hoffmann and Heather Hoffmann
Ben Hogan and Rebecca (Claire) McCormack Hogan ’09
Forest E. Hoglund and Sally R. Hoglund
Gregg Holbrook and Virgie C. Holbrook ’92
Linda A. Holbrook ’05
William H. Holden ’49
Stephanie Bennett Holder ’06, ’11 and William J. Holder ’00
Kevin M. Hole ’94
Margo Holguin ’87
Ann Marlow Holland ’82 and C. Malcolm Holland, III ’82
Bethany C. Holland and Sam Holland
Hank J. Holland ’89
Susan L. Holland
Aaron P. Hollander and Susan Hollander
Tammy Holleman
Amy B. Hollett and William S. Hollett ’84
Amy J. Hollingsworth and John T. Hollingsworth
Lauren White Hollis ’96 and William B. Hollis
Jane M. Holloway and John C. Holloway
Billie Ruth (B.R.) Holman ’67 and Denny R. Holman ’67
Carrie A. Holmes and Zen W. Holmes, Jr. ’59, ’68
Houston E. Holmes, Jr. ’60, ’62 and Sally Cullum Holmes ’60
Mark A. Holmes ’90
Noel C. Holmes and Noel S. Holmes ’85, ’07
Jenna Holoman and Mark C. Holoman ’03
Theodore H. Holt, II ’07
William T. Holt, IV ’91
Collin Crowley Holz ’96 and Jason T. Holz ’97
Laura Homan and Walter E. Homan
Walter ( Wes) E. Homan, Jr. ’06
Kathleen M. Hoogland ’12 and Chase R. Michalek ’12
Holly J. Hopkins and J. Randy Hopkins ’66
Monica Netherland Hopkins ’01 and Newton Hopkins, III ’01
M. Douglas Horn ’71 and Priscilla Nicol Horn ’73
Ann C. Horner and Brian D. Horner
Diane Barlow Hornquist ’94 and Eric Hornquist
Mark J. Horoschak and Joyce E. Plyler
Emily Harris Horton ’85
Janet J. Horton and Thomas W. Horton ’85
Stanley K. Horton and Whitney D. Horton
Terry D. Hosey ’89 and Tiffany S. Hosey
Cay Braelz House ’61 and Nolan G. House
Don M. Housman ’42 and Kathryn Housman
Lou Houser and Mark A. Houser ’89
Kevin R. Housh ’01, ’02 and Lauren M. Johnson ’00
John R. Howard and Mary M. Howard
Laura Guarini Howard ’00 and William J. Howard ’00
Carol J. Howe and Mark A. Howe ’77
Susan M. Howe
John R. Howie, Jr. ’94, ’00
Albert Hrubetz and Rose R. Hrubetz
Clayton W. Hubbard ’75
Nick Nicol Huber ’61
James W. Huckaby, Jr. ’00 and Kyle Camileri Huckaby ’00, ’01
Carl E. Huddleston ’74
David H. Hudnall ’70 and Gerry Brewer Hudnall ’71
Irina Huemiller and Thomas L. Huemiller ’91
Douglas E. Huey ’76
Mimi Powell Huey ’60, ’85 and Ward L. Huey, Jr. ’60
Carrie L. Huff ’88
Flip Huffard, IV and Kim Huffard
Joseph H. Huffman ’69 and Sharon Cooper Huffman ’71
Elizabeth E. Hughes and Richard D. Hughes, Sr.
Harnett Hill Hughes ’60 and Robert N. Hughes ’60
Thomas A. Hughes
Mark D. Hughston ’75 and Maia Hughston
Molly A. Huey ’87
Sharon N. Humble ’90 and Douglas R. Jones ’88
Theodore R. Hume, III
Lisa Humfleet and Steven D. Provost
Richard W. Humphrey ’70
Debbie Ann Humphries and Lynn W. Humphries ’72, ’77
Caroline W. Hundley and David M. Hundley ’81, ’92
Will W. Hundley ’90, ’91
Catherine Schmoker Hunnewell ’87 and Willard P. Hunnewell, Jr.
Betsy Huckin Hunt ’81 and Houston Hunt
Caroline R. Hunt
Clark K. Hunt ’87 and Tavia S. Hunt
Daniel L. Hunt ’00 and Tani Muñoz-Hunt
Hunter L. Hunt ’90 and Stephanie E. Hunt
James R. Hunt and James R. Hunt ’62
Janet S. Hunt and William E. Hunt
Joan Francis Hunt ’68 and Richard A. Hunt ’55, ’59
Karen Selbo Hunt ’78 and Larry P. Hunt ’79
Kristofor Hunt ’14
Lilian W. Hunt and Robert A. Hunt ’82
Nancy Ann Hunter Hunt ’65 and Ray L. Hunt ’65
Nelson H. Hunt ’11
Elizabeth Hunter ’86, ’91
Jeanette L. Hunter and William S. Hunter ’53
Lori Paul Hunter ’83 and Willard M. Hunter
David S. Huntley ’80, ’92 and Tracey M. Nash-Huntley
Mary V. Huntress and Peter W. Huntress ’95
Howard P. Hurdl, II ’66 and Linda Hurd
David Humnevich and Vannakay Harvin Humnevich ’90
David C. Hurst ’83 and RayAnn H. Hurst
Ann Prideaux Hurst ’54 and George E. Hurt, Jr. ’54
Gary D. Huselton ’68, ’71 and Jean S. Huselton
Marc E. Hustig and Teri L. Turkle-Hustig ’90
C. Reed Hutchins ’80 and Susan A. Hutchens
Clifton T. Hutchinson ’80 and Elizabeth W. Hutchinson
Kimberley R. Hutchinson and Mark A. Hutchinson ’81
Kay Bailey Hutchinson
Suzanne Spangler Hutchinson ’81 and William L. Hutchinson, Jr. ’80
Louise Huyck and Timothy R. Huyck ’94
Mary Ann Hyde
Franklin H. Hytken
Carl R. Ice and Mary T. Ice
David J. Igo and Rebecca A. Igo
Blaine W. Iler ’09 and Lauren K. Iler ’09
Elizabeth A. Imhoff and Gregory S. Imhoff ’88
Craig Innes ’69, ’75 and Marsha Mays Innes ’69, ’71
Charles L. Irby ’76, ’77 and Kate M. Irby
James L. Irish, III ’69 and Sue Osett Irish ’67
John P. Irish ’92, ’15
Carol E. Irwin and Ivan Irwin, Jr. ’34, ’57
Gwen S. Irwin and Richard K. Irwin
Chandler Cox Ittleson ’74 and Henry A. Ittleson
Alan A. Ives ’04, ’05
Christopher M. Ivy
Michael G. Jaccar, Jr. ’76
Ellen F. Jackofsky
Lauren Cartwright Jacks ’05 and Nathan A. Jacks ’03, ’06
Ann T. Jackson and Chrisman S. Jackson ’04
Charles R. Jackson ’58, ’73 and Linda Jackson ’58
Cynthia L. Jackson and David C. Jackson ’71, ’75
Donald F. Jackson ’63 and Frances Merriman Jackson ’63
Jeffery M. Jackson and Sally A. Warren ’03
John M. Jackson ’68, ’71 and Cathy Winniford Jackson ’69
Karen Peters Jackson ’71 and William L. Jackson ’71
Kirby H. Jackson, Jr. ’72, ’74
Kirby (Trey) H. Jackson, III ’05
Paige M. Jackson and Michael J. Manley
Timothy A. Jackson
Virginia R. Jackson and A. Steven Raab
 Alison B. Jacob and Matt A. Jacob ’98
Bonnie F. Jacobs and Louis L. Jacobs
Cher Thomas Jacobas ’73 and David M. Jacobas
Lynn Romanio Jacobs ’74, ’78 and Richard R. Jacobs
Matthew T. Jacobs ’12
Patsy J. Jacobs and William H. Jacobs ’67
Jeff A. Jacobson and Marian S. Jacobson
Fawzia Jaffe and Jay Jaffe
Mary M. Jalonick
Jon S. James ’75 and Mary Kate James
Stephen R. James ’85
Susan B. Janes and William W. Janes
Gary E. Jansson ’70, ’71
Ralph S. Janvey ’76 and Suzanne S. Janvey
Debra Folsom Jarra ’75 and Don M. Jarra ’75
Deelia De Leon Jasso ’76, ’73 and Juan Jasso
Robert B. Jaye ’96 and Shanda Jaye
Eunice Gordon Jenkins ’94, ’97 and Steve E. Jenkins ’95
Elizabeth C. Jennings and Joseph A. Jennings, III
Nancy M. Jensen ’78
G. William Jernigan ’61
Jeri L. Jessee ’83
Thomas M. Jeide ’94, ’00 and Valerie Chauvin Jeide ’96
Andrew E. Jillson and Sally M. Jillson ’86
Heidi Johansson and Peter K. Johansson ’86
Alecia (Sue) John and Phil G. John
Jeffrey B. Johns ’08
Theodore A. Johns ’89
Allison Burden Johnson ’00 and Robert A. Johnson ’97
Barry D. Johnson ‘86 and Susanna Yardrough Johnson ’82, ’85
Benjamin D. Johnson ‘09
Carrie Johnson
Catherine White Johnson ’76 and Paul D. Johnson ’75
Celesta F. Johnson and Gordon R. Johnson ’71
Dane K. Johnson, D.O., FACOS ’75
Don Johnson ’80 and Karen R. Johnson
Ethan W. Johnson and Elizabeth Pryor-Johnson
Greg Johnson
James A. Johnson and Melinda Johnson
Jeanne Roach Johnson ’54
Judith K. Johnson ’69, ’75
Kellee M. Johnson ’06, ’09
Kellee Prinz Johnson ’96 and Kevin M. Johnson
Lisa Cross Johnson ’87 and Scott R. Johnson ’87
Lucy Johnson ’75, ’76, ’80
Lynda Foster Johnson ’63 and William P. Johnson
Mary Jane Johnson
Matt Johnson
Peter J. Johnson and Wendy L. Johnson
Sapphire A. Johnson and Willis E. Johnson
T. Grant Johnson and Tamara L. Morton Johnson
James M. Johnson ’70, ’71 and Suzanne Scott Johnston ’71
Mark S. Johnston ’88 and Martha White Johnson ’88
Bruce W. Jolesch and Tricia Hickman Jolesch ’76
Beth A. Jones and Jeffrey A. Jones ’78
David W. Jones ’88 and Lauren W. Jones
Donald W. Jones, Jr. ’93 and Misty Aeb Jones ’93
Gene C. Jones and Jerry Jones
Harry M. Jones, Jr. ’64
Jane Denton Jones ’78 and Rickey L. Jones
Joye McCrady Jones ’67
Mignon S. Jones and Stuart A. Jones ’79
Peggy Bart Jones ’58
Phyllis Porter Jones ’49
Scott J. Jones ’81, ’92 and Mary Lou Reece ’78
Terry P. Jones
Ann M. Jordan and Darrell E. Jordan ’64
Kathy Jordan and Robert W. Jordan
Michael K. Jordan
William B. Jordan
Karen Fortenbach Josal ’74 and Lance K. Josal
Jen Hamra Joseph ’92 and Michael E. Joseph, Sr.
Diane R. Jubelt ’14
Katherine C. Juett and W. Dana Juett
Helen Martin Jungemann ’63 and Roger A. Jungemann
Ann Paris Jury ’81 and Clifford S. Jury ’84
Jeff Kacines
Janet P. Kafka
Ronald M. Kaim
Stephen K. Kaiser and Susan C. Kaiser
Sonic M. Kalluvzialy ’10
Konrad J. Kaltenbach, Jr. ’80 and Suzanne W. Kaltenbach
John B. Kamensky ’14, ’15
Cher L. Kamp and Thomas G. Kamp, Jr. ’83
Michael H. Kane ’91
Nicholas D. Kapral ’10
Elizabeth H. Karahan and Fehmi Karahan
Sinesia J. Karol and William S. Karol
Herbert E. Karol ’51
Evon C. Kastner ’96 and Katherine Hartsuck Kastner ’97
David T. Kastor ’85, ’89, ’92
Carrie McClure Katigan ’89 and Steven M. Katigan ’89, ’94
Glen J. Katlein and Tracy D. Katlein ’86
Jennifer Freeman Kaufman ’93 and Michael B. Kaufman ’93
Sandy M. Kaufman ’67, ’70
Jacob S. Kay ’13, ’14
Jeanette M. Kearney and Craig L. Reingold
John L. Kee, III and Louise Brown Kee ’80
Thomas J. Keegan ’10, ’11
Bonnie K. Keene and Daniel W. Keene ’99
Robin Keener and Tab H. Keener ’82
Dee Keever and Robert L. Keever ’79
Carole P. Keiffer
Lester J. N. Keilher, III ’88 and Margaret Coleman Keilher ’90
Elizabeth B. Kelley and Jackson Bryan Kelley ’03
Marty Smith Kelley ’81 and Myles H. Kelley, Sr.
Kim D. Kelly and T. M. Kelly ’81
David E. Keltner ’75 and Larisa J. Keltner
Matthew J. Kenner ’88
Kevin L. Kemp and Michele Kemp
Patty Bell Kendrick ’52 and William B. Kendrick, III ’54
David M. Kenevpi ’75 and Leslie Vandevere-Kenevpi
Christopher G. Kenney and Shelly Kenney
John J. Kenney and Lizzie T. Kenney
Dorothea Boyer Kennington ’55
Cecily L. Kenny and David H. Kenny
Geraldine Fulton Kepler ’70 and Terry L. Kepler
Bentley N. Kerfoot ’01
Carolyn A. Kerins ’93
John A. Kerner and Linda K. Kerner
Cindy Vaughan Kers ’76 and Guy H. Kers ’77
Mike Kerk ’84 and Nancy Landen Kerk ’84
John R. Kernash ’80
Dianna J. Keson and Michael A. Keson
Gary S. Kessler ’74 and Joan Cunningham Kessler ’74
Elizabeth Ann Ketz and Rusty Ketz ’68, ’71
Lisa Keeveran-Press and Lawrence H. Press
Donald A. Key and Karen Faulkner Key ’83
Martha M. Key and William O. Key ’75
Marvin E. Key, III ’83 and Tish S. Key
Kristina Kik ’06, ’10
Kathleen D. Kilborn and Paul T. Kilborn, II ’81
Anne Nash Killebrew ’85 and George W. Killebrew, IV ’85
John R. Killian ’89 and Stefanie H. Killian
Joshua F. Killick ’02 and Kelly Killian
Ann Marie Laskey Klipatrick ’51
Chere Kimbell and Isham Mike Kimbell, IV ’63
Edward P. King ’84 and Wendy D. King
Frank A. King and Merrie Ann King
Gail G. King ’56 and Hugh D. King ’57
J. Luther King, Jr. and Teresa King
Jack M. King, Jr. ’79
Kathryn A. King and Randall E. King
T. Irving King, Jr. ’50, ’55
Carole V. Kinnebrew and Jack M. Kinnebrew ’67, ’73
Abby Kinney ’86
Emily K. Kinney ’00
Harold W. Kinney, Jr. and Rachel B. Kinney
Ellen S. Kinsey and Glenn V. Kinsey ’77
James E. Kirby, Jr. ’57, ’59 and Patty Booth Kirby ’56
Kent A. Kirkwood ’08
David K. Kirshner ’78 and Leslie L. Kirshner
John B. Kiser ’97 and Susan Kiser
Ronald E. Kitchen ’58
Barry M. Kitt and Beth M. Kitt
Gregory W. Kitt ’08
Steven M. Kitt ’13
Kim A. Klett ’79 and Maureen K. Klett
Ida May Klaus
Julie T. Klaus
Jack Klein and Rita Ryan Klein ’75
Jeff J. Klein ’88 and Krista Wilson Klein ’91
Ashlee Hunt Kleinert ’88 and Christopher W. Kleinert ’88
Christine L. Kleinert and Robert A. Kleinert
Tyler C. Kleinert ’14, ’15
Marilyn. K. Klepak ’56
Chris Kline ’75 and Teresa Kline
John R. Klopp and Karen K. Klopp
Gail Briggsard Knapp ’74 and William A. Knapp ’72, ’78
Sheri Knessk and Shannen Olmstead Scoville ’80, ’84
Billy J. Knott ’48
Jack D. Knox ’60, ’63
Kevin L. Knox and Tryna H. Knox ’12
Phillip M. Knox ’70
Lee L. Kobayashi and Riki Kobayashi 1
J. Mark Koch ’79 and Patricia Shoemaker Koch ’79
John V. Koellman ’82 and Shelley Sullins Koellman ’82
Bruce L. Koepfgen and Kristin N. Koepfgen
Andrew Kohl and Sharon Hennderich Kohl ’67, ’71
John C. Kohl, Jr. and Theresa W. Kohl
Gary A. Kohn ’75
Kimberly L. Kohner and Michael L. Kohner
Kirk Kooker
Carl H. Koontz ’89
Christopher N. Koontz ’92
Amy B. Korevaars and Harlan B. Korevaars
Kris G. Kosup and Lynn H. Kosup
John M. Koval, III ’05
Lana A. Kramer and Melody H. Kramer
Patti Kramer and William A. Kramer
Philip J. Kraus and Sandra Piezman Kraus ’76, ’80
Rhonda A. Kraus and T. Gregory Kraus ’80
Kent C. Krause ’79, ’82 and Valerie Bettis Krause ’80
Kevin M. Krohn ’80
Kyle G. Krohn ’85
Thomas P. Kromis
Charles T. Ku and Mary Ku
Diane E. Kucera and Kyle W. Kucera
Katherine Peinado Kuhmann ’85 and Thomas H. Kuhmann ’85, ’81
Amy O. Kulas and Jason A. Kulas ’93
Alay Kumar ’97
Kay Beth L. Kuner
Romjan J. Kupchynsky, II ’80, ’84 and Ruth Irwin Kupchynsky ’80
Paula N. Kurth and Thomas E. Kurth ’73
Melvin S. Kusin
Edward A. Labry, III
William H. Lacey, Jr. ’86
Charles K. LaDue ’83
Darrell M. Laffite ’54 and JoAnn Laffite
Melinda H. Lafitte and Michael J. Laffite ’84
Jeffrey L. Lagow ’73 and Marilee Lagow
Meluh D. Laloojba ’02, ’03, ’12
Stephan A. Lally ’72
Joseph L. LaManna, III and Louise M. LaManna
Michael R. Lamar ’14
Julie Paster Lambert ’01
Kimberly R. Lambeth ’93
Robert T. Lambeth ’12
Patricia Kassiss Lambique ’72
Janis Jacobs Lamoreaux ’69, ’70 and Robert M. Lamoreaux ’69, ’70
Peter LaNasa and Susan Lanasa
Charles E. Lancaster ’60 and Susan Nichols Lancaster ’61
George C. Lancaster ’85
Cynthia H. Landen and Michael P. Landen ’85
Diny Nolan Landen ’82, ’83 and James E. Landen ’72
James E. Landen, Jr. ’10
Gail Widmer Landreth ’73 and William A. Landreth, Jr. ’72
Andrew R. Lane ’81 and Cynthia Rodriguez Lane ’81
Kay Clark Lane ’63 and Robert B. Lane ’60
Olin B. Lane, Jr. ’55 and Sally Buckley Lane ’55
Carol J. Langham and James T. Langham, Jr. ’64
Amy R. Lantrip and Chris M. Lantrip
Ann Laseter and Larry J. Laseter
Margie Patterson Latham ’92, ’08 and Thomas S. Latham
William B. Laudun ’11
Kathryn C. Laughlin and L. Russell Laughlin ’84
Kendall A. Laughlin ’75 and Lisa Loy Laughlin ’78
Frank T. Launinger and Kathleen Keith Launinger ’79, ’83
Michael B. Laurent ’77
Gary M. Lawrence
Naomi E. Lawrence and William B. Lawrence
Paul J. Layne ’76
Buxton L. Layton, III and Carolyn W. Layton
Fredrick S. Leach ’83 and Jill G. Leach
Carole Melerio Lee ’61 and John R. Lee ’59
Dennis T. Lee ’64 and Dianna Ricker Lee ’63
Andrew R. Lane ’81 and James C. Lewis ’83
Jeff Lewis
Kathleen E. Lewis and Richard C. Lewis, Sr. ’91
Matthew M. Lewis ’08
Sharon Gray Ley Lietzow ’63
David W. Ley ’92
Charles S. Leyendecker ’57 and Millicent A. Leyendecker
Teresa Liao
Robert F. Lietzow
Carolyn Chappell Light ’64 and David W. Light, III ’65
Bonnie R. Liker and Larry L. Liker
Marsha Moore Limbaugh ’73 and Stephen N. Limbaugh, Jr. ’73, ’77
Tzy-Ping Lin ’74 and Maryhelen Tso
Victor J. Linck ’09, ’10
Deborah B. Lindee and Mark T. Lindee
Chere N. Lindee and John D. Lindee
Matthew C. Lipton ’91
Erin D. Little and Paul D. Little
Anzhelika Litvak and Dimitry Litvak ’96
Esther K. Liu ’13, ’14
Deborah L. Lively ’84, ’02
James W. Livingston ’69 and Jane Webb Livingston ’69
Janice Crow Livingston ’58 and William E. Livingston, III ’57, ’60
Franklin C. Llanos
Charles L. Lloyd, Jr. ’64 and Sandra C. Lloyd
John S. Lloyd ’71 and Sue James Lloyd ’71
Aimee J. Locke and William S. Locke ’87
Charles R. Locke, Jr. and Paige R. Locke
Bill J. Locklear ’82 and Della O. Locklear
Stephen J. Lockton ’89
John W. Lodwick ’59, ’65 and Julia K. Lodewick
Laura R. Lodwick and Peter A. Lodwick ’77, ’80
Kathleen M. Loeb
Robert E. Loeb ’77, ’85
David Loewe and Nancy S. Loewer
Ashley Cop Lohfus ’99
Jeffrey C. Londa ’75 and Sandy W. Londa
Eric T. London ’08, ’10
Kenneth C. Long ’01
Larry B. Long ’81
Leslie Cox Long ’07 and Ryan A. Long ’03, ’10
Edward Lopez ’90
Alan Losinger and Sarah M. Losinger
William C. Lotherman ’06
David H. Lott, Jr. ’70, ’72 and Lynne Mahfouz Lott ’71
Diana L. Lowe and Gregg A. Lowe
Jacquelyn T. Lowe and John S. Lowe
Lara Lowman ’85 and Bard Wrisley
Jennifer Wyatt Lowrance ’66 and Larry E. Lowrance ’95
Anna Taylor Lowry ’68, ’69
Jill E. Lowry and Lynn Stanford Lowry ’87
Jon D. Lowry ’67, ’70
Carolyn B. Loy
Christopher C. Loy ’92 and Susan C. Loy
Lindi B. Loy
Paul B. Loyd, Jr. ’68 and Penny R. Loyd
Ivette C. Lozano ’84
Edward Lozick
Colin A. Luba ’12
Joseph O. Luby, Jr. ’68, ’70
Donald J. Lucas ’59, ’64 and Sharon Jennings Lucas ’62
Christopher T. Luce and Elaine Feuqua Luce ’89
Alexandra Dillard Lute ’05 and Craig A. Luce ’04
Linda E. Ludden and Paul W. Ludden
Carolyn Ludwig and John L. Ludwig, Jr. ’86
Mark E. Luettens and Stephanie D. Luettens
Ashley Langdon Luke ’90 and David R. Luke
Alexandra Trifice Lunde ’05
Karen D. Lupo
Rhonda Lusk
Dennis L. Lutes ’72 and Kay Portman Lutes ’69
Scott Luttrel ’77 and Laura Overnoziak Luttrel ’77
David S. Luttrel ’09
Nancy Luxen and Robert E. Luxen ’76
Bobby B. Lyle ’67
Katherine Glaze Lyle ’71, ’73, ’94
Sharon E. Lyle and Mark D. Mutschler ’10
Boyd D. Lyles, Jr. ’71 and Melanie L. Wright ’71, ’83, ’05
Cristina A. Lynch and Harry H. Lynch
Elizabeth M. Lyngstad and John D. Lyngstad
Barbara Golden Lynn ’72 and Michael P. Lynn ’75
Marc Lyons
Nancy MacDonald and Ralph F. MacDonald, III
Jeffrey N. MacDowell ’87
Laura H. Mace and Peter J. Mace ’89
Bobby R. Machina ’11, ’12
Lesa Vaughn Machina ’78
Carol D. Mack and Earl I. Mack
Christine Woodson Mackenroth ’98 and Daniel R. Mackenroth ’95, ’07
Jason T. Mackey ’88 and Molly Mackey
James H. MacNaughton ’72, ’73 and Sacha MacNaughton
Elizabeth B. Maday and Gregory S. Maday
Gail Melerio Madden ’63 and William B. Madden ’63
James D. Madden ’74, ’78 and Margaret Madden ’74, ’75
John A. Madeley ’66
Dixie Tucker Madigan ’68 and Michael J. Madigan ’68
Joseph Magnuson ’15
Brian L. Maguire ’01 and Julie Gabenress Maguire ’01
Cary M. Maguire
Jeffrey P. Mahon ’85
John S. Malanowski and Susan B. Malanowski
Ken S. Malcolmson ’74 and Stacey Paddock Malcolmson
John C. Mallois ’72 and Sherry Mallois
Luanne Schmidt Malloy ’82 and Richard B. Maloney ’82
Anna E. Malone
Gary L. Malone ’75 and Susan G. Malone
Danielle Eppley Maloney ’90 and Walter G. Maloney
Heather L. Malonson and Marcus P. Malonson ’93
Mark H. Malooby ’97
Don ’62 and Dian Malouf
Elizabeth A. Mandor and Robert A. Mandor
David C. Manges ’07 and Kristan Manges
Melissa J. Mang
Charles A. Mangum ’86 and Elaine Scheffer Mangum ’89
James A. Mangum ’14
Joy Mankeoff and Ronald M. Mankeoff
Joseph F. Mannen and Virginia T. Mann
Catherine Zick Manning ’75 and George T. Manning
Arlene H. Manthey and Charles R. Manthey
Troy G. Marchbanks ’56
Todd M. Marchesani ’06
Andrew W. Marcus and Catherine S. Marcus
Kris Marcus and Stephen D. Marcus ’86
Nancy Cain Marcus ’74
Ann Margolin and Fred Margolin
Carolyn Hinkle Marryappa ’88 and Darsh Marryappa ’88
Candy Marks and Stuart B. Marks
Michael Brendon Marks ’10
David R. Marlow ’80, ’90
Ray H. Marr ’52
Angela C. Marriott
Donna G. Marriott and John (Bill) W. Marriott, Jr.
Elyse C. Marriott ’13
John W. Marriott, III
Michelle Marriott ’15
Nicole L. Marriott ’10
Albert (Mike) P. Marsh, III ’66 and
Ann Callaway Marsh ’66
Charlene Cline Marshall ’91 and Tim F. Marsh
Elizabeth Turner Marshall ’58, ’68 and John W. Marshall ’56
Michael Marshall
Charles M. Martin, Sr. ’63
David D. Martin ’63, ’67 and Maria Martin
Deon M. Martin and Jon E. Martin ’86
Derek C. Martin and Tonya J. Martin
J. Edwin Martin ’85
† Deceased
† Deceased
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Linda Hannau Moon ’90 and Michael E. Montgomery ’79 and Bruce Monroe and Kathleen Monroe

Anne Mewhinney Monning ’71 and Moriah M. Momsen ’14

Lynda C. Moister and Roger W. Moister, Jr.

David C. Moffat ’64, ’65

Paulette McConachie Momsen ’75 and Thomas E. Mislater

Barbara T. Mitchell and Peter M. Mitchell

Gregory W. Mitchell ’11, ’94 and Sherri L. Mitchell

Harvey R. Mitchell, Jr. and Joyce J. Mitchell

Jennifer C. Mitchell ’15

Christopher D. Mize ’86 and Kelli Griffith Mize ’87

Frances L. Mizzell and William A. Mizzell, Jr., ’49

Janet B. Mockovicik and John Mockovicik, III

Jennifer Mederow ’12

Elizabeth Autry Modory ’87 and Stephen M. Modory

Paulette McConachie Momsen ’75 and Timothy P. Momsen ’74, ’75

David C. Moffat ’64, ’65

Kenneth L. Maffet ’54 and Sue Maffet

Bijan Mohrav and Judy J. Mohrav

Steven M. Moles ’88

Lynda C. Moister and Roger W. Moister, Jr.

Kyle H. Molberg ’11 and Paula Deakins Molberg ’11

Moniak M. Momsen ’14

Lawrence D. Monaco ’77 and Sharon A. Monaco

Charles B. Moncrief and Kit T. Moncrief

Anne Mewhinney Monning ’71 and W. Bruce Morning, Sr. ’70, ’72

Bruce Monroe and Kathleen Monroe

D. Randall Montgomery ’84, ’87 and Vickie Wood Montgomery ’84

Michael E. Montgomery ’79 and Vinette H. Montgomery

Cynthia B. Moock and R. T. Moock, Jr.

Linda Hannau Moon ’90 and T. Russell Moon ’91

Cathryn Mayo Moore ’78 and James D. Moore ’77

Charles D. Moore ’74


Edward W. Moore ’84 and JoAnne Bissel Moore ’80

Elizabeth G. Moore and R. Anthony Moore ’68

Harry E. Moore and Sammie Snead Moore ’80


Nancy K. Moore and Thomas H. Moore ’60

Shawn P. Moore ’10

Steven L. Moore ’07

John R. P. Moore-Jones ’92, ’02

Darcie Moran and Joseph P. Moran, III ’74

Philip B. Moran ’87 and Vicki Moran

Dianne G. Morgan and Philip D. Morgan ’78

Harold S. Morgan ’71, ’72 and Linda Hopkins Morgan ’76

Jeremy V. Morgan ’99, ’00

Ruth P. Morgan

Anne W. Morley and David P. Morley ’81

Michael P. Morley ’12

Meredith K. Morrill ’09

Blake B. Morris ’01 and Carrie Philips Morris ’01

Chad A. Morris

Diane Y. Morris

Kenneth R. Mottershead and Linda A. Morris

Kevin R. Morris and Kimberly K. Morris

Nicholas M. Morris ’15

Beverly W. Morrison

Donald N. Morris ’76 and Patricia Glasgow Morris ’75

Elizabeth Setzer Morrow ’51 and Philip R. Morrow ’51

Betsy Lane Morton ’76, ’05 and Stephen E. Morton ’74, ’76

Dustin E. Morton ’06 and Kelly Campbell Morton ’06

Gwen H. Morton ’50 and Phyllis Erickson Morton ’65

Jennifer Ackerman Morton ’07 and Michael W. Morton ’06, ’07

Frederick Mass and Jennifer Farris Mass ’84

George F. Mass ’58

Jeffrey P. Mass and Rachel W. Mass

Matt Mass


Mark S. Mauusa ’80 and Michelle Mauusa

B. Gregory Mowatt ’74, ’76

Stephanie D. Mower ’79

Justin M. Mower ’10

Nancy Hutchens Mower ’74 and Robert T. Mower ’77

David M. Muehring and Veronica W. Muehring

James N. Mueller ’06

Jane B. Mun and William T. Muir ’70

Jenny F. Mullen and Richard T. Mullen ’61

Bret P. Mullenex ’05

LeeAnn T. Mullen and Walter J. Mullen, III

Stacy Gentry Mulliken ’95 and Stanley V. Mulliken, III ’98

Gregory D. Mullinax and Wes K. Waggner

Carlo J. Mulvillena and Debra C. Mulvillena

Alexander J. Munoz ’13

Matthew A. Mun ’04

David Murray Munson, Sr. and Mona C. Munson

Dennis E. Murphee ’69 and Penny Mize Murphee ’70

Susan Hixon Murphee ’63

Brian G. Murphy ’82 and Kathy Murphy

David L. Murphy and Lauren Cody Murphy ’79

Jack D. Murphy

James R. Murphy, Jr. ’75 and Julie Murphy

Jason M. Murphy ’13, ’14

William C. Murphy ’71

Donald G. Murray ’59

Jay J. Murray ’92

Patrick M. Murray

Philip Murrin and Sarah Wheeliss Murrin ’96

Laura C. Mychaels and Peter T. Mychaels

Jack C. Myers ’66, ’69 and Judy N. Myers

Sandra V. Naftzger

Patty Diedman Nasi ’81 and W. Bobby Nasi, Jr.

Jack C. Naperk ’67, ’68 and Linda C. Naperk

Mary E. Nakashige ’92

Alleen M. Nance and Jenne Koets Nance ’90

Charlene Narney and D. Roger Narney

Eileen Ruebel Nash ’57 and Michaux Nash Jr., ’56

Paige E. Nash

Carolyn F. Neal and George D. Neal ’54, ’60

Edith Holland Neary ’85 and Thomas W. Neary ’83

Richard S. Neely ’82, ’84

Brenda Nelson and Paul B. Nelson ’90

Donna M. Nelson and Harry A. Nelson, III ’69

Frank X. Nelson and Toby A. Nelson

Happy Nelson ’62, ’65 and Linda M. Nelson

Hayley E. Nelson ’11

Julia Nelson and William (Perch) L. Nelson ’84

Scott M. Nelson ’95

Anne W. Nesbitt and Thomas E. Nesbitt, Jr.

Lynn Nesbitt

Catherine Madeley Nettune ’00 and Alex R. Nettune

Paul A. Neubach and Vivienne B. Neubach

James D. Neuwelt, III and Patricia A. Neuwelt

Robins J. Newton ’84 and Yolonda (Dee Dee) Newton

John Q. Nguyen ’07

A. G. Nichols, Jr. ’62 and Barbara Keone Nichols ’63

Beverly B. Nichols and W. R. Nichols, III ’69

Albert W. Niemi, Jr. and Maria Niemi

Evelyn Raynor Nienhus ’51

Giovanni Nieto ’99 and Gretchen Nieto

Galina (Gal) P. Nikolova-Moutafova ’01

Heidi Nilson and Victor Nilson ’04

Grace A. Nivens and Louie B. Nivens, Jr. ’90

Frances O. Nixon and Victor H. Nixon ’67

Dennis Noelte ’78

D. Bobbitt Noel, Jr. ’76 and Karen H. Noel

Edmund O. Noel ’75 and Patrice Oden Noel ’75

Martin B. Noel ’06

Robert C. Noel ’80, ’89 and Deanne Moore Noel ’99

William D. Noel ’82 and Barbara W. Noel

Alain D. Nolan and William J. Nolan, Jr., ’80

Cara Nolan and Jeffrey W. Nolan ’91

Cari Lyn Hinkle Nolan ’84 and Michael J. Nolan ’83

Cyrena A. Nolan

Kimbrough P. Noonan and Thomas E. Noonan

David A. Norman ’88 and Mary Anne Norman ’89

Dwain L. Norris ’72

Mark W. Norris ’08

Colleen Norton and Joseph J. Norton

James C. Norton ’64 and Ronda Norton

Dorothy Sandell Nowlin ’80 and R. M. Nowlin

Linda M. Nayd and Paul A. Noyd ’75

Roger D. Null and Susan H. Null

Augustine Nuncio, Jr.

Alice G. Nye and Erie A. Nye ’65

Daniel D. Nystrom ’05

Barbara L. Oakes ’71, ’76 and Bruce E. Turner

John D. Oakes ’13

Alice Huges Oakley ’87 and John R. Oakley ’93

Kathryn L. Obergender and William H. Obergender, Jr., ’67, ’71

Brian J. O’Byrne ’06

Jessica W. O’Brien and Mark O. O’Brien ’86

Amy E. Ochs and Roger C. Ochs ’93

Julie A. O’Connell’79 and Michael A. Walls

Jessica L. O’Connor ’08

Eleanor Oden

James A. Ode and Ruth M. Ode

Mary Ann Moser Oden ’63 and Steve Oden

Steven S. O’Donley ’14

Bill O’Dwyer

Frederick (Rick) J. Oertli and Marion M. Oertli

John D. Ohara and Linda Ward Ohara ’91

Marcus K. Odaka and Pamela J. Okada

Dwight H. O’Keefe, III ’65 and Mary B. O’Keefe

Ed Okiola

Katelyn Pratt Ollis ’08

Dennis J. Olmstead, Esq. and Regina B. Olmstead

Barbara Olsen and Rodney G. Olsen ’77
Michelle Olson '78 and Richard E. Olson '78
R. Casey Olson and Margaret Olson
Kevin P. O'Meara '86 and Patricia Ann O'Meara
Alex P. O'Neil 09, '10
Brittany O'Neil
Fay C. O'Neil '55 and William J. O'Neil '55
Shala O'Neil and William S. O'Neil
Chris O'Neil '75 and Connie Blass O'Neil '77
Katherine L. O'Neil and William P. O'Neil
Jay W. Oppenheimer '78, '86
Geraldine A. Orler and John J. Orler '69
Ross Ormond and Whitney M. Ormond
Danna L. Orr '79
Douglas F. Orr '76 and Sally Savaio
Dawn L. Osborne and John W. Osborne, Jr. '66
Russell W. Oshman '03, '06
James P. O'Sullivan '01 and Rebekah O'Sullivan
Mieko Ota and Tomaoki Ota '95
David D. O'Toole and Marilyn C. O'Toole
Giffen H. Ott '81
Karin Clark Ott '82
Volkan Otugen
Greg M. Outcalt and Kathleen Sewell-Outcalt '86
James K. Outland '87
Patra Owen and Robert R. Owen '61
Sherri Owen
Howard T. Owens, III '90 and Marnie E. Owens
Madeline R. Owens and Steven L. Owens '85
David Owusu '00
Linda Stewart Ozanne '74 and Porter L. Ozanne, III '70
P. Scott Ozarzus
Robert K. Pace '54, '56
Brenda B. Pack and Ronald A. Pack '95
Christine Pollard Paddock '03 and Peter W. Paddock, Jr. '03
H. Winfield Padgett, Jr. and Nancy Padgett
Patricia B. Page and Richard M. Page
Yvonne Forester Page '50
Christina Paine and Waid Paine
Jeffrey L. Pakula and Josie Pakula
Istvan (Steve) A. Palaygi and Laura K. Palaygi
Angelia Woodridge Pallasch '11 and John B. Pallasch '11, '12
Benjamin S. Palmer '00
Blake A. Palmer '13, '14
C. Robert Palmer '57, '66 and Rebecca S. Palmer
Laura J. Palmer and Steven K. Palmer
Richard G. Palmer and Ruth Grogan Palmer
Robert J. Palmer, Jr. '96, '99
John T. Palter and Kathy Palter
Michelle DeKneck Paluck '80 and Robert J. Paluck '80
John R. Pantanella, Sr. and Kristin L. Pantanella
James A. Pappas and Lisa M. Pappas
Beth A. Park and Lawrence Park
John A. Park '75 and Nancy J. Park
Satchel H. Park '14
B. Stephens Parker '73 and Eugenia M. Parker
Emily A. Parker '73
John M. Parker
Jonathan E. Parker '92 and Megan Hennessy Parker '94
Jonathan T. Parker '05 and Meredith E. Parker
Troy L. Parker, ii '07, '08
Benjamin W. Parke '02
Sona R. Parks
Angelia Parra '95
B.J. Parra and Tim Parra
Jewel K. Parrish and Roland G. Parrish
Susan Postan Parsel '68
Kathleen Kueger Parsons '73 and Terry T. Parsons '72, '77
Sam R. Patel, M.D.
Colin L. Paterson 02
Vinod K. Pathrose '04
Jerry M. Patrick '76 and Mary L. Patrick
John D. Patterson
Larry Patterson '93
Patricia M. Patterson
Christopher C. Paul '83 and Mary Alice B. Paul
Jana Wickham Paul '91, '94
Robert E. Paulen '59 and Sandra M. Paulen
Eric Paulen '80
Anne Spivey Paup '73 and Henry B. Paup '73
Margaret Pavel '77, '86
Barbara E. Paxton 05, '06, '09
Helen Payton and Jimmy C. Payton, Sr. '54
Britain Bailey Peakes '05, '06 and Matthew M. Peakes 00, '07
Don S. Pearce '65 and Linda Boswell Pearce '70
John W. Peavy, III '66 and Linda A. Peavy
Mark Peer
Cyrus Peikari, M.D. '90 and Ramona Peikari '03
Rodolfo E. Pena, Jr. '14
Saranne Bowker Pennberthy '59 and Walter L. Penberthy, Jr.
John B. Pendergrass '54 and Mary Lou Pendergrass
Barbara H. Percifield and Paul E. Percifield '59
Alejandro M. Perez '04
Aaron R. Perkins '15
dana Sloan Perin '10 and Jonathan S. Perin '92
H. Ross Perot and Margot B. Perot
Nancy Perot
Sarah Fullinwider Perot '83 and Ross Perot, Jr.
Anne B. Perper and Scott B. Perper
Michael H. Pennini and Sara Wolfe Pennini '87
Heidi W. Perry and Timothy E. Perry
Randolph R. Perry '70 and Suzanne F. Perry
David W. Persky '72 and Mary E. Persky
David M. Petefish '73, '75 and Rose M. Petefish
Eric H. Peterson '82, '85 and Tanya Lynn Atkins-Peterson '82
Jan Gehring Peterson '70 and L. Marc Peterson '70
Jill Jacobs Peterson '87 and Mark A. Peterson
Belle Draye Petikas '68 and Peter Petikas
Chris J. Petruccelli and Evie Petruccelli
Arnold Petschke and Mary Katherine (Kathy) Petschke '82
Jo Ann Geurin Pettus '69, '70
Pam A. Peyton and Randall S. Peyton
Pam D. Pfiel
Glenn S. Pfenniger '12
Barbara W. Pflirman and Christopher K. Pflirman
Anna Shelton Phlodi '87 and Ronald B. Phlodi '83
Amy Phelan and John C. Phelan '86
Kevin D. Phelan '99 and Laura C. Phelan '08
Harvey G. Phelps, Jr. '91
Jeff B. Phelps '95
Linda M. Phelps '85
Robert C. Phelps 12
Steven H. Phelps '97
Anneke M. Phillips and Jeff Phillips
Elizabeth B. Carlock Phillips '09 and Kevin G. Phillips '10
Gaye Phillips and Robert O. Phillips
Jeanne L. Phillips '76
John Phillips
Kristie Lagenour Phillips '04 and Samuel C. Phillips '03, '07
Loyd F. Phillips Charitable Trust
Lynn Phillips and Scott E. Phillips '74
Luan Q. Pho '91 and Young N. Pho
Carissa L. Pichon '01 and Edward W. Pichon
Jan Rymer Pickens '64 and R. Houston Pickens '62
John T. Pickens and Kenney Dixon Pickens '67
Nelda Cain Pickens '79
Kurt A. Pottkotter
Debbie Mitchell Price '80 and Larry C. Price
Jeffrey L. Price
Jane A. Prichard, Sr. '58 and Gwen Lee Prichard '58
Diane Young Priddy '87 and Harvey A. Priddy '97
Caren H. Prothro
Joe N. Prothro and Dale D. Prothro
Mark H. Prothro '72 and Diane C. Prothro
Abigail Bartoshesky Pratt '94 and Samuel J. Pratt
Dominic Puglisi and Jannee Puglisi
David P. Purcell and Stacy L. Purcell
Jonathan S. Purdy '98
Elizabeth (Betty) Kenner Purkey '66, '75 and Walter R. Purkey '67, '75, '95
Diane B. Purnell and Maurice E. Purnell, Jr. '66
David R. Puryear and Robin A. Puryear
Clint R. Pittman and Tamara A. Pittman
Elizabeth O'Brien Pitts '87 and Robert S. Pitts
James R. Pitts '09
Todd L. Platt
David H. Plottkin
Daniel L. Plummie '81 and Elizabeth Ruman Plummie '86
Gigi Glisson Pogiltsch '69, '72 and Jerry M. Pogiltsch
Anne Veale Pogson '65 and Clyde H. Pogson
Anne B. Pogue and J. Blake Pogue '85
Carol McClaughey Pointer '81 and David T. Pointer '81
Donald R. Polan '59
Laura Fox Politz '89 and Paul J. Politz
Joan M. Pollock and Robert G. Pollock '48
Karen S. Pollock and Richard R. Pollock '84
Harold N. Pomarains '74, '80
Barbara Youkers Pool '67 and Richard L. Pool '64
Wesley J. Pool '72
Ashley Parker Pope '07 and John H. Pope '06
Jeffrey D. Pope '05 and Kathryn Tindell Pope '05
Leigh C. Pops and Richard F. Pops
Glenn A. Portman '75 and Susan N. Portman
Amy Zimmerman Pottkotter '99 and Kurt A. Pottkotter
Bradley S. Potts
David W. Powell '79 and Emily S. Powell
Elmer C. Powell, Jr. and Amy Diane Powell
Marc C. Powell '76
Robert J. Powe '90
David N. Powers and Margaret Peavy Powers '87, '01
Joni G. Powers and Timothy E. Powers '80
R. G. Powers
John P. Poxon, Jr. and Katherine M. Poxon
Kimberley A. Prater and Thomas G. Prater '79
Lorene Bond Previtt '62, '70 and Robert I. Previtt '49, '51
Benjamin B. Price, II
Debbie Mitchell Price '80 and Larry C. Price
Jeffrey L. Price
Gage A. Prichard, Sr. '58 and Gwen Lee Prichard '58
Diane Young Priddy '87 and Harvey A. Priddy '97
Caren H. Prothro
Joe N. Prothro and Dale D. Prothro
Mark H. Prothro '72 and Diane C. Prothro
Abigail Bartoshesky Pratt '94 and Samuel J. Pratt
Dominic Puglisi and Jannee Puglisi
David P. Purcell and Stacy L. Purcell
Jonathan S. Purdy '98
Elizabeth (Betty) Kenner Purkey '66, '75 and Walter R. Purkey '67, '75, '95
Diane B. Purnell and Maurice E. Purnell, Jr. '66
David R. Puryear and Robin A. Puryear

† Deceased

Andrew E. Remack and Patrick A. Reis ’11
Robert E. Reinke ’78
Braden W. Reiner ’12, ’13
Donald E. Reily ’53 and Melissa Meyer Reiff ’77 and Ronald E. Reiff
Chris C. Regis and Todd Regis
Bradley C. Reeves ’91 and Holly L. Reeves
Glynis W. Redwine ’83, ’84
Brian Rawson ’00, ’03
Liana Valentina Vetter Rao ’04
William (Mike) Unsell ’78
Susan E. Robbins ’98
Michael J. Riordan and Leonard M. Riggs, Jr. and Phyllis Burbridge Riggins ’79 and Ronald H. Riddlehuber ’75
Laura F. Riddle and Paul N. Riddle ’79
Alex W. Richter ’99 and Jennifer Hunt Rogers ’84
Eugene Robichaux Rogers ’12 and Scott L. Rogers ’11
Jeff P. Rogers and Robbie J. Rogers
Nancy C. Rogers and Richard R. Rogers
Suzie Rogers and Yandell Rogers, Jr. ’61
Greg Rohan and Lyssa Jones Rohan ’86
Pamela Loring Rohfs ’77 and Paul A. Rohfs ’77
Robert B. Rollling ’72 and Roberta R. Rolllings
Laura G. Romero and Richard J. Romero
Raymond R. Romero and Theresa M. Romero
Jill Mackie Rommel ’78 and Ryan G. Rommel ’76
Ashley Benilla Romo ’06 and Jerad J. Romo ’06
John Dennis Rooney
Marianne B. Rooney and Patrick T. Rooney
Matthew H. Rooney ’11
Walter D. Roper
Carrie C. Rosamond and Jamey M. Rosamond ’92
Cecile S. Rose and Thomas N. Rose ’82
Deedee P. Rose and Edward W. Rose, III ’13
Stacy M. Rose and Timothy M. Rose
Jared E. Rosen ’10, ’11
Kevin Rosenbaum
Barbara G. Rosenblatt and Randall L. Rosenblatt
Douglas E. Rossencrans ’13
W. Grady Rosier
Douglas E. Rosencrans ’13
Barbara S. Ross and Bruce L. Ross ’84
Edward H. Ross ’87 and Nancy R. Ross
Elizabeth Hoover Rotan ’86 and Matthew P. Rotan
James A. Rothstein
Dan Routman and Lizzie H. Routman
Fred E. Rowe ’68 and Michelle L. Rowe
Theresa Rowe and William D. Rowe, II ’91
Glenn H. Rowland and Robert G. Rowland ’74
Melissa Cooper Rowling ’05 and Robert B. Rowling, Jr. ’05
Robert B. Rowling ’79 and Terry G. Rowling
Karen Brandstrader Razzell ’82 and Scott E. Razzell ’71
Shirley M. Rubenstein
Suzann Hess Ruff ’73
Andrew L. Rugg ’01 and Jessica Vollbrecht-Rugg ’02, ’08
Lisa A. Ruh and William J. Ruh
Joe H. Rule ’99
John S. Runnels, III ’86
Ginger G. Russell and Ian B. Russell ’71
Leah Cave Russell ’96
Edward B. Rust, Jr. ’75 and Sally B. Rust
Al F. Rutherford ’85
Kenya Rutherford
Cheryl Redinger Rutledge ’75 and Joel S. Rutledge ’86
Cristi A. Ryan and Kevin J. Ryan
Deborah J. Ryan
Patrick Ryan
Sandra L. Ryan and William J. Ryan ’57
Mark A. Rydel ’72
Amy Ryser and Jon A. Ryser ’87
John D. Saalfeld ’95 and Marilyn Tibbonbs Saalfeld ’97
Thomas W. Sabin, Jr. ’79 and Amy T. Styczynski ’89
Bart H. Sackett ’73
James R. Sackett and Kimberly J. Yamanouchi ’78
Christopher G. Sacks ’11
Ali Sadi ’14
Kenneth M. Saitow and Lisa J. Saitow
Sarah Desrochers Saldana ’84 and Donald C. Templin
Vicente D. Saldana ’62
Lawrence J. Salerno and Rhonda P. Salerno
Lawrence M. Salerno, II ’03, ’04
Judy M. Sall and Larry D. Sall
David B. Saller ’04
Victor E. Salvinio
Phyllis Sams and William M. Sams ’60
Catharine M. Sanchez and David L. Sanchez ’90
Jackie Sanders and Tony D. Sanders
Mary Lois Sanders and Thomas E. Sanders
Marcellene Wilson Sands ’69 and Stephen H. Sands ’70
Amy S. Sanford and Blair E. Sanford
† Deceased

Joseph H. Staley, Jr. and Linda B. Staley
Konroe J. Stahl
Linda D. Stafford and Thomas P. Stafford
James A. Stafford ’15, ’16
John S. St. Clair and Shelley R. St. Clair
James A. Stafford ’15, ’16
Linda D. Stafford and Thomas P. Stafford
Kenro J. Stahl
Joseph H. Staley, Jr. and Linda B. Staley
Robert R. Stall ’07

Jerre Ann Stallcup
Mark W. Stamm
Deborah Greyndols Stanford ’87 and Richard L. Stanford ’71, ’74
Robin Stanford
Carolyn S. Stanley and Harold W. Stanley
Daniel W. Stanbury, Sr. ’54, ’59 and Joan Lively Stanbury ’54
James Stanton
Marianne and Roger Staubach
Paul P. Steed, Jr. ’47 and Violet A. Steed
Marc I. Steinberg
Stephen R. Steibrink
Eric L. Steinfeld and Kimberly C. Steinfeld
Phyllis Y. Steinhart and Ronald G. Steinhart
Michael G. Stephan ’88
Harriet Stephens and Warren A. Stephens
Roger W. Stephens
Watt P. Stephens ’07
Phyllis Stephenson and Steve A. Stephenson ’71
Shirley I. Sterling and William G. Sterling, Jr. ’52
Kyle O’Brien Stevens ’80 and William F. Stevens ’63, ’72
Maryam Stevens
N. L. Stevens, III ’72, ’76 and Nancy D. Williams ’73
John E. Stevenson ’86 and Melinda K. Stevenson
H. Leighton Steward ’57, ’59 and Lynda Brady Steward ’59
Andrew E. Stewart ’99 and Misty Newberry Stewart ’01
Anne Lund Stewart ’68 and James W. Stewart, Jr.
Barbara Connell Stewart ’63 and Thomas H. Stewart
Carol Myers Stewart ’65 and Lawrence R. Stewart ’65
Jacqueline Miller Stewart ’72 and Peter B. Stewart
Jeanne Stewart and Ronald E. Stewart
Jeffrey A. Stewart
Ken Sibbler
Steven E. Stich ’00
Alex M. Stiles ’00 and Alyson Sirk Stiles ’00
Mark S. Stinde ’15 and Niki J. Stinde
Brit M. Stock ’94
Laura J. Stockclager and Matthew J. Stockclager
Barbara McGrath Stoddard ’58 and Richard G. Stoddard
Gayle and Paul Staff
Dary Stane and Melinda Stone
Carol Pridgen Storey ’76 and Robert Gerald Storey, III ’77
Herbert B. Story, Jr. ’66, ’80 and Maryauldn Story ’66
Gabrielle Rason Stott ’72 and Jay H. Stott ’74, ’75
Amy Sims Stovall ’03 and Stephen M. Stovall ’88

David L. Stovall ’95
Ann W. Strader and Richard H. Strader
Richard H. Strader, Jr. ’11
Brian L. Strange ’01
Cynthia Canfield Stratton ’83 and John William Stratton, Jr.
Bonnie P. Strauss ’93, ’97
Lindsey Armstrong Straun ’10 and Ryan F. Strawn
Christine A. Strickland and Gerald W. Strickland
James H. Strickland, Jr. ’70, ’73 and Marlene K. Strickland
Matthew E. Strickland ’00
Ann Roberts Stringer ’71 and J. Frank Stringer, Jr. ’70
Adrienne M. Strodel and Daniel S. Strodel ’83
Joseph E. Stroop
Kay Strother and T. McCullough Strother ’62, ’65
Lawrence D. Stuart, Jr. ’66, ’69 and Venise Stuart
Mersina Pappas Stubbs ’85 and Phineas W. Stubbs, Jr.
Michael A. Stuchly
John P. Studnickiy ’97 and Linda Studnickiy
Drew Bass Stull ’72 and John F. Stull
Michael S. Stutt ’81
Jennifer ’86 and Mark ’87 Styslinger
Kelly S. Styslinger and Lee J. Styslinger, III
Alfredo A. Suarez, CPA ’02 and Britanny Kutulis Suarez ’05
David M. Sudbury ’67, ’70 and Holly Ritter Sudbury ’68
Connie B. Sullivan and Kent C. Sullivan
Michael G. Sullivan ’85, ’91 and Sandra Wyatt Sullivan ’87
Gary M. Sumers
Elisa Summers and Stephen R. Summers
Emily Rich Summers ’66 and Stephen J. Summers ’66, ’67
Frances McColeen Sunderland ’59 and Robert B. Sunderland ’60
Kathryn Surls and Lynn O. Surls ’67, ’72
Larry S. Sutton and Linda Brown Sutton ’82
Michelle A. Sutton and Robert E. Sutton
Reuel A. Sutton ’00 and Tany Holland Sutton ’90
Dorothy Kuntz Thompson ’53

† Deceased

Marcus M. Thompson ’81
Jere W. Thompson, Jr.
Ollie Thomas Thompson ’90
Stephen B. Thrasher and William H. Thrasher ’70
Larry R. Thrasher and Gary R. Thrasher ’87
Jena Thompson and Ryan P. Thrasher ’93
Jene Thompson and William A. Thrasher ’93
Linda B. Thomas, Jr.
Blair Y. Thompson and William S. Thompson
Caroline Crews Thompson ’85 and Jere W. Thompson, Jr.
Cynthia S. Thompson ’80 and Marcus M. Thompson ’81
Deborah C. Thompson and Mark A. Thompson
Dorothy Kunz Thompson ’53 and James Cleo Thompson, Jr. ’53

Kathy Talley and Mike Talley ’87
Mark A. Talley ’97
Mary A. Talley
Roy Tambourine
Kathryn Campbell Tanner ’63 and Lawrence E. Tanner ’63
Charles A. Tarpley ’61 and Mary Ellen Tarpley
Peter M. Tart ’64 and Shirley Shult Tart ’63
Barbara Moore Tart ’60 and Blaine Tart ’49, ’59
Brice E. Tarzwell
William T. Tate
Alan C. Tatum ’69, ’74 and Frances K. Tatum
John P. Tatum, II and LeeAnn R. Tatum
Nenetta C. Tatum and Stephen L. Tatum ’76
Mark W. Taubenfeld and Teresa L. Taubenfeld
Rosalie Taubman
Adam K. Tauzeli ’02 and Jennifer Cowan Tauzeli ’02, ’03, ’06
Carl J. Taylor and Neil Acker Taylor ’81
Catherine B. Taylor
Dacota S. Taylor ’14
Glenn R. Taylor and Wanda J. Taylor
Pelroma Anderson Taylor ’81 and Steven H. Taylor ’81
Jennifer Bermudez Tellepsen ’92 and Todd Tellepsen ’92
Andrew Teller, Jr. ’86 and Carrie Chapman Teller ’02
Mary C. Templeton and Richard K. Templeton
Christopher S. Terhune ’88
Carol A. Terlip and Frank R. Terlip
Raymond J. Termin ’68
Antonette Barksdale Terry ’54 and Marshall Terry ’33, ’34
John F. Terry ’94 and Kathy Terry
Carol A. Thaxton and James E. Thaxton
Brian D. Thelen and Laura L. Thelen
Tommy Thiddeou
Mario R. Thiem ’94
Michael A. Thomann ’06
David S. Thomas, Jr. and Lucy A. Thomas
Erielle L. Thomas and Jeffrey P. Thomas ’66
Gail Griffin Thomas ’58 and Robert Hyer Thomas ’53, ’57
Guy R. Thomas ’76 and Lyn Thomas
Jason N. Thomas ’90, ’94 and Michelle Vukasich Thomas ’91
John C. Thomas ’88 and Wendy Thomas
Kathryn D. Thomas ’07
Linda B. Thomas ’73
Blair Y. Thompson and William S. Thompson
Caroline Crews Thompson ’85 and Jere W. Thompson, Jr.
Cynthia S. Thompson ’80 and Marcus M. Thompson ’81
Deborah C. Thompson and Mark A. Thompson
Dorothy Kunz Thompson ’53 and James Cleo Thompson, Jr. ’53
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Evelyn Thompson and Ron Thompson ’79
Lynda Thompson and Mark S. Thompson
Mary (Carla) Thompson
Rex W. Thompson and Roslyn D. Thompson
Ted C. Thompson ’75
John R. Thomson ’05
Lane Freeman Threadgill ’73
Barbara H. Thurman and Jack J. Thurman ’67
Harry L. Thurman ’64 and Sue Thurman
Anthony Tillman and Lori S. White
Lauren A. Tiner ’99
Peter B. Tinkham and
Sandra CorSette Tinkham ’66, ’69
Deborah D. Tipton
Mary Elisabeth Tipton
Scot Tobias
George E. Tobolowsky ’70, ’74 and
Julie Z. Tobolowsky
Brad Todd and Rebecca Sheen Todd ’78
Joan Toftol and John E. Toftol, Jr.
John C. Toleson ’70 and Debra J. Toleson
Jennifer O. Tompras and
Nicholas V. Tompras ’97
Deborah A. Toney and James T. Toney ’83
Barbara Sukenik Tonti ’87 and
Michael T. Tonti ’85
John W. Tonti ’88
Robert J. Tonti ’83
Kathy Tony and Randall Tony
Catherine B. Toole and
Edward D. Toole, III ’84
Linda L. Topper and
Robert C. Topper, Jr. ’70, ’73
Dee C. Torbert
John D. Torres and Melissa N. Torres
Laura Baez Torres ’11 and
Stephen (Jake) Torres ’11
David G. Townsend, Sr. and
Margaret D. Townsend
J. David Tracy ’71 and Jerre W. Tracy
Emily W. Traweek and James W. Traweek, Jr.
Katherine Ruether Trent ’94, ’00 and
Stephen H. Trent ’93
Ramon V. Trespariciones ’14, ’15
Ryan W. Trimble ’05, ’07
David C. Trippehorn-Cash ’14
Kern A. Trout and Lisa C. Troutt
Elizabeth T. Troy
Colette D. Tsavoussis and Terry P. Tsavoussis
J. R. Tubb
Brayford Tucker ’75 and Stephanie F. Tucker
Hugh Tucker ’82 and Linda Tucker
J. Tracy Tucker ’85
Katherine D. Tuminello ’13
Jeanne L. Tunks and Thomas W. Tunks
R. W. Turley ’65 and Shirley Turley
Daniel A. Turner ’67 and Polly Turner
David E. Turner, III ’64 and Joanne M. Turner
Gail O. Turner and R. Gerald Turner
Cheri J. Vinzant and Larry Vinzant
Michael Violi
Carolyn Armstrong Vinden ’74 and
Philip H. Vinden ’73
Sandra C. Vinden and Walter Vinden, III ’63
James W. Vise ’90 and Heather Shear Vise ’89
David J. Visinsky ’98 and Kendall Visinsky
Lawrence Vo ’07
Timothy M. Vogels ’04
Cheryl Westgard Vogel ’76 and Kevin Vogel
Karen Von Der Bruegge ’75
Peter von Gontard, Sr. and Susie von Gontard
Elizabeth von Habsburg and
Nance von Habsburg
Glenn B. Voss and Suzanne G. Voss
Andoni P. Vossos ’11, ’12
Anne Clayton Ware Vroom ’97, ’01 and
Jacquelines E. Vroom, III ’98
Karl Wachs and Kristin Wachs
Gina K. Waco and R. Marc Waco ’93
Karen Stewart Wade ’72 and
Paul D. Wade ’71
A. Boyd Waggoner ’58, ’62
Carolyn and Rick Waghrone
Alden E. Wagner, Jr. ’75 and
Nancy Nieman Wagner ’75
John W. Wagner ’00
Shelby K. Wagner ’94
Amy M. Walden and Michael S. Walden
David C. Waldrep ’70, ’73, ’93 and
Kathryn Kimbrough Waldrep ’72, ’73
Charlotte Fuller Walker ’89 and
S. Denton Walker, III ’89
Jolene R. Page Walker and Michael S. Walker
David A. Wallace ’92 and
Jefferson E. Wallace ’92
Mary G. Wallace and Roger W. Wallace
Angela S. Wallander and William L. Wallander
Mary E. Waller and Matthew S. Waller
J. Rufus Wallford ’65 and
Katherine T. Wallingford
Michelle Booker Walls ’94
Don Wallunas and Julie Wallunas
Jonathan T. Wallunas ’14
Joan Graves Walne ’76 and W. Alan Walne
Daniel J. Walsh and Lori M. Walsh
Doyne T. Walsh and Teresa A. Pixley Walsh
Edward M. Walsh ’04
James P. Walsh ’12
James L. Walters and Tina Walters
Thomas Wanscho
John C. Wander and Julie B. Wander ’97
Cynthia B. Ward and Paul J. Ward ’76
Amy Abbood Ware ’87, ’90 and
Leslie D. Ware ’89, ’92
Blake B. Ware and Patrick O. Ware ’01, ’07
Christopher W. Ware, Sr.
Richard Ware ’68
William J. Ware ’01
Elizabeth B. Wareing and Peter S. Wareing
Kim Wargo
Cindy H. Warley and Paul P. Warley, Jr.
Donald E. Warnecke and Sanah L. Warnecke
Jerome S. Warner ’94
Terry Warner ’74
Gay S. Warren and Robert E. Warren, Jr. ’64
James F. Warren ’76
Mike Warren ’79
William P. Warren ’81
Christine K. Warsop and
Thomas W. Warsop, III ’88
Halbert S. Washburn
Ev Kay Washburne and
Richards P. Washburne ’75
Ray W. Washburne ’84
Deborah Waters and Geoffrey D. Waters ’86
Jenger Hilgenfeld Waters ’74 and
Steven A. Waters ’72
David S. Watson ’85
James F. Watson and Janice K. Watson
Robert L. G. Watson ’72
Charles R. Watts ’75
Charles Wear and Janet Mitchell Wear ’83
Brian L. Webb ’75
Crayton Webb
Gregory T. Webb ’89 and Robin T. Webb
James D. Webb, III ’52 and Joan Webb
Andrea Parvin Weber ’00 and
Carol B. Weber ’88
Gary A. Weber ’58
John P. Weber and Sharyl L. Weber
Cynthia Z. Weed and Gary M. Weed ’75
Margaret Weekeley and
Richard W. Weekley ’67
Carl Wegerer, III ’85 and Tammy Wegerer
Larrrie A. Weil and Roberta W. Weil
Mark S. Weil
Henry G. Weiler ’09
Skyler Weinand
Larry J. Weennie ’65
Cynthia H. Weinmann and
Robert S. Weinmann
Craig S. Weinstein ’91 and
Krista Farber Weinstein ’94
Margaret Weisbruch and
W. Douglas Weisbruch ’59
Beverly Louise Weisser ’07, ’10 and
Jeffrey M. Weisser
Herbert D. Weitzman
Craig M. Welch and Robin T. Welch
Kimberly J. Welch ’95
Richard R. Welfelt and Suzy Smith Welfelt ’78
Carol H. Weller and Joseph M. Weller
Christine Weller and Jeffrey M. Weller ’98
Jeremy (Scott) Wells ’05
Grayson T. Welsfry ’11, ’12
Don E. Welsh ’78, ’82
Kelly Allen Welsh ’78 and Kevin D. Welsh
Diane Wendel and George D. Wendel, Jr.
Deceased
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Dave Whorton and Lisa Briggs Whorton '86
Clay M. Whitson '80
Sue T. Whitfield
Bonnie B. Whiteis
Nathan E. White, Jr. '64, '72 and Matthew B. White '91 and Stacey R. White
King R. White '95 and Nicole Hunt White '96
James J. White, Jr. '82 and Duncan M. White '85 and Debbie White and Donald R. White '69
Charles E. White, III and Brenda Beach White '74 and Alicia White and Daniel White
Laura W. Wheless and Laura O. Wheless and Jeffrey M. Wheless '14
Ginny E. Wenger and Scott A. Wenger '94
Allen R. Werner '77, '02 and Judy G. Werner
Bobby D. West '13
Diane Smith West '66 and Robert H. West '64
Emily K. West
Thomas A. West '88
John E. Westerfield and Marissa H. Westerfield
Mark M. Westerman '00, '02 and Tiffany Alexander Westerman '98
Michael J. Wetherrington '93
Jane Allman Wetzel '52
Rick Weyrich '71
Amy Whaley '94
Mary M. Whealdon and Michael B. Whealdon
Russell H. Wheat '60
Jeffrey M. Whelan '14
Laura O. Wheless and William M. Wheless, IV '97
David L. Whisenant '71 and Paula Wisenbaker Whisenant '71
John Preston Whisenant '97
Lisa K. Whiser
John H. Whitcomb and Yvonne E. Whitcomb
Alicia White and Daniel White
Brenda Beach White '74 and Robert G. White, Jr. '74, '75
Carol F. White and W. Wayne White '76
Charles E. White, III and Laurie-Leigh Nix White '07, '08
Debbie White and Donald R. White '69
Duncan M. White '85 and Kelley Walsh White '86
James J. White, Jr. '82 and Rebecca Ballard White '82
King R. White '95 and Nicole Hunt White '96
Leland B. White '72 and Monica Hillenbrand White '97
Matthew B. White '91 and Stacey R. White
Nathan E. White, Jr. '64, '72 and Wanda J. White
Bonne B. Whiteis
Sue T. Whitefield
Douglas E. Whitley '71, '73 and Sherry Castle Whitley '71, '75
Bradley L. Whitlock '98 and Laura Maberry Whitlock '88
Bonne G. Whitman and Jeffrey Whitman '77
J. Justin Whitman and Kimberly Schlegel Whitman '98
Clay M. Whitsont '80
Brenda Bracken Whorton '64, '77
Dave Whorton and Lisa Briggs Whorton '86
James K. Wicklund '76 and Kaari-Ana M. Wicklund
Elizabeth Sorsby Wiesner '50 and John W. Wiesner, Jr. '50
Barbara Franklin Wiggins '53 and Peter N. Wiggins, III '53
Donnell Wiggins and Philip F. Wiggins
Harvey W. Wiggins, Jr. '68 and Tracy Wiggins
Julie A. Wiksten '78, '82
Ashin T. Willanks and Wayne F. Willanks
Diane Pou Wilcox '69, '72 and Donald E. Wilcox '68, '71
Kern Wildenthal and Margaret Dehlinger Wildenthal '78
Brian H. Wides '72 and Marcella Wildes
Mary E. Wiensly and Stephen J. Wiensly '71, '74
Paul J. Wiley '13
Beverly A. Wilgus and Jack F. Wilgus
Donna M. Wilhelm
Sarah E. Wilke '04
David C. Wilkinson and Kimberly Ehresman Wilkerson '86
Brandon Wilkins
Jeremy C. Wilkins '11
Don G. Wilks '76 and Louella Alford Wilks '66
Karl B. Willard '10
Abby Sassenhagen Williams '94 and Todd A. Williams
Alina Samodova Williams '09 and Jared R. Williams '09
Annell Haughton Williams '76 and Kelly D. Williams '77
Bobbie Sparks Williams and J.R. Williams
C. Max Williams '61 and Carolyn Cooper Williams '63
Craig E. Williams '96
Craig E. Williams, Sr. and Jamie Gilmer Williams '75, '92, '03
DeEdra S. Williams
Dwight F. Williams '81
J. Bowman Williams, Jr. '76 and Mary Alan Roberts Williams '75
James L. Williams
Joel T. Williams, III '70, '72 and Susan Kinkad Williams '72
Keenan C. Williams '13
Linda Williams
Mary Schlaerth Williams '02 and Todd A. Williams, D.D.S. '01
Myra Nicol Williams '63 and Van Zandt Williams, Jr.
Tykesha N. Williams '98
Billie Ida Williamson '74
Diane Thomas Williamson '64 and Jerry B. Williamson, III '61, '65
John D. Williamson, Jr. '55, '57 and Roberta Van Zandt Williamson '58
Jonathan T. Williamson and Shannen Williams
Mark V. Williamson '89 and Melinda P. Williamson
John Willford
Alexis Fletcher Willis '01 and Rob Willis
Laure Willmann and Reid E. Willmann '97
Donald H. Willis '61 and Sue Barnes Wilks '60
Jarrad A. Wilks '94, '01 and Stacey Yenerich Willis '94
Carole E. Wilson
Charles J. Wilson and Debbie Wilson
Charles M. Wilson
Claude R. Wilson, Jr. '54, '56 and Emilyn Wilson
Craig H. Wilson '99
Cynthia E. Wilson
E. Justin Wilson, III and Julie F. Wilson
Frank A. Wilson and Myralee Wilson
Janet L. Wilson and Walter S. Wilson, Jr.
Kathleen S. Wilson and Taylor H. Wilson '90
Leslie Zahn Wilson '81 and Royce E. (Ed) Wilson
R. Gene Wilson and Sherri B. Wilson
Robert A. Wilson '67 and Susan Cooper Wilson '67
Robert E. Wilson '66, '69 and Sherry Bayett Wilson '68
Robert S. Wilson '62
J. David Wimberly '55
John T. Wimer '07, '08
Jane M. Winch and John J. Winch '84
Richard W. Winn '81
Donald W. Winstead and Ellen Needham Winstead '95
Debra A. Winston and K. Mac Winston, Jr. '84
William R. Winters '81
Thomas A. Wirth and Wendy Steeren Wirth '82
Melissa Wise and Philip J. Wise '78, '81
Michelle Witcher
Sandra S. Witherspoon and William T. Witherspoon '71
Meg C. Wittmer and Steven T. Wittmer '84
April Wolf and Ronald Wolf
Whitney L. Wolfe '11
William J. Wolfenden, III '88
Mitch Wolff
Tony Wollerman
Lisa Pon Wong '95 and Tony Wong '95
Bruce L. Wood and Tandy Wood
Charles M. Wood and Jean A. Wood
Jennifer Jones Wood '01, '05 and Nathan B. Wood '96
Kathleen J. Wood and William M. Wood '75
Lee F. Wood, Jr.
Ruth C. Hayes Wood '86
Blake E. Woodall, II '09, '14
Cynthia Ramsay Woodall '71 and J. Kirk Woodall '70
David P. Woodall '87 and Nancy Duncan Woodall '87
Susie Frey Woodall '73 and William M. Woodall, III
David Woodruff
Jonas C. Woods '93 and Nicole Woods
Kathryn E. Woods and Rodney I. Woods
J. Donald Woodward and Pamela R. Woodward
Jack O. Woodworth, Jr. and Meredith Ellis Woodworth '73
Kenneth K. Woolley and Linda L. Woolley
Tommie (Bennett) Long Woolley '43
Daniel A. Worrel '94 and Susan Allen Worrel '94
Laura Worsham
Allison Wortley and Michael J. Wortley '98
Angelia Liberus Wright '92 and Lance D. Wright '90
Brian M. Wright '89, '94 and Maria Alvarez Wright '90, '96
Clifford G. Wright '81
Joyce Wright and Linus D. Wright
Kenneth C. Wright '82 and Shannan S. Wright
Max E. Wright '69
Patricia B. Wright and W. Dan Wright '70
Jiang Wu '00
Michael S. Wyatt and Piper S. Wyatt
Kim Wylie and Michael B. Wylie '91
JS Wynn and Kay Wynn
Richard L. Wynn, Jr.
Edward C. Wynne '91 and John R. Payne
Paul G. Yale '77 and Paula Yale
Abby Yates and George M. Yates
James F. Yeager '77 and Kelly Yeager
Kay Prothro Yeager '61 and Frank J. Yeager
John M. Yeaman
Debra F. Yenne and Thomas R. Yenne '74
June W. Yi and Mai S. Yi
Richard W. Yip and Trea C. Yip '09
Gerry D. York '58 and Polly Mitchell York '95
Alexander R. Young and Leigh Armstrong Young '11
Barbara Doran Young '76 and Stephen F. Young '73
Beth Young and Jeff Young '91
Carole S. Young and James F. Young
Jason F. Young
Laura Koening Young '80 and Michael C. Young
Elizabeth Walker Youngblood '05 and Troy D. Youngblood '95
Glenn A. Youngkin and
Suzanne Schulze Youngkin ’89
Ryan A. Youngquist ’12
Beth Zajicek and Hubert K. Zajicek ’06
Barbara Jean W. Zale and Donald Zale ’54
Angela Wennihan Zambrano ’97 and
Luis G. Zambrano ’01
Steven A. Zamsky
Angela Zashin and Scott J. Zashin
Brian M. Zerangue ’97
Kathryn Mays Zetzmann ’80 and
Robert E. Zetzmann, Jr. ’81
Amy Anderson Zicarelli ’00
Donna Poole Zick ’80
Gisela H. Ziebarth and Karl R. Ziebarth
Christina Leotis Zimmer ’97 and Joel Zimmer
B.J. Zimmerman ’54 and
Patsy C. Zimmerman
David Z. Zimmerman ’02
Lisa Cole Zimmerman ’91 and
Steven H. Zimmerman
Zachary L. Zimmerman ’10
Joseph T. Zingaro ’06
M. Catherine Zollars Ph.D. and
Robert L. Zollars ’72

For more information about President’s Associates, please visit smu.edu/pa.
SMU gratefully acknowledges the support of corporations, foundations and organizations that made contributions and matching gifts to the University during 2015–16. The following institutions contributed $1,000 or more during the period June 1, 2015 – May 31, 2016.

Anonymous Donors
7-Eleven, Inc.
7th Generation Foundation
The Addy Foundation
Aldersgate Charitable Foundation
Altec/Styslinger Foundation
American Appellate Judges Education Institute
William E. Armentrout Foundation
The Armstrong Foundation
Truman and Anita Arnold Foundation
AT&T Corp.
Robert I. Ata, Jr. Marital Trust
The Barnabas Faith Foundation
Barnett Charitable Foundation
The Barons Foundation
BOSCO Constructors, Inc.
Bray Family Trust
George W. Bush Foundation
The Charles Butt Foundation
Harriette C. Cain Foundation
The Cain Foundation
W.W. Caruth, Jr. Foundation Fund
Cash America International, Inc.
CFP Foundation
CFP Revocable Trust
Chi Omega Fraternity
Chicago Title Insurance Company
Clements Foundation
Calvert K. Collins Family Foundation, Inc.
Comerica Bank
Communities Foundation of Texas
The Crain Foundation
Austin Carter Creech, Jr. Living Trust
Crow Holdings Capital Partners, L.L.C.
Crow Holdings, L.L.C.
Dallas Bar Foundation
Dallas Convention and Visitors Bureau
The Decherd Foundation
The Dedman Foundation
The Kelela A. Doolin Foundation
The Duchessossi Family Foundation
Ebbly Halliday Realtors
Embrey Family Foundation
Ernst & Young Foundation
Ernst & Young LLP
Esring Family Foundation
ExxonMobil Foundation
Folsom Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Folsom Companies, Inc.
Fondren Foundation
Foundation for Better Education
Four Lee Foundation
GE Foundation
The General Counsel Forum
Gruen Foundation
Haynes and Boone, LLP
Heartspring Methodist Foundation
Hegi Family Foundation
Hillcrest Foundation
Hobitzelle Foundation
The Hoglund Foundation
M.R. and Evelyn Hudson Foundation
The Nancy Ann Hunt Foundation
Hunter’s Glen/Ford, Ltd.
Interceramic, Inc.
Istafon
JD Fields & Company, Inc.
Willard M. and Ruth Mayer Johnson Charitable Foundation
Jones Day
Gene and Jerry Jones Family Foundation
Montfort Jones and Allie Brown Jones Foundation
Katbird Company
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Carl B. and Florence E. King Foundation
John S. and James L. Knight Foundation
Charles Koch Foundation
Harlan and Amy Korenvaes Family Foundation
KPMG Foundation
Samuel H. Kress Foundation
Craig & Carrie Levering Charitable Foundation
Lincoln Property Company
Locke Lord LLP
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company
The Loyd Charitable Foundation
J.E. & L.E. Mabee Foundation
The Ray H. Mann Foundation
Marrriott Fund for Southern Methodist University of the Columbus Foundation
Sollie & Lila McCreless Foundation
The Eugene McDermott Foundation
McGure, Wood & Bissette, P.A.
McLamore Family Foundation, Inc.
McLane Company, Inc.
Meadows Foundation, Inc.
Merriman Foundation
The David B. Miller Family Foundation
MoneyGram International, Inc.
Morris Foundation
The Ginger Murchison Foundation
National Instruments Corporation
Oncor Electric Delivery Holdings Company LLC
Overlake Foundation, Inc.
P.J. Mechanical Corporation
PAU, Inc. DBA Prime Art & Jewel
Palmer Foundation
Pavestone LLC
Peach Mott Foundation
PerkinElmer Foundation
Perkins-Prothro Foundation
The Sarah and Ross Perot, Jr. Foundation
Pioneer Natural Resources USA, Inc.
PlainsCapital Bank
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Vin and Caren Prothro Foundation
Robert Glenn Rapp Foundation
Reaud Charitable Foundation Inc.
Red Mountain Resources
Reeves Family Revocable Trust
RGT Capital Management LTD
The Richards Group, Inc.
Paul K. Richter Memorial Fund
Ed and Margaret Roberts Foundation
Rowling Foundation
Sanford Family Trust
Santander US
Scurllock Foundation
James S. Sneller Trust
The Seraph Foundation
Shaddock Law Firm PC
Shell Oil Company
Harold Simmons Foundation, Inc.
Dr. Bob & Jean Smith Foundation
SMU Dads’ Club
SMU Mothers’ Club
Robert Spiegelman Trust
The Summerlee Foundation
Swalwell-Connor Family Foundation, Inc.
The Richard and Mary Templeton Foundation
Texas Bar Foundation
Texas Instruments

† Deceased
HILLTOP SOCIETY

Hilltop Society recognizes donors who make gifts and pledge payments in consecutive fiscal years. Members of Hilltop Society listed below have contributed for at least 10 years, including during the period June 1, 2015 – May 31, 2016. For a list of Hilltop Society members who have contributed for five years or more, including in 2015–16, please visit smu.edu/hilltop.

20+ YEARS
The following individuals have given at least 20 consecutive years to SMU.

Anonymous Donors
Barbara S. Aaron and Dan D. Aaron ’73
Ann Abbas
Becky P. Abbott and C. Thomas Abbott ’63
Lynn Ferguson Abbott ’68 and Robert L. Abbott ’68, ’72
John L. Adams and Suzanne L. Adams
Lisa Lunder-Adams ’00 and Roger E. Adams ’95
Paul S. Adams, Jr. ’52 and Susan Biggers Adams ’55
Lynn Ferguson Abbott ’68 and Becky P. Abbott and C. Thomas Abbott ’63
Barbara S. Aaron and Dan D. Aaron ’73

Dr. and Mrs. Harry R. Barnard ’69
Sue Hardy Balthrope ’61 and C. Fred Ball, Jr. ’66, ’68
Norman P. Bagwell ’85 and Charles S. Baer ’77 and Stephanie H. Baer
Mitchell Baddour, Jr. ’74, ’77 and Barbara Paschall Averitt ’82 and Marilyn Hussman Augur ’89
Edna Ashmore and Frank J. Ashmore ’60
Wesley J. Arington, Sr. ’59
Lisa K. Anderson and Betty Williams Anderson ’55 and A. Lewis Amos, Jr.
Kenneth Z. Altshuler and James A. Alexander and Dana G. Albright and John E. Albright ’58, ’62
Karen B. Alberthal and Robert J. Akins ’51 and Jackie Poe Akin ’87 and Beth M. Adler ’78, ’86
Paul S. Adams, Jr. ’52 and Lisa Lunder-Adams ’00 and John L. Adams and Suzanne L. Adams
Lynn Ferguson Abbott ’68 and Becky P. Abbott and C. Thomas Abbott ’63
Barbara S. Aaron and Dan D. Aaron ’73

Yvonne Clement Cormier ’70 and David L. Bond ’52 and Bill Bond ’79 and Frances A. Blatt
David D. Blackwell ’63 and Gene H. Bishop and Kathy S. Bishop
Cash D. Birdwell ’78 and Lou Beth Birdwell
M. Mouzon Biggs, Jr. ’65 and Gayle P. Biggs
Faith Emory Biggs ’66
M. Mouzon Biggs, Jr. ’65 and Gayle P. Biggs
Cash D. Birdwell ’78 and Lou Beth Birdwell
Kristine Kater Birney ’90 and Paul C. Birney ’91
Gene H. Bishop and Kathy S. Bishop
David D. Blackwell ’63 and Marianne Blackwell
Frances A. Blatt
Elizabeth M. Beeckman
Elizabeth G. Boeing ’79 and William L. Boeing ’80
Jilene K. Bogehtch ’76 and Tony Bogehtch ’75
Bill Bond ’79
David L. Bond ’52
Stefanie Woodard Bond ’87 and W. Douglass Bond ’87
Marla Hays Boone ’68 and Michael M. Boone ’63, ’67
Charlotte Gray Booth ’74, ’76 and William M. Booth, III ’74
Sam B. Bourns ’69 and Billie M. Sneed
Deborah Bowles and Gerald L. Bowles ’71
Fran McCall Boyce ’75
Emma Jo Boyd and Ralph L. Boyd
Lisa Boyer and Terry Boyer ’88
Helen M. Boyle ’71 and Robert B. Boyle ’51, ’54
Frank J. Bradley, Jr. ’50 and Joanne Peak Bradley ’54
Peggy Bracekelen
Debbie D. Bransford and Frank L. Branson ’69, ’74
Caroline B. Brettell and Richard R. Brettell
Alan L. Brodsky ’63
Gerty H. Bronstad ’60 and Jane A. Bronstad
James E. Brooks
Ann Warmack Brookshire ’77 and Bradley W. Brookshire ’76
Anne B. Brown and Melville M. Brown, Jr. ’65
Bill H. Brown ’64
Carol Kunkler Brown ’67 and Martin L. Brown ’66
Donald R. Brown ’47, ’66
Gregory A. Brown ’90, ’02 and Kelly W. Adams
Guston H. Browning ’53 and Jacquelyn Odom Browning ’53
Karen S. Brubaker and Peter D. Brubaker ’74
Corinne Bryan and William J. Bryan, III ’77, ’86
Robert C. Bryan ’41
Bob E. Buddendorf ’59, ’61 and Susan S. Buddendorf
Barbara A. Buettnner and Kenneth L. Buettnner ’75
John R. Bugh ’79, ’80 and Susan Gray Bugh ’80
Diane DelWare Bumpas ’69 and Stuart M. Bumpas
Floyd T. Burke ’67 and Johnetta Alexander Burke ’68
Douglas R. Busker ’95 and Sarah M. Carlson
Deborah A. Butler ’71
Susan G. Byerley and William M. Byerley ’75, ’76
Dann R. Byrne ’62 and V. Anne Hine Byrne
Gregory L. Cain ’75, ’81, ’88
Brett C. Campbell ’86 and Suzanne J. Camnbell
Peyton L. Campbell, III ’62 and Vicki L. Campbell
Patricia M. Carlson and Thomas C. Carlson ’54
Doyle I. Carson and Sarah Simmons Carson ’60
Dorel P. Carter and John L. Carter ’70, ’73
Judy C. Carter and Thomas B. Carter ’79
Mary Johnson Caruthers ’67 and Michael D. Caruthers ’67
Bonnie N. Case and Thomas L. Case
A. Baron Cass, III ’66 and Darlene G. Cass
Brooke Gordon Cato ’70 and George D. Cato
Richard D. Cato ’87 and Rosemary A. Cato
Eugeno Cazorla ’59, ’62 and Hazel Cazorla
Blake V. Cecil ’93 and Melinda Cecil
Robert V. Cecil ’62 and Sandra Garland Cecil ’64
J. D. Chalk, III and Sarah S. Chalk
Bruce N. Cheatham ’49 and Janet Cheatham
Agnes Cheng and James L. Smith
Jean Smith Cherry ’66
Carol Waggott Childs ’78 and James E. Childs, Jr. ’76
Josephine D. Choate and Mark P. Choate ’79
Joan Peterson Choyce ’90 and Russe Choyce
Mary Dupuy Church ’86 and William H. Church, Jr. ’88
Barbara H. Clark and William J. Clark ’71
Barbara Priddy Clark ’77, ’98 and John W. Clark, Jr. ’60, ’63
Beth Bell Clark ’71 and Darryl R. Clark
Gail Beasley Clark ’68 and Robert H. Clark ’68
Kathy Vernon Clark ’61 and Stanley P. Clark
Carole Strain Clemens ’75 and David J. Clemens ’75
Ann Cook Cole ’63
Heather L. Collier and John H. Collier ’69
Steve M. Collins and Tani Palmer Collins ’88
David B. Conway ’79 and Kathryn W. Conway
Anne Fletcher Conway ’80 and Melvin D. Conway
Scottie Fillbree Coombs ’82 and William H. Coombs
Susan Smith Cooper ’62 and William R. Cooper ’58
Connie Copley and Edward A. Copley, Jr. ’57, ’60
Rufus P. Cormier, Jr. ’70 and Yvonne Clement Cormier ’70
Raymond E. Cotner ’58 and Sybil A. Cotnoir
Edward O. Coultas ’68, ’74 and Wanda Viebig Coultas ’69
† Deceased
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Dennis O. Dixon '66, '68
James C. Ditto '57 and Lois A. Ditto
Cheryl G. Disque and Michael J. Disque '64
Barbara Hunt Crow
Charles Crow '55
Harlan R. Crow and
Katherine Raymond Crow '94
Kathryn Clarke Crow '82 and
Charles Crow '55
Mark E. Crites '84 and Martha May Crites '85
Carter Creech '60, '63
John Crawford '54
Nathan E. Crain '92
Janice K. Coyle and John W. Coyle, Jr. '53
Glenn A. Cox, Jr. '51 and
Charles A. Cox, Jr. '96 and
Ellen Hunt Flowers '74 and
R. Rolph Fletcher '79
Katherine Fleming and
Joyce I. Fiske and Robert W. Fiske '57
J. C. Fishbeck, Jr. '66
Robert A. Ferree, Jr. '68
Sandra L. Fennema '68
Mildred M. Feller and Verlon E. Feller '52
Alan D. Feld '57, '60 and Anne S. Feld
Ann Fekety '63
Gary A. Feather '87 and Lisa M. Feather
Ann Harrison Faulkner '46 and
June Farrell and William F. Farrell, Jr. '53
Ann Haskins Faulkner '46 and
Thomas P. Faulkner '48
Gary A. Feather '87 and Lisa M. Feather
Ann Fekety '63
Alan D. Feld '57, '60 and Anne S. Feld
Mildred M. Feller and Verlon E. Feller '52
Sandra L. Fennema '68
Kenneth C. Fernandez '88 and
Laurn Fernandez
Robert A. Ferree, Jr. '68
Barbara B. Ferson and Scott E. Ferson '74
Robert W. Fischer '78
J. C. Fishbeck, Jr. '66
Joyce I. Fiske and Robert W. Fiske '57
Kathryn Fleming and
Richard L. Fleming '70, '80
R. Ralph Fletcher '79
Colleen Cook Fickinger '55
Ellen Hunt Flowers '74 and
Paul W. Flowers '74
Gayle D. Fogelson '57
Margaret Dalton Folsom '49 and
Robert S. Folsom '49
R. Steve Folsom '81 and Sharon Folsom
Ann Jacobus Felz '50
Nancy M. Fombly and Thomas B. Fombly
Gerald J. Ford '66, '69 and Kelli Olsen Ford
Walter D. Forehand '73, '74
Jane Fortenberry '77
Diane Foust '78 and James A. Nelson
J. Andrew Fowler '63, '64, '66 and
Monica C. Fowler
June Moore Francis '58 and
Louis D. Francis '57
Margie Francis and Raymond E. Francis '64
Charles P. Fredrick '59 and Joy Fredrick
Marcia C. French
J. Ed Frieze '81 and
Maureen Gehan Frieze '84
Linda Schlinkman Fuller '73 and Terry Fuller
James R. Fulton '56, '58 and
Loretta M. Fulton
Joe Funk '44
Mary W. Gaertner and
Theodore H. Gaertner '67, '74
Dorothy Jackson Garland '46
William C. Garlow '65
Margarita R. Gelats and
Narcisco (Lin) J. Gelats
Elizabeth Brooks Gentry '59
Linda Harris Gibbons '58
Angie Gibbs and Graham Gibbs '89
Judy and Jim Gibbs
Rex H. Gibson '85, '88
Kenneth A. Gilbert and
Margaret Buzzbee Gilbert '72
Lionel E. Gilby '39, '49, '53 and Phyllis Gilby
William E. Gipson '45
Joanne K. Glaros and William P. Glaros '70
James A. Glasscock '60, '75 and
Lois Kershner Glasscock '74, '90
Robert M. Glaze '67
Jarold A. Glaser '71
David W. Gleeson '65 and
Sharon Kewkes Gleeson '68, '69
Bill J. Goforth '70 and Brenda L. Goforth
Floyke Hunter Goldberger '44 and
Joseph H. Goldberger '41
Juana C. Gomez and Roberto L. Gomez '89
Dianne Diez Goode '76 and
Mark G. Goode, III
Carolyn Voight Goodwin '68 and
Michael K. Goodwin '67, '71
James P. Goodwin '79, '85
Coleen M. Gorman and
Joseph T. Gorman, Jr. '78, '81
Robert Gotovac, Jr. '85
James P. Graham '70 and
Pamela Loaring-Clark Graham '72
Joseph (Jody) M. Grant '60 and
Sheila Peterson Grant
David A. Gravelle '69, '71 and
Linda Lapp Gravelle '69, '79
Priscilla Davis Gravelly '63 and
Warren L. Gravelly, Jr. '63
Carroll R. Graves '61 and Percilla Graves
Cynthia Blanton Graves '70, '71 and
Greg C. Graves
Debra J. Green and Eric C. Green '76
Dianne Warren Green '70 and
William L. Green '69, '72
Susan S. Green and Tommy L. Green '68
Jonathan S. Greene '96
Robert B. Greenwood '67 and
Sharon L. Greenwood
Barbara Gregory and Keith Gregory
Louise H. Gresham and
Thomas G. Gresham '80
Jerry L. Griffin '67
Kathryn L. Griffin and William M. Griffin, III '82
Bailie J. Griffith '53 and Beverly J. Griffith
Gary E. Greyer '64, '65
Ann E. Groves and James T. Groves, III '56
William H. Grumbles '71 and
Julia S. Grumbles
Jeri D. Grunnah and Robert J. Grunnah '66
Jo Harwood Guittard '71 and John R. Guittard
Barbara S. Guzik '84 and James S. Peterson
Marianne Snyder Gwinn '88
Peter E. Hachtman and Rosemary Hachtman
Carol Graham Hariston '65 and
J. Tom Hariston, Jr. '55
John M. Haley '64 and
Margie Jackson Haley '67, '68
Robert W. Haley '67 and
Stephanie Keesin Haley '68
Steven A. Haley '69 and Susan P. Haley
David M. Hall '81 and Donn Renzetti Hall '81
Gretchen Phillips Hamm '67 and
Ralph C. Hamm, Jr. '66
Gloria Slaughter Hampshire '52 and
John A. Hambrick '72
Lynn Hankins and William R. Hanks '76
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Hardin '56
John W. Hardt '42, '46 and
Martha Carson Hamrick '42
Howell D. Harrison '68 and
Nancy Houseman Harrison '68
Charles E. Harrell '75
Morton M. Harris '51 and Natalie S. Harris
Julie Callen Harrison '70, '72 and
Robert D. Harrison '70, '73
Lyndall F. Harrison '82
Linda W. Hart '65 and Miledge A. Hart, III
Jay D. Harwell '90
William S. Harwell, Jr. '73 and Sara Rider
C. Michael Hawn and Collyn S. Hawn
Meredith M. Hayes and William R. Hayes, III '74
Sally Evans Hayward '70, '74 and
William D. Hayward '70, '74
Michael V. Hazel '70
Hetta Shell Heath '62 and
Jesse B. Heath, Jr. '63, '66
Barbara Hecker and John Z. Hecker '79
Frederick B. Hegi, Jr. '66 and
Jan Vestal Hegi '66
James V. Heim '76, '78 and Theresa A. Heim
Donald N. Morris '76 and Patricia Morris '75
Elizabeth Setzer Morrow '51 and Philip R. Morrow
Betsy Lane Morton '76, '05 and Stephen E. Morton '74, '76
Gwyn H. Morton '50 1 and Phyllis Erickson Morton '65
George F. Moss '58
R. Charles Muchmore, Jr. '75
Donald G. Murray '59
Nancy Price Murrow '49
Allen R. Myers '64 and Mardi Wachos Myers '68
Jack C. Myers '66, '69 and Judy N. Myers
Jack C. Najork '67, 68 and Linda C. Najork
Mary E. Nakashige '82
Emestine M. Naylor '47
Carolyn F. Neal and George D. Neal '54, '60
Happy Nelson '62, '65 and Linda M. Nelson
Linda O. Neumann and Lydon Neumann '68
Marilyn H. Newton and William K. Newton '72
A. G. Nichols, Jr. '62 and Barbara Koonce Nichols '63
Douglas J. Nichols '95, '97 and Gerry Nichols
Elizabeth M. Nichols and Hall E. Nichols '73
Kent L. Nichols '71, '77
William D. Noel '92 and Barbara W. Noel
Edwin E. Novlin, Jr. '66, '68 and Susan Byerly Novlin '67
Alice G. Nye and Erle A. Nye '65
Alice Hughes Oakley '87 and John R. Oakley '93
Morgan Dunn O'Connor '74
Dwight H. O'Keeffe, III '65 and Mary B. O'Keeffe
Kevin P. O'Meara '86 and Patricia Ann O'Meara
David G. Orr '56 and Mary Jane Orr
Patra Owen and Robert R. Owen '61
Mary Anne Park Owens '63
Yvonne Forester Page '50
Emily A. Parker '73
John M. Patison '49, '52 and Margaret Y. Patison
Patricia M. Patterson
Christopher C. Richardson '57
Mary-Alice B. Paul
Charmaine L. Paulin and John W. Paulin '62
Anne Spivey Paup '73 and Henry B. Paup '73
Teresa A. Pennington and William H. Pennington, III '91
Dorothy Ogleby Perkins '51 and Lloyd W. Perkins '50, '74
Edward H. Perry '76
Gay L. Perry '80
Susan Martin Perry '68
David W. Persky '72 and Mary E. Persky
A. Theodore Peterson, III '71 and Joyce A. Peterson
Brent J. Peterson '75
Jan Gehring Peterson '70 and L. Marc Peterson '70
Nan Drye Petkas '68 and Peter Petkas
Jo Ann Geunn Pettus '69, '70
Barbara A. Phillips '84 and J. Randy Phillips '70, '71
Cathy Cook Philips '74
Angie S. Pirok and Paul J. Pirok '81
Carol McCluggage Pointer '81 and David T. Pointer '81
Joan F. Poladian '87
Joan M. Pollock and Robert G. Pollock '48
Barbara Youkers Pool '67 and Richard L. Pool '64
Foster M. Pringle, Sr. '54 and Nancy Webb Poole '55
Douglas C. Potter '76 and Pamela Potter
Patsie Northcutt Potts '50
James T. Powell '61, '65 and Marie Ellis Powell '62, '64
Christopher W. Prater '82 and Karen Church Prater '82
Lorene Bond Previtt '62, '70 and Robert I. Prewitt '49, '51
Gage A. Prichard, Sr. '58 and Gwen Lee Prichard '58
Caren H. Prothro
David L. Puterbaugh '78, '79 and Kathy Puterbaugh
Elizabeth Hitchins Quigley '91 and L. Matthew Quigley
Cindy D. Rachofsky and Howard E. Rachofsky
Juliette Moore Raffensperger '83 and Paul S. Raffensperger
John D. Rainey '67, '72 and Judy D. Rainey
Howard L. Ramsey '50, '53 and Merrill Strange Ramsey '51
Arthur G. Randoll, III and Gayle Kleveno Randoll '71
Nelwyn H. Reagan and Ross B. Reagan '65
Gerald S. Reamer '76, '82 and Kay L. Reamer
Jentiza J. Reche and Richard E. Reche '49
Diane Hinman Reed '68 and Richard A. Reed
Christopher H. Rentzel '72 and Jana S. Rentzel
Frank A. Richardson '66
Charles T. Richardson '74 and Twila Tucker Richardson '67
Corinne Richardson and Thomas E. Richardson '56
Nancy Richardson and Robert M. Richardson '62
Jesse L. Richie '54
Laura F. Riddle and Paul N. Riddle '79
Curtis A. Ritchie '81 and Sharon E. Ritchie
Paula K. Roberson '50
Mark A. Robertson '85
Dane Robinson and William G. Robinson, Jr. '58
Holly Robinson and Marc C. Robinson '73
Joe N. Robinson '79 and Judith Robinson
Randy H. Robinson '74, '77 and Rita J. Robinson
Betty Bell Robinson '47
Beverly C. Rogers and Mack L. Rogers '72
Cecile S. Rose and Thomas N. Rose '82
Deodie P. Rose and Edward W. Rose, III 1
Frank W. Rose '53, '56 and Joan B. Rose '51
Rachel Bradgon Rose '92 and S. Lance Rose
Lynne M. Rossell and Robert M. Rossell '77
Grady L. Rountree '65, '67
Glenver H. Rowland and Robert G. Rowland '74
Gayle L. Royar and Kenneth D. Royar '63
Suzann Hess Ruff '73
D. Pat Ryan '62 and Sharon E. Ryan
Sandra L. Ryan and William J. Ryan '57
Thomas W. Sabin, Jr. '79 and Amy T. Styczynski '89
Susan E. Salch '91
Victor E. Salvino
Phyllis Sams and William M. Sams '60
Lola Peterson Sanford '50 and R. F. Sanford '50
Gregory O. Sargent '89
Brad W. Scharf '73 and Mary E. White-Scharf '72
Becky L. Schergens '62
Cooper M. Schley, Sr. '1 and Helen Thornberry Schley '62
Suzanne Schmidt '67 and Dan C. Jones
A. Jeffrey Scheuer '70 and Susan S. Scheuer
Jack J. Schubert '79 and
Jane Moran Schubert '82, '83
Ruth L. Scott and Winfield W. Scott '62, '65
Charles R. Scunny
Avelino F. Segura and Judith Garrett Segura
Carl Sewell '66 and Peggy Higgins Sewell '72
Kim M. Shaddock and
William C. Shaddock '74
Bobby G. Shaw '65 and Diane Shaw
Carol Sheehy and Daniel R. Sheehy, Jr. '68
George A. Shelburne '61 and
Jessie Cunningham Shelburne '68, '74
Tracy D. Shepherd '93
Ora Cox Reynolds Schepard '43
James E. Shields '53, '56 and Lucy W. Shields
V. H. Sholl '54, '56
Jane L. Shook and Wallace T. Shook '51
Judy Keller Shore '90 and
Michael W. Shore '86, '90
Arden Bowers Showler '56, '57 and
Larry D. Showler '57
David W. Shuford '67, '70 and
Karen Livesay Shuford '70
Nancy Perkins Shutt
Daniel H. Siebert '73 and Jomie P. Siebert
Ellen Siegel '75
Annette Caldwell Simmons '57
Erin A. Simons and George S. Simons '83
Bobby L. Simpson '65 and Laura J. Simpson
John D. Slaughter '58 and Nancy Slaughter
Anne Turriff Slaughter '66 and William H. Turney
Johnelle White
Charles R. Watts '75
David A. Watson '96 and Grace T. Watson
Bertha M. Watson and Kimball S. Watson
Mike Warren '79
Gay S. Warren andRobert W. Warren, Jr. '64
James F. Warren '76
Mike Warren '79
Bertha M. Watson and Kimball S. Watson
David A. Watson '96 and Grace T. Watson
Charles R. Watts '75
Celia A. Weaver and Jerry A. G. Weaver '66
Celia A. Weaver and Jerry A. G. Weaver '66
Donald G. Thrasher '80
Elizabeth Gregory Thornburg '79 and
Rex W. Thompson and Roslyn D. Thompson
Debra F. Yenne and Thomas R. Yenne '74
Jerry D. York '58 and Polly Mitchell York '95
Janis T. York and Michael H. York '59
Barbara Doran Young '76 and
Stephen F. Young '73
Gordon R. Youngblood '60
Darrin Young-Harris '60
Anthony John Zampella, Jr. and
Bess Moran Zampella '78
George N. Zarafonetis '41
B.J. Zimmerman '54 and Patsy C. Zimmerman
John D. Zimmerman '60, '65 and
Louise H. Zimmerman
15-19 YEARS
The following individuals have given at
least 15-19 consecutive years to SMU.
Anonymous Donors
Margaret A. Abbott and Robert E. Abbott, Jr. '70
Anne Jacoway Abney '70 and
William A. Abney '69, '72
Alice Grubb Adams '77 and
Charles R. Adams '77
Bradley L. Adams '93 and Jennifer C. Adams
Jeremy D. Adams '10 and Bonnie Wheeler
Daniel Aguirre and Elizabeth Aguirre
Gloria Dahl Akin '54 and Ted M. Akin '53, '55
Betty Alderete and Jacinto Alderete '61
Sharon P. Slaughter '66 and
Randolph Slaughter, Jr.
Lon Slaughter '58 and Nancy Slaughter
Jane Grayson Slaughter '52 and
George Slaughter, Jr.
Alice W. Smith and Ralph L. Smith, Jr. '64
J. Allen Smith '81 and
Jane Comish Smith '81, '89
Jay S. Smith '91
Lacie G. Smith '67 and Nancy N. Smith
Louis M. Smith '59
Lowell N. Smith, Jr. '54 and
Shirley Segars Smith '55
Marcia B. Smith '66 and Nancy N. Smith
Keith Wiseman '60 and Nancy Wiseman
Lucy F. Wold and Richard T. Wold
Blair P. Woodall '74 and Laura M. Woodall
David A. Woods and Pat Woods
Arline S. Worsham and John W. Worsham
James F. Yeager '77 and Kelly Yeager
Debra F. Yenne and Thomas R. Yenne '74
Gerry D. York '58 and Polly Mitchell York '95
Janis T. York and Michael H. York '59
Barbara Doran Young '76 and
Stephen F. Young '73
Gordon R. Youngblood '60
Darrin Young-Harris '60
Anthony John Zampella, Jr. and
Bess Moran Zampella '78
George N. Zarafonetis '41
B.J. Zimmerman '54 and Patsy C. Zimmerman
John D. Zimmerman '60, '65 and
Louise H. Zimmerman
15-19 YEARS
The following individuals have given at
least 15-19 consecutive years to SMU.
Anonymous Donors
Margaret A. Abbott and Robert E. Abbott, Jr. '70
Anne Jacoway Abney '70 and
William A. Abney '69, '72
Alice Grubb Adams '77 and
Charles R. Adams '77
Bradley L. Adams '93 and Jennifer C. Adams
Jeremy D. Adams '10 and Bonnie Wheeler
Daniel Aguirre and Elizabeth Aguirre
Gloria Dahl Akin '54 and Ted M. Akin '53, '55
Betty Alderete and Jacinto Alderete '61
Douglas L. Ray '80 and Martha Ray
Debra B. Purdon and William C. Purdon '82
Richard L. Probst, Jr. '97
Kathleen Hoak Power '94, '04 and
Karen S. Pollock and Richard R. Pollock '84
Anne B. Pogue and J. Blake Pogue '85
Anne Veale Pogson '65 and Clyde H. Pogson
Dennis A. Platt '79 † and
Marc D. Pinker '01
Jan Rymer Pickens '64 and
Heidi Huber Pickens '02, '06 and
Luan Q. Pho '91 and Young N. Pho
Dorothy G. Petersen and
Dana Sloan Perlman '80 and
Jeanette M. Pedersen and
Don S. Pearce '65 and
Linda Boswell Pearce '70
Jeanette M. Pedersen and
Robert D. Pedersen '68
Reina M. Pederson
John B. Pendergrass, Jr. '54 and
Mary Lou Pendergrass
Gaby I. Perkawski and Tom R. Perkawski
Dana Sloan Perlman '80 and
Jonathan S. Perlman '92
Sarah Fullwilder Perot '83 and
Ross Perot, Jr.
Dorothy G. Petersen and
Maria D. Petersen '68
June Jett Phillips '65
Luan Q. Pho '91 and Young N. Pho
Heidi Huber Pickens '02, '06 and
Mike K. Pickens '01
Jan Rymer Pickens '64 and
R. Houston Pickens '62
Charles C. Pierce, Jr. and
Jane Harrell Pierce '65, '71
Marc D. Pinker '01
Dennis A. Platt '79 † and
Kathleen Hawkins Platt '68
Anne Veale Pogson '65 and Clyde H. Pogson
Anne B. Pogue and J. Blake Pogue '85
Marianne E. Pohle '00
Charlie M. Pollan, Jr. '73 and
Susan Carothers Pollan '73
Karen S. Pollock and Richard R. Pollock '84
Kathleen Hoak Power '94, '04 and
William V. Power
Richard L. Probst, Jr. '97
Debra B. Purdon and William C. Purdon '82
Douglas L. Ray '80 and Martha Ray
Betty Hedge Raymond '47 and
Knight Raymond '1
Don A. Reed, Jr. '66 and
Gretchen Beard Reed '66
Joe G. Reed and Toni Scott Reed '90, '93
Linda Reed and Robert A. Reed '69
Jimmie A. Reese '78 and Shirley A. Reese
David M. Reichert '66 and Sandra A. Reichert
Robert E. Reinke '78
Paul Restina and
Katherine Trebellas Restina '89
Karen H. Reuter and Robert D. Reuter '70
George T. Reynolds, Ill '57 and
Joseph A. Reynolds
Marsha Jernigan Rhodes '71 and
Richard K. Rhodes
Cindy W. Richardson and
Mike W. Richardson '69
Ronald H. Ridleyburger '75
Sandra D. Roberdeau
Albert D. Roberts '51 and
Diane Truett Roberts '52
Randolph W. Robinson and Wendy Robinson
Bruce A. Robson '74 and Emily K. Robson
The Rev. Linda Smith Roby '75, '00 and
Frank M. Roby '75
Denise A. Roessler '96
C. Paul Rogers, Ill
Douglas H. Rogers '66 and
Jennifer Hunt Rogers '84
Virginia M. Rogers '50
Herbert R. Rohloff, Jr. '60 and Pat Rohloff
Diane O. Ross and Donald R. Ross '70
Robert B. Rowling '79 and Terry G. Rowling
Melvin D. Roulse '03
Claudia Ann Ryan and
Ronald C. Ryan '78, '99
Deborah J. Ryan
Joe H. Sample, Jr. '63 and
Susan Smith Sample '62
Don W. Sanders '68 and Karen N. Sanders
James A. Scrimshire '50 and
Maxine Scrimshire
Matthew W. Seinsheimer '88
Marion (Laverne) Eisenman Sexton '59
Louanne B. Shannon and
Doris D. Shannon, Jr. '55
Wanda S. Shannon
Bob Sharp '1 and Carol Vogt Sharp '65
Julia Helm Sheerin '52
Lynda F. Shive and
Robert A. Shive, Jr. '64, '66
Morye J. Silverman '75 and
Toni Berman Silverman '74, '82
J. Ernest Sims '74 and Lotta Cuellar Sims '74
Darcy Smink and Gerald J. Smink '85
Bud Smith '45 and Jane M. Smith
Cecia Smith '74
Dale K. Smith '57 and Miriam D. Smith
Earl C. Smith, Jr. '64
John K. Smith and Shirley C. Smith '85
Kendra M. Smith and Keven D. Smith '98
Tillman A. Smithey '49
Barbara Smittle and Paul G. Smittle
Gordon Sohl and Vera O. Sohl
Amelia M. Sorrell and Billy D. Sorrell '57, '66
Bill D. St. John '52 and Doris A. St. John
Joseph H. Staley, Jr. and Linda B. Staley
Mark W. Stamm
William G. Stell '90
Gail Stephenson and
John M. Stephenson, Jr. '65
Jancye M. Stephenson and
Norman D. Stephenson '60
Eric W. Stetenfeld '96 and
Esther M. Stetenfeld
H. Leighton Stewart '57, '59 and
Lynda Brady Steward '59
Elisabeth L. Stillson and James E. Stillson
William E. Stansler and Patricia N. Wilson '74
Amy Sims Stavall '03 and
Stephen M. Stavall '98
Lindsey Armstrong Straw '10 and
Ryan F. Straw
John A. Streun, II '60 and Mary A. Streun
Matthew E. Stickland '00
Drew Bass Stull '72 and John F. Stull
David M. Sudbury '67, '70 and
Holly Rigter Sudbury '68
Kristin N. Sullivan '90 and J. Mitch Whittem '91
George M. Sutton '86 and Margaret R. Sutton
Carolyn C. Swann and Stephen B. Swann '70
Jan E. Swanson '80
Glenna Hamrick Taitte '64, '76 and
Ralph E. Taitte, Jr. '64, '66
Catherine B. Taylor
Kevin P. Terry and Marlin North Terry '78
Av A. Thomas '82
Mary Dale Turner Thomas '55 and
Patricia R. Thomas '55
Edward H. Thompson, III '76 and
Sandra K. Thompson
Rosemary Taylor Thornton '50
Sandra Thornton
Julie Head Thurmond '67 and
Robert H. Thurmond, III '64, '68
Major Phillips G. Tidmore '86
Douglas F. Tinker '90
Nancy Brooks Titus '48
Brad Todd and Rebecca Sheen Todd '78
Sari Todora and Tony F. Todora '69
Linda L. Topper and
Robert C. Topper, Jr. '70, '73
de C. Torbert
Clifford C. Towns, Jr. '71, '74 and
Laurie Coleman Towns '83
Marie C. Trevino '97
David E. Turner, III '64 and Joanne M. Turner
John L. Turner, Sr. '74 and Nancy T. Turner
Laura Hoskins Turner '88 and
Roy G. Turner, Jr. '88
Martha S. Uhlhorn '76, '78
Betty Ellsworth Ungerman '90 and
Steve A. Ungerman '68
Daniel R. Vaidez '88
Mimi Vanderstraeten and
William H. Vanderstraeten '82
Dorothy W. Vaughan '50, '80
Rosemary Haggar Vaughan '48
Dee Dunk Velvin '81, '92 and
Trey Velvin '86, '91
Gina K. Waco and R. Marc Waco '93
Jane Sewell Wade '66 and
Mickey M. Wade '64, '67
John W. Wagner '67 and Terry Wagner
Cynthia B. Walker and William H. Walker '72
Edward W. Walfol '51 and Rachelle W. Walfol
Arahl J. Ware and Janice A. Ware
Ray W. Washburne '84
Anthony A. Watson '71 and Betty J. Watson
Cynthia Brailey Weaver '72 and
Robert B. Weaver, Jr. '71
Keith C. Weaver '77 and Rebecca C. Weaver
Richard J. Wedgeworth, II and
Wanda Butler Wedgeworth '78
Douglas L. Weedon '58 and
Glenda R. Weedon '58
Bryce A. Weidang and Patricia K. Weigand
Larrie A. Weil and Roberta W. Weil
Don E. Welsh '78, '82
Billie Harris Wendt '44 and Jack Wendt
James D. West, Jr. '70 and Roberta West
Mark M. Westerman '00, '02 and
Tiffany Alexander Westerman '98
Lin C. Wetterau, Jr. and Mary Wetterau
Brenda Beach White '74 and
Robert G. White, Jr. '74, '75
John C. White '95
Charles W. Whitten '80 and Cheri Whitten
Barbara Franklin Wiggins '53 and
Peter N. Wiggins, III '53 †
Harvey W. Wiggins, Jr. '68 and
Tracy Wiggins
Kim A. Wilhelm '82
Gordon M. Wilkinson '84
Annelli Haughton Williams '76 and
Kelly D. Williams '77
Colleen D. Williams and
James F. Williams '92
Cynthia M. Williams and
Joseph R. Williams '79
Kathryn Williams '67, '73 and
Richard K. Williams
Jarrad A. Wills '94, '01 and
Stacy Yencer Wills '94
Richard Wills
Patsy Dodson Wilson '59
Robert E. Wilson '66, '69 and
Sherry Boyett Wilson '68
Ellen Deuli Winter '81 and John T. Winter '80
Fred W. Wolter, Jr. and
Susan Perry Wolter '85
Lynn Williams Wood '55 and Peter H. Wood
Gerry N. Wren '56
Jeananne O. Yanko and John B. Yanko '79
Cynthia Rose Yeargan '77 and
Stephen T. Yeargan '69
† Deceased
The following individuals have given at least 10–14 consecutive years to SMU

Anonymous Donors
Hubert G. Aaron and Joan Morse Aaron ’66
Maxine Aaronson ’76, ’80
Alireza Abaye ’95 and Arezoze Abaye
Caryl H. Abee
Christa A. Abraham and John J. Abraham ’94
Lawrence E. Ackels, Jr. ’75 and Mary Ackels
Kathryn King Adam ’60 and Wayne M. Adam
Craig N. Adams ’88
Dee A. Adams and Joe D. Adams ’59
Gilbert L. Adams and Lynne Butler Adams ’64
Alice Adams-McKeever and Gilbert L. Adams and Dee A. Adams and Joe D. Adams ’59
Craig N. Adams ’88
Kathy Stromberger Alvoid ’73
Sherri Turner Alexander ’83
Stephen D. Alexander ’78, ’81
Granville C. Briant, III ’03
Frederick L. Albrecht ’77, ’78
Robert W. Akred ’89, ’90
Mark Zvonkovic ’77 and Alexander R. Young and
86
Kathy Stromberger Alvoid ’73
Sherri Turner Alexander ’83
Stephen D. Alexander ’78, ’81
Granville C. Briant, III ’03
Frederick L. Albrecht ’77, ’78
Robert W. Akred ’89, ’90
Mark Zvonkovic ’77 and Alexander R. Young and
86
Blake Bozman '93 and Tara Snellbacher Bozman
J. Robert Bozman '60, '82 and Sandra A. Bozman
Anne K. Bradley
Lorna K. Bradley ’07, ’13 and Mark E. Bradley
Marvin Bradshaw and Victoria P. Irwin-Bradshaw
Cheryl Hill Brandenberger ’70 and Robert H. Brandenberger, Sr. ’70, ’77
Heino T. Brasch † and Jane Alkin Brasch ’55
Adrian G. Bray ’70 and Patricia C. Bray
Stephanie Chantilis Bray ’85 and Bennie M. Bray
Elaine Bates Brewster ’73 and John E. Brewster, Jr. ’71, ’73, ’75
Rosemary S. Briant and William S. Briant, Jr. ’77
Jane Bridges and Robert H. Dardanelle ’54, ‘56
Jordan Bridwell ’01
Becky Briery
Anthony R. Briley ’96 and Ana P. Guzman-Briley
Lucy Richardson Brittian ’97 and Michael W. Brittian ’97
Barbara Buntin Brizziolara ’53 and James Brizziolara, Jr.
James A. Brochman ’64 and Mary Beth Dull Brockman ’66
Bill D. Bredgen ’67
Reid T. Bronson ’85
Camille Cooper Brozzi ’62 and Wayne A. Brozzi ’62
Ned A. Brower ’98 and Sarah Morris Brower ’99
Betty Cheney Brown ’48
Billy R. Brown and Dvalla Lauderdale Brown ’78
Brian S. Brown, III ’74 and Jane R. Brown
Edwina Milican Brown ’55 and Herbert L. Brown, Jr. ’55, ’61
Eric R. Brown and Centha A. Davis ’76
Francine Rice Brown ’68, ’72 and Jerry Brown ’69, ’71
Sharon P. Brown
Elisabeth M. Brubaker ’10
Anthony D. Bruce and Collette Brown Bruce ’89
Glenda G. Bruce and Michael P. Bruce
David A. Brumblaw ’04, ’05
Andrew Bruner and Linda Pak Bruner ’94
Mark H. Bryson ’81
J. Douglas Buchanan
Regene A. Buchholz ’64 and Sandra Buchholz
R. A. Buckler ’81 and J. D. Hall
Gaia Buell and Robert T. Buell ’76, ’77
Brad B. Buescher ’90
Linda C. Buford and Robert P. Buford
Arthur H. Buhl, III ’72, ’79 and Sandra J. Buhl
Judith A. Bukiowsky and Michael W. Bukiowsky
Terry Buntrock and Wayne T. Walker ’67
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace F. Burbridge ’60
Dexter E. Burger ’09
Jeannine M. Burgett and Kevin D. Burgett ’83
Donald A. Burgio ’74, ’09
Greggory Fields Burk ’96 and John P. Burk ’96
Lee Burke
R. Gregory Burns ’81 and Suzy C. Burns
Allison DeWolfe Busby ’08 and Zackary B. Busby
Michael W. Busker ’99, ’04
Steven D. Bussey ’82
Carolyn Fulghum Butler ’62 and Cary P. Butler
Allan Butler ’59 and Sally W. Butler
Linda Z. Bux and William J. Bux ’77
J. Timothy Byrne and Melanie Byrne
Don R. Byrnes ’63 and Georgia Smith Byrnes ’61
Kelly Robinson Caccia ’76 and Thomas J. Caccia
Carolyn Caddell and Carroll A. Caddell ’79
Jon M. Cagley and Terry T. Cagley
Colin P. Cahoon ’91 and Susan Hill Cahoon ’92
Carol Y. Calder ’11 and Norman B. Calder
David N. Callahan, Sr. ’66
Becky Haman Calvin ’78
David N. Callahan, Sr. ’66
Colin P. Cahoon ’91 and Carolyn C. Cahoon ’91
Dawn Hart Christensen ’81 and Jason J. Chloupek ’96
Dewayne E. Chitwood ’59 and Jonathan R. Childers ’02, ’05
Angela B. Cheves and Brad E. Cheves
Jonathan R. Childers ’02, ’05
Dewayne E. Chitwood ’59 and Virginia Danby Chitwood ’57
Jason J. Chloupek ’96
Dawn Hart Christensen ’81 and James L. Christensen
Marc P. Christensen and Seema G. Christensen
Patricia Peck Christie ’80
Anna Catterson
Betty Jane Christopher ’85
Betty Lu Fletcher Chupik ’60 and E. J. Chupik
Cullum Clark and Nita Prothro Clark
Ellen Isaacs Clark ’85 and Ray Clark ’85
Tricia Letton Clark ’95, ’04
David R. Clausen ’75 and Maria Clausen
Albert R. Clausen ’74
Jana R. Cleveland and Lawrence B. Cleveland ’78, ’79
Michael S. Cleveland ’83
Cleveland G. Clinton ’78 and Rita Hargrove Clinton ’76, ’77
Betty Shannon Cloyd ’54 and Thomas H. Floyd ’54
Thomas E. Coan
Janis P. Coffee and Roy C. Coffee, Jr.
Cydney J. Coi and W. Randall Coi
Kimberly Krallin Carter ’81 and Thomas E. Carter ’80
William Grant Carter ’97
Cindy Cartwright and Stephen C. Cartwright ’69
Donna J. Cartwright and Morris C. Cartwright, Jr. ’56
Mary Oliphant Casad ’77 and Victor E. Casad ’72, ’94, ’01
Eric R. Cash ’84 and Jennifer Cash
Kathryn K. Cashin
Christopher R. Casner ’76 and Pamela S. Casner
Eileen Bregman Cason ’83 and mark A. Cason
Connie Cassen and Mike Casson ’67
Carlton A. Catalanu ’98 and Erin E. Catalani
James N. Cather ’54, ’55 and Jane R. Cather
Patricia Meeker Cather ’52 and Robert D. Cather
Christopher M. Cauble ’02, ’08 and Sarah Melinich Cauble ’02
Benjamin R. Channass ’65 and Joyce F. Channass
Victoria Lea Cheney ’76, ’77 and William B. Cheney ’77
Elise Johnson Chapline ’83 and Robert R. Chapline ’82
Brondy Chapman and Nathan G. Chapman ’04
Betty A. Chauvin
Carolyn C. Cheatum and Don E. Cheatum ’60
Jennifer Ferguson Cheney ’90 and Michael T. Cheney, Jr. ’91
Angela B. Cheves and Brad E. Cheves
Jonathan R. Childers ’02, ’05
Dewayne E. Chitwood ’59 and Virginia Danby Chitwood ’57
Jason J. Chloupek ’96
Dawn Hart Christensen ’81 and James L. Christensen
Marc P. Christensen and Seema G. Christensen
Patricia Peck Christie ’80
Anna Catterson
Betty Jane Christopher ’85
Betty Lu Fletcher Chupik ’60 and E. J. Chupik
Cullum Clark and Nita Prothro Clark
Ellen Isaacs Clark ’85 and Ray Clark ’85
Tricia Letton Clark ’95, ’04
David R. Clausen ’75 and Maria Clausen
Albert R. Clausen ’74
Jana R. Cleveland and Lawrence B. Cleveland ’78, ’79
Michael S. Cleveland ’83
Cleveland G. Clinton ’78 and Rita Hargrove Clinton ’76, ’77
Betty Shannon Cloyd ’54 and Thomas H. Floyd ’54
Thomas E. Coan
Janis P. Coffee and Roy C. Coffee, Jr.
Cydney J. Coi and W. Randall Coi
Prof. Alan B. Coleman and Janet Saville Coleman ’81
Susan Evans Coleman ’87
Walter C. Coleman, IV ’01
Richard H. Collins ’69
Karen Krinsky Collom ’66
Angelia F. Colquitt and John B. Colquitt ’61
Landon A. Colquitt, IV ’75 and Nancy M. Colquitt
David A. Commons ’75
Lauren Thomas Compton ’01
Ellen J. Comley and Stephen C. Comley, Sr.
Joyce Spencer Connell ’52
Martha Gail Simpson Conner ’53, ’56
Leslie K. Conner ’71
H. Wayne Conrad, Sr. and Loree R. Conrad ’84
Christi S. Contreras and Robert E. Contreras ’09
Keith R. Coe and Roseanne Bucy Coe ’75
David H. Cook and Jan Williams Cook ’80
Brian A. Corby and Lindsay Yednak Corby ’00, ’01
Lynn A. Corcoran and Robert R. Corcoran ’76
Cathryn Hay Corey ’93 and William S. Corey, Jr.
Michele C. Corley and Stephen A. Corley ’90
Dennis R. Costello and Kathryn Lawrence Costello ’73
Ka Cotter and L. L. Cotter, III
Carole Cotton-Winn ’70 and John W. Winn, Jr. ’54
Donald C. Cottrill ’86 and Glennell F. Cottrill
Candy Wilson Couch ’78 and Stephen F. Couch ’79
Esther W. Courtenay † and Will A. Courtenay ’58
Carla Woltemath Courtwright ’87 and Gregory S. Courtwright ’87, ’90
Jeffrey T. Courtwright ’82
John D. Cousins ’77 and Kristin Brain Cousins ’77
Allan Cox ’79
Berry R. Cox and Jeanne Tower Cox ’78
Betty J. Cox and Thomas C. Cox
Bonnie S. Cox and Roddy P. Cox
Derrick E. Cox and Stacey Dickinson Cox ’90
Rita Agler Cox ’73 and Thomas L. Cox, Jr. ’74
Dana B. Craig and Robert L. Craig, Jr. ’76
Guy R. Crane and Katherine DiMatteo Crane ’78
M. Janis Calvin Cravens ’70 and Guy R. Crane and Katherine DiMatteo Crane ’78
Rita Agler Cox ’73 and Thomas L. Cox, Jr. ’74
Dana B. Craig and Robert L. Craig, Jr. ’76
Guy R. Crane and Katherine DiMatteo Crane ’78
M. Janis Calvin Cravens ’70 and
William L. Cravens ’70, ’71
Helen A. Crichton and Thomas Crichton
Ann P. Crier and W. T. Crier, Jr.
Gerald R. Crise ’07 and Suzanne M. Crise
J. Michael Cronin and
Jennifer Hazlewood Cronin ’94
Joe D. Cross, Jr. ’79
Dolores Clark Crossan ’49 and
Paul E. Crossan, Jr.
† Deceased
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Joshua L. Gary '01 and John C. Garvey '63 and Linda F. Garvey
Dawn Hagy Garrison '83
Suzanne Spann Gardner '95
Mark R. Gardner '06
James W. Gardner '75 and Terry J. Gardner
Gregory D. Gardner '91
Michael H. Garcia '79
A. H. Garber '86
Mark A. Galyardt '88 and Susan D. Galyardt
Jason M. Galloway and Susan Lowell Gallion '80 and Louis M. Galie and Brian N. Gaebe '05, '06 and Katherine M. Fullam '01 and Hugh M. Frye, Jr. '55
David C. Frost and Ellen L. Frost '85
Edith Hyde Fritzsche '68 and Dorothy J. Friedlander
Imelda Fresquez and John V. Jansonius '80
Michelle A. French and William M. French '82
Philip S. Francis '03
Clement W. Fox '81 and Janie B. Fox
Alex Fox and Landice Elliott Fox '96
William W. Fox '81 and Jane B. Fox
G. Lawrence Fox '83 and Mary E. Fox
Ann Catto Francis '53 and Richard N. Francis '53
Philip S. Francis '03
Cookie Kuykendall Frazier '68 and Richard D. Frazier '67
Ellen E. Frazier '71
Bart J. Freeman '94 and Staci Freeman
Candy Freeman and James W. Freeman '66
Margaret Solomon Frei '72 and Max Frei
Michelle A. French and William M. French '92
Imelda Fresquez and John V. Jansonius '80
Deborah Hall Friese '82 and Henry Friese
Dorothy J. Friedlander
Edith Hyde Fritzsche '68 and Gary R. Fritzsche '65, '67
David C. Frost and Ellen L. Frost '85
Hugh M. Frye, Jr. '55
Katherine M. Fullam '01 and Shawn P. Fullam '96
Christine M. Fulton and Duncan T. Fulton, Jr.
Paul C. Fugua '81
Christine Furr and William J. Furr
Brian N. Gaebbe '05, '06 and Melissa Kuntz Gaebbe '06
Sharon Gaer
Louis M. Galie and Martha Campbell Galie '79
Susan Lowell Gallion '80 and Terry L. Gallion '79
Jason M. Galloway and Kelly Barry Galloway '98
Mark A. Galvart '88 and Susan D. Galvart
James C. Gambles, III '76 and Sharon A. Gambulos
Edward M. Gangi '87
A. H. Garber '86
Michael H. Garcia '79
Humberto V. Garcia-Salas '00
Gregory D. Gardner '91
James W. Gardner '75 and Terry J. Gardner
Mark R. Gardner '06
Suzanne Spann Gardner '95
Dawn Hagy Garrison '83
John C. Garvey '63 and Linda F. Garvey
Joshua L. Gary '01 and Kristen Cruikshank Gary '01
Bertha Garza and Cesar A. Garza '54, '83
Kenneth E. Gasper and Rosemary W. Gasper
James E. Garthins and Wilma Rusk Garthins '52
Jerry W. Gauthier '84 and Polly Gauthier
John E. Gay '51, '54 and Judy L. Gay
John R. Gealy '51
Gordon G. Geddes
Barbara A. Geerdes and Gregory W. Geerdes '90
Karen O. George and Larry D. George '76
Mary E. George '57
Kathleen A. Gerrits-Leyden '76
Geoffrey S. Gibson '66 and Jeannie Gibson
Angela Lee Gieras '03 and John J. Gieras
Nicholas B. Gilliam and Robin Young Gilliam '70
James A. Gilligan and Julie Jeans Gilligan '83
John A. Gindling and Karyl Gindling '97
Lois Parsons Glasgow '85, '99 and Robert B. Glasgow
Livena Eikenburg Graves '70 and William A. Graves
Beverly Bell Godby '80 and David C. Godby '78
Lois Goldberg and Robert L. Goldberg '49
Irene James Goldman '57
Stephen F. Goldmann
Bruce Golson and Marlo Oetking Golson '76
Walter H. Goodman '75
Donna Goodwin and John W. Goodwin '74
Lacey Fluor Goossen '06
Matthew C. Gordon '03
Arial Fischer Gores '00
Mary A. Gosney and Milton Gosney, Jr.
David V. Goss '72 and Jan Goss
Kyle D. Goss '05 and Margot Allen Goss '05
Randall J. Goss '73, '74 and Rhonda Bonham Goss '73
Loriann E. Gossett '92
Linda L. Gould and Phillips B. Gould '63
Amy R. Gow and Danny L. Gow '84
Jo A. Goyne '87, '90 and Joe R. Goyne
Martha Hallman Grable '68 and Robert C. Grable '68
Frances Read Grafton '65 and W. Lloyd Grafton
Carole W. Graham
Dina Graml and John A. Graml '62
Darby Sweetzer Grande '70 and Johannes Grande
Betty V. Grant and R. Jack Grant '72
Jacquelyn Hilger Graves '40
Ann Hutchinson Green '53 and D. Frank Green, Jr. '54
Frances Henson Green '65 and Larry W. Green
Lara C. Green '10
Marvin H. Greenberg and Sylvia N. Greenberg
Kimberly A. Greene '05
Susan May Greene '01
Tom B. Greene '06
Katherine Green-Hammond '71 and Lee R. Hammond
Eva Greenspan
Bridy Dunn Greeran '81 and Milton S. Greeran, Jr.
Linda Jefferson Greener '79
William R. Greisser '81
Joseph P. Grey '91
David G. Griege '83 and Teri Griege
James (Larry) Grisham '67 and Judy J. Grisham
Sharon McFarland Groves '70
Ana-Maria Grundner-Lee and Ingram Lee, II
Gabrielle B. Gruschus '63
Barbara A. Gunnin
William R. Haack '75
Nancy Bel Haayer '74 and Peter W. Haayer '75
Patricia Hall Haayer '74 and Richard J. Haayer, II
Charles R. Haggard, Jr. '75 and Christie B. Haggard '14
Tracey L. Haley '87, '90
Andrew C. Hall '98 and Mary Helen Tinnerman Hall '98, '99
Margaret Schloss Hall '80 and Perry B. Hall '77, '81
Treva S. Hall '85
Cole Halliburton '80
Elizabeth C. Halsey and Thomas S. Halsey
Judith Buchbaum Hamby '66
Carolyn Waters Hamilton '69 and George M. Hamilton, III '67, '70
Philip T. Hamilton '87
David F. Hamman and Lisa Rehn Hamman '88
Bill R. Hammert '74 and Sherilyn Sherburne Hammett '79
Brian K. Hammons '85 and Kimberly Hammons
Jill R. Hance and R. Larry Hance '77, '80
Kathleen Cruzzosa Hanifen '82 and Matthew A. Hanifen
Stephen Hanks '04
Lloyd K. Hansens '94 and Susan J. Bults Hansens
Gary M. Hanks '75, '76 and Glenda F. Hanks
Garrett Hannahan '93, '01 and Kimberly Twinger Hannahan '92
Michael W. Hansen and Nancy Hansen
Tisha R. Hardcastle and William R. Hardcastle, Jr. '89
Kenneth L. Harder and Lajuanna Bailey Harder '73
Susan Smith Hardie '99 and Thomson Hardie, III
Mark A. Hardin '78 and Sarah J. Hardin
Paul E. Hardin '82 and Susan Hardin
Ana L. Hardman and Grever C. Hardman, III '77
Ellis A. Hargrove '79
James M. Harker '92 and
Laura Salmen Harker '92
Dana Hargrove Harkey '72, '76 and Jack W. Harkey, Jr. '72
Randall T. Harman '73 and Rita G. Harman
Gary D. Harms '59
David W. Harner '10, '11
Barbara Erickson Harper '78 and Michael E. Harper '72, '76
Robert S. Harrell and Eve Lieber Harrell '74, '76
Jacki Holland Harrington '78 and Timothy R. Harrington '78
C. Christopher Harris '77 and Katherine K. Harris
Carolyn V. Harris and Michael S. Harris
Terry E. Harris
Dennis Harrison and Susan E. Harrison
Donald L. Harrison, Jr. and Patricia Buddendorff Harrison '85
Mary Wyosowski Harrison '82
Matthew A. Hart and Patricia Hart '92
Terence J. Hart and Debraeaaa Radakovich '82
Bill L. Hartin and Gail B. Hartin
James T. Hartman, Jr. '80 and Lori K. Hartman
Penny Batvy Harvey '68
Thomas Harvey-Felder and Zena Harvey-Felder '69
Irishen H. Hashfield and Paul Hashfield '63
Charles R. Hastings, Jr. '59 and Peggy E. Hastings
Larry T. Hastings '69 and Marilyn Cross Hastings '71, '74
Joanna R. Hasty and Turner E. Hasty
Ann J. Hathoot
William P. Hatton
Fred H. Hausten '69 and Sandra Fleischman Hausten '70
Cathy Bass Hawes '82 and John M. Hawes, III '78
Anne Stewart Hawkins '70 and Robert L. Hawkins, III '67, '69
Patricia Van Maerssen Hawkins '80 and Richard K. Hawkins '80
Margaret Soch Hayden '89
Richard L. Hays and Ruth Bixler Hays '67
Albon O. Head, Jr. '68, '71 and Debra J. Head
Charles A. Headley and Judy Headley
John K. Healing '70 and Patricia L. Johnston
Elizabeth Healy '07
Patricia A. Heaney '86
Gerald W. Hedgcock, III '01
Carolyn M. Hedgcock and Joe M. Hedgcock '67
Jane Kent Hedges '60
David A. Heidtke and Mary Wright Heidtke '54
Betty Lemmon Hein '51
Mary K. Heislen and Terrance L. Heislen '00
Karen L. Heitzenrater ’82 and Richard P. Heitzenrater
Allegra J. Heifenzin ’89 and Dominik Worsawicz
Richard V. Helgason ’76, ’80
Amy G. Heller and Roy L. Heller
Mary A. Helsper and Richard J. Helsper ’77
Amy Doelling Helton ’97 and Timothy D. Helton
Elton K. Helwig ’65
Richard W. Hemingway ’55 and Vera E. Hemingway
Carol W. Hempfill and John M. Hemphill ’68, ’69, ’71
Kristin Wagner Henderson ’82 and Stewart R. Henderson ’81
Leea G. Henderson and Paul M. Henderson ’94
Mary Gardner Henderson ’57
John R. Henneberger and Judy Hendy-Henneberger ’03
Diane G. Henry and Terry M. Henry ’87
Gray G. Henry and LaRue H. Henry
John A. Henry, ’65
Ed R. Hernandez ’79
Michele Olivar Herod ’98
Barton R. Herrscher ’57 and Stephanie Fitzsimmons Herrscher ’61
William R. Herzl ’66
George M. Hess ’58 and Johanna G. Hess
James L. Hess ’57, ’75 and Janis S. Hess
Peggy B. Hess and Richard W. Hess ’77, ’78
Arthur E. Hewett ’57, ’65
Carlynn B. Hicks and Lindsey P. Hicks ’79
Cipri Himez ’96
Stephanie Hibun and Thomas E. Hilbun ’03
James M. Hilker ’89
Adam B. Hill ’05 and Lyndsey Hummert Hill ’05
Donna W. Hill and Ennis B. Hill, Jr. ’64
Johnathan M. Hill ’81 and Patricia Hill ’94
Dana Sue High ’75 and William H. Hines
Tamara Marinikovic ’91, ’94
F. Stab Hippie ’72 and Linda Griffin Hippie ’69
Launie Hodges and Gregory Hodges
Esther M. Hoehns and Marilyn Morris Hoehns ’53
Kent B. Hoffman and Liz White Hoffman ’76
Ruth Ann Kelley Hoffman ’65
Kent B. Hoffman and Liz White Hoffman ’76
Esther M. Hoehns and K. Wayne Hoehns ’53
Laurie Hodges and W. Gregory Hodges
Tamara Marinkovic ’91, ’94
F. Stab Hippie ’72 and Linda Griffin Hippie ’69
Launie Hodges and Gregory Hodges
Esther M. Hoehns and Marilyn Morris Hoehns ’53
Kent B. Hoffman and Liz White Hoffman ’76
Ruth Ann Kelley Hoffman ’65
Forest E. Hoglund and Sally R. Hoglund
Janet Donner Hogstrom ’01 and Kenneth R. Hogstrom
Linda A. Holbrook ’05
Florence Park Holcomb ’51 and Thomas S. Holcomb ’52
Hugh G. Holcomb ’57 and Mary Sensabaugh Holcomb ’59
J. Paul Holcomb ’74 and Sue A. Holcomb
Tom Holliman and Virginia Falconer Holliman ’01
James H. Holmes, Ill ’57, ’59 and Judy Ryman Holmes ’63
Jean Taggart Holmes ’54 and William F. Holmes
John B. Holstead and Marilyn Morris Holstead ’62
Amanda B. Holyfield ’90
John Hoopingarner ’70 and Judith E. Hoopingarner
Holly J. Hopkins and J. Randy Hopkins ’66
Monica Netherland Hopkins ’01 and Newton Hopkins, III ’01
Carole A. Hopensten and Jay M. Hopensten
John K. Horany ’83, ’86
Emily Harris Horton ’85
Casey L. Houghton ’04 and Michaela Manzer Houghton ’03
Cay Brazil House ’61 and Nolan G. House
Laura Guerin Howard ’00 and William J. Howard ’00
Joan D. Howell and Rat P. Howell
Angela Hussey-Jung and Ellie J. Jung, Jr. ’64
Chuang W. Huang ’95 and Clarissa Schultz Huang ’94
Gayla Gipson Hubbard ’85 and Greg L. Hubbard
Mark E. Hubert and Patricia Trelor Hubert ’75
Albert D. Hudderston and Mary H. Huddleston
Irina Huemiller and Thomas L. Huemiller ’91
Corrie L. Huff ’88
Barry E. Hughes ’91 and Melody Hughes
Hertha Heller Hughes ’86
Vester T. Hughes, Jr.
Kevin E. Hult ’77 and Susan Tigger Hult ’79
Leslie Ballard Hunt ’97 and Mark D. Hunt
Caroline W. Hundleby and David M. Hundleby ’81, ’92
Alan R. Hunt and Linda Caplan Hunt ’86
William P. Hunsicker and Karen Kern ’70
Daniel L. Hunt ’00 and Toni Muñoz-Hunt
Hunter L. Hunt ’90 and Stephanie E. Hunt
Jason L. Hunt ’95 and Tanya Hunt
Karen Selbo Hunt ’78 and Larry P. Hunt ’79
Lilian W. Hunt and Robert A. Hunt ’82
David S. Huntley ’80, ’82 and Tracey M. Nash-Huntley
Carolyn D. Hurst and Robin R. Hurst
David C. Hurst ’83 and RayAnn Hurst
Don Hurst ’58 and Gayle Marye Hurst ’58, ’75
Meridith Hurst ’06
C. Reed Hutchens ’80 and Susan A. Hutchens
Jane B. Hutcherson and Robert W. Hutcherson
Susan Spangler Hutchison ’81 and William L. Hutchison, Jr. ’80
Chris Iconos ’05
Harold L. Irby ’92
Holle F. Irvin, Jr. ’54 and Patricia Krebs Irvin ’54, ’72
Kathleen E. Irvin and Dennis E. Walo
Nancy C. Israel and Solomon Israel
Steven R. Israel and Tina Tabelewsky Israel ’67, ’71
Alan R. Jackson ’74 and Mary E. Jackson
Donald P. Jackson ’78
Jeffery M. Jackson and Sally A. Warren ’03
Jere L. Jackson and Sarah Ragland Jackson ’64
Jean Jackson
Bonnie F. Jacobs and Louis L. Jacobs
Mark E. Jacobs
June Blanc Jantz ’90 and Philip L. Jantz
Debra Folsom Jarra ’75 and Don M. Jarra ’75
Edward L. Jaroski and Leticia Jaroski
Glenn M. Javes ’88 and Marcia Javes
Frank R. Jelinek, Ill ’64, ’67 and Juliet Fawcett Jelinek ’64
Apri Brown Jenkins ’08 and Grayson M. Jenkins ’02
Steven Job and Hilarie Neely-Job ’77
Alison Burden Johnson ’00 and Robert A. Johnson ’97
Ann Hermon Johnson ’76 and Galen G. Johnson
Barry D. Johnson ’86 and Susanna Yarbrough Johnson ’82, ’85
Catherine White Johnson ’76 and Paul D. Johnson ’75
Dane K. Johnson, D.O., FACOS ’75
Gary A. Johnson ’93
Gary D. Johnson ’90
Harry A. Johnson, III ’71, ’74 and Patricia Reynolds Johnson ’71
Kristine S. Johnson and Scott A. Johnson ’86
Marcia Borders Johnson ’88 and Randy G. Johnson
Mary Jane Johnson
Peggy Johnson and Richard E. Johnson
Rodney G. Johnson ’94
Samuel R. Johnson ’51 and Shirley Metlon Johnson ’51
David L. Johnson ’73 and Di Ann Johnson ’79
David W. Jones ’88 and Lauren W. Jones
Heather Lee Jones ’99, ’04
Jacquelin J. Jones ’79
Jason B. Jones ’08 and Tamara Carroll Jones ’07
Jo Ann O’Neill Jones ’76
Marika Johnson ’01
Diana Overton Johnson ’86
Teresa J. Johnson ’93 and Jill H. Jenike
David M. Jenecke ’75 and Leslie Vandermeer-Jenecke
Lisa Bucher Kennedy ’80 and William T. Kennedy
Patricia W. Kercher ’05
Ann Kent and Barts M. Kent ’47
Bob N. Kenyon ’81 and Judith Kenyon
Geraldine Fulton Kepler ’70 and Terry L. Kepler
Mike Kerr ’84 and Nancy Landen Kerr ’84
Marvin E. Key, III ’83 and Tish S. Key
Habib G. Khouy ’96 and Patricia S. Khouy
Georgina J. Kjym-Heath ’67 and Michael R. Heath
Jane Krushel Kidd ’92, ’94
Fred H. Kight ’58 and Patricia H. Kight
Christopher H. Kimbell ’01
Daisy Kinard and Jack D. Kinard ’52
Bill Kincaid and Missy Darwin Kincaid
Elisabeth Rain Kincaid and Thomas Kincaid, III ’05
Charles M. King, III ’57 and Judith A. King
Edward P. King ’84 and Wendy D. King
Frank A. King and Merrie Ann King
Shannon R. King ’94
T. Irving King, Jr., ’50, ’55
Gordon L. Kinne and Laura E. Kinne
Nancy Lamb Kirby ’66, ’67
Bradley Kittle ’71 and Kimberly Williams Kittle ’76, ’78
Ashlee Hunt Kleinert ’88 and Christopher W. Kleinert ’88
Gary J. Klembara and Teresa Gentry Klembara ’76
John E. Klintworth ’85
Jim C. Klugh and Karen Weller Klugh ’86
Sheri Knesek and Shannon Olmstead Scoville ’80, ’84
Robert R. Knoth ’56
Deceased
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Gary R. Litrell and Janyth B. Litrell
Timothy R. Lindvall '95 and Tracy A. Lindvall
Noah S. Lindemann and Gena E. Poovey '88
Tzy-Ping Lin '74 and Maryhelen Tso
Raymond L. Lewand, III and Angela Leu '80, '82 and Jonathan Leu
Anne Lesikar and William L. Lesikar '88
Nancy Lee Lennard '59
Kathleen J. Leithner '84
Martin A. Leister '87
Dan H. Lee, III '70 and Cindy L. Wofford '86
John D. Leatherman '91 and Ann Potts Leake '75, '87
Dan C. Lazarescu '07, '10
Sarah Hinton Lewand '91
Marinilda Leatherman
Thomas S. Latham
Folke W. Martensson and Lena Martensson
Diana Brandt Marshello '77, '91
Lila C. Marshall and Schuyler B. Marshall, IV
James W. Marshall '04
Elizabeth Turner Marshall '58 and John W. Marriott, III
Angela C. Marriott
David R. Marlow '80, '90
Nancy Cain Marcus '74
Rebecca Mann and Ronald J. Mann '69
Laura Mays and Max C. Mays '58
Jack R. McBrayer and Mary A. McBrayer '62
John P. McCall '61 and Suzanne H.McCall
Leslie H. McCall and Richard O. McCali '69
Rosemary McCash and Wray B. McCash '49
Monica M. McIsland and Tom H. McIsland, III '82
Angela Posey McIlmoile '89 and Ron R. McIlmoile '88, '97
Carolyn McClain '74
John R. McClure '49
Martin A. Leister '87
Kathleen J. Lethner '84
Nancy Lee Lennard '59
Mark D. Leonard '87 and Sally S. Leonard
Anne Lesikar and William L. Lesikar '88
Martha E. Lester and Ronald S. Lester '66
Angela Leu '80, '82 and Jonathan Leu
Jules D. Levine and Marcia S. Levine '83
Mary Levine and Matt P. Levine '78, '79, '82
Raymond L. Lewand, III and Sarah Hinton Lewand '91
Tzy-Ping Lin '74 and Maryhelen Tso
Noah S. Lindemann and Gena E. Poovey '88
Cherie N. Lindley and John D. Lindsay '77
Jeff Lindsey and Rhonda Hall Lindsey '80, '83
Timothy R. Lindvall '95 and Tracy A. Lindvall
Gary R. Litrell and Janyth B. Litrell
Barbara A. Lloyd and Franklin R. Lloyd
Cynthia C. Lodge and John P. Lodge '63
Bryan L. Lonnquist and Kevin M. Lonnquist '91
John R. Losinger '04
Gregory J. Lovass '98
Ann Gnapnlow '53
Kathy Orban Lowe '69 and Robert N. Lowe '69
Julie Lowenberg and Michael Lowenberg
Edward Lozick
Carol Victor Luby '69 and Dan A. Luby
Lewise Hager Lucare '69
Christopher T. Luce and Elaine Fuqua Luce '89
Debbie B. Lundy and Jim C. Lundy, Jr. '81
D. Scott Luttrell '77 and Laura Dvoroznijk Luttrell '77
Katherine Gaze Lyle '71, '73, '94
James V. Lyles '55
Joyce A. Lyon and S. Lewis Lyon '86
Lesa Vaughn Machine '78
Allen G. Madden '90
George M. Mader, II '91 and Jennifer R. Hughes-Mader
Janet L. Magers and M. Scott Magers '66
Carol Ann Einker Maggott '79 and Stephen A. Maggott
Ashley Maycox and Steven M. Magness '92
George W. Maguire '78 and Sandra K. Maguire
Deborah Rosenben Malafsky '79 and Geoffrey P. Malafsky
Eugene Mallory '48 and Mary Lou Mallory
Harry O. Malpass '87
Lynnell E. Mandl '76
Fred Manget and Patricia Gillettlidge Manget '50
Jennifer L. Derrynann and Scotty G. Mann '86
Rebecca Mann and Ronald J. Mann '69
Betty K. Manning and James S. Manning '55
James S. Manning, Jr. '78 and Maggi A. Manning
Todd M. Marchesani '06
Donna Dwelle Marcum '66 and Gordon G. Marcum, II
Nancy Cain Marcus '74
David R. Marlow '80, '90
Brenda Barnes Marocco '65 and William D. Marocco '65
Angela C. Marriott
John W. Marriott, III
Elizabeth Turner Marshall '58, '68 and John W. Marshall '56
James W. Marshall '04
Lisa C. Marshall and Schuyler B. Marshall, IV
Diana Brandt Marshall '77, '91
Folke W. Martensson and Lena Martensson
Jeffrey Martin and Sharon Martin
Lauren Hartje Martin '04 and Taylor Martin '99
Ruth A. Martin '65
David R. Martinale '83
Nancy Nical Martinez '75
Daniel G. Marvin '98
M. Thomas Mason and Nancy Carter Mason '72
Craig L. Massey '73, '83 and Tatjana A. Massey
Scott M. Masson and Susan Eber Masson '83
Dorothy Natanoff Masterson '55 and W. D. Masterson '54, '56
Neil T. Masterson, IV '95
Cindy S. Matheny and Michael J. Matheny '83
Beth Ormand Maths '81 and Larry Maths
John P. Maths '66 and Karen McKugh Mathis '67
Betty Beckmann Matthews '71 and E. Stanley Matthews, ll '71, '72
Edward G. Matthews '59 and Patricia A. Matthews
Kristin R. Matula and Theodore 'Ted' D. Matula, '91, '94 Dustin M. Mauck '00, '04
Joe B. Maund '68 and Judy Maund
Elizabeth Boyle May '86 and Russell W. May '85
Jo Dee Mayer and Stephen K. Mayer '73
David L. Mays, Sr. '86 and Margaret E. Mays
Laure Mays and Max C. Mays '58
Jack R. McBrayer and Mary A. McBrayer '62
John P. McCall '61 and Suzanne H. McCall
Leslie H. McCall and Richard O. McCall '69
Rosemary McCash and Wray B. McCash '49
Monica M. McIsland and Tom H. McIsland, III '82
Angela Posey McIlmoile '89 and Ron R. McIlmoile '88, '97
Carolyn McClain '74
John R. Mcclave '49
Hancel M. McCord, Jr. '62
Cile Doran McCormick '81 and Peter E. McCormick
Charlotte McCraw and John L. McCraw, Jr. '64
George E. McCrea '57, '59 and Jane Bagwell McCrea '57
Bill E. McCreery, Jr. and Heidi Hansen McCrorey '83
Candice SamsMcCurdy '97 and Chad A. McCurdy '97
Lauren E. McDonald '79, '82
Jane Malone McDuffie '59 and Tommy N. McDuffie
Alfred P. McEly, III '03 and Amy Tessier McEly '03
Lauren McFarland and Scott T. McFarland '86
Marsha L. McFarland '75
Patricia A. McGinty and Thomas W. McGinty '59, '68
Becky McGee '84
James R. McGuire '61
Elisabeth Preston McHugh '01 and Gregg S. McHugh
Donald B. McIlmoile '56 and Jan Baldwin McIlmoile '57
James H. McIntosh '66
Dorothy A. McLein and George S. McLein '69
Barbara Wright McKenzie '74 and Michael D. McKenzie
Professor and Mrs. Joseph W. McIntyre
Jananne H. McLaughlin and Leslie G. McLaughlin '76
Bruce A. McLean '75 and Kathy McLean
James R. McLeel and '73 and Velma J. McLeel
Levin H. McManam '68 and Valerie McManam
A. Vin McMaster and Judy McMaster
Diane S. McMillan and M. Kemp McMillan '70
Robert W. McMillan '79
Lauren Wade McQuone '01 and Ryan P. McQuone '00
Burrel J. McNaught '57 and JoAnn McNaught
Carol Costan McPeke '69 and Richard H. McPeke '68, '72
Dell Richards McRae '45
Ellen McStay and John D. McStay
Colleen Smith McTaggart '95 and Lawrence J. McTaggart
Lori S. McWilliams and Robb C. McWilliams '95
Gilbert R. Meadows '70 and Jan Bauchman Meadows '70
James P. Meares, Jr. '82
Gerry H. Meier
Lawrence Meredith '53 and Patricia Shriver Meredith '54
Frederick S. Merril, Jr. '62
Daniel T. Merritt '99
Mary P. Merritt and Robert H. Merritt, Jr. '74, '76
Carolyn Perry Merrit '76 and Peter C. Merritt
Amy K. Messer '05
James R. Messner '53 and Patricia O. Messner
Sarah Neely Metschan '68
Beverly Weddle Meyer '54
Howard M. Meyers and Rosemary Meyers
Jacqueline Meyers and John H. Meyers '71
James A. Mezvinsky '73 and Mallory G. Mezvinsky
Paul S. Michaelson '59 and Tricia B. Michaelson
Kenneth E. Miffin '79, '88 and Marsha Scott Miffin '79
John P. Miles '54
Bill J. Miller '57, '66 and La Nelle Taylor Miller '52
Brian K. Miller and Victoria Vaughan Miller '79
Dale R. Miller and Elizabeth D. Miller
Nancy Adams Miller '85 and Ross Miller
† Deceased
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Ann S. Rubin and Howard C. Rubin ’74

Theresa Rowe and William D. Rowe, II ’91

Jon P. Rowe ’64 and Marie L. Rowe

Fred E. Rowe ’68 and Michele L. Rowe

Frances Aimer Rounds ’58 and

Louise C. Rossi ’88

Beverly J. Rossel and Cary K. Rossel ’70

Jimmy Ross ’64

Edward H. Ross ’87 and Nancy R. Ross

Lee Rose and Sue Synnott Rose ’70

Cheryl Rose and Gerald N. Rose ’68

Ashley Bonilla Romo ’06 and

Jill Mackie Rommel ’78 and

Barbara Nelson Rohlfs ’77 and

Lavonne Smith Rogers ’56 and

David P. Robertson and

Joan Roberts ’65

George T. Roberts, Jr. ’78 and

Claire McDougle Roberts ’57

Billie Leigh Morgan Rippey ’53

Mark Riley and Rebecca Roy Riley ’79

Scott Riddles ’84 and

DeAnne Aden Richards ’59 and

Dave Richards and Laurene L. Richards

James H. Rice ’95

Brandon L. Rice and Phillip S. Rice ’01

Osborne M. Reynolds, Jr. ’68

Merrill J. Reynolds ’76 and

K. Jay Reynolds ’79

Kimberly Wells Rexford ’89 and

Georganne Rexford and

Deceased

Jerad J. Romo ’06

Ryan G. Rommel ’76

Carl W. Rohlfs ’72, ’76

Lowell T. Rogers

Gayle S. Robinson

Patricia Murphy Robertson ’74

Eugene N. Robinson, III ’60 and

Nancy B. Johnson Roberts

Leslie G. Roberts

Barton W. Schaller ’90 and

Carolyn H. Sayles and Terrance J. Sayles ’61

Clare McCaffrey Savage ’90 and

N. Grant Saul, Jr. ’00

Richard A. Schell ’72, ’75

Joan K. Schellenberg

Ronald Schenk

Aldene Heidelberg Scheuerman ’59 and

Ronald Scheuerman

Joseph A. Schirrin ’50 and Nancy C. Schirrin

Carolyn Schlak and Gerard A. Schlak

Gail Schoellkopf

Wilson W. Schoellkopf ’95

Janet Schupp and Walker A. Schupp ’84

Marta Hartman Schutte ’84 and Tim Schutte

Geoffrey R. Schwab ’77 and

Mary Ann Ayres-Schwall

John L. Schaffler, IV ’00

Barton W. Schaller ’90 and

Elizabeth Alexander Schaller ’89

Candice L. Schattgen-Bellinger ’92

Floyd A. Scheinman ’51

Janice Roger Schell ’73 and

Richard A. Schell ’72, ’75

Joan K. Schellenberg

Ronald Schenk

Aldene Heidelberg Scheuerman ’59 and

Ronal Schueneman

Joseph A. Schirrin ’50 and Nancy C. Schirrin

Carolyn Schlak and Gerard A. Schlak

Gail Schoellkopf

Wilson W. Schoellkopf ’95

Janet Schupp and Walker A. Schupp ’84

Marta Hartman Schutte ’84 and Tim Schutte

Geoffrey R. Schwab ’77 and

Mary Ann Portman Schwab ’72, ’77

Carolyn Smith Scrimshire ’57 and

Dolores Smart and Jerry D. Smart ’61, ’64, ’65

Ann Shepard Smellage ’77 and

Douglas C. Smellage ’77

Ann Grant Smith ’57

Bennie C. Smith and

Mary Hughston Smith ’70

Brenna M. Smith ’05

Carol Trotter Smith, Jr. and Laura Walthall Smith ’58

Christina Dunaway Smith ’99 and

Jason Smith

Claudia C. Smith and Gary A. Smith ’75

Frank B. Smith

Gregory S. Smith and

Lillian Bradford Smith ’88

Kim G. Smith ’73 and Michelle M. Smith

L. Stephen Smith ’78, ’87

Pat Smith and Van R. Smith ’72

Raymond G. Smith ’77

Harold Smotherman and

Juanita Moeller Smotherman ’67

Lois F. Ruby and Thomas M. Ruby ’67

Merritt E. Russ and Taylor D. Russ ’07

Grace Williams Russell ’46 and

Henry E. Russell ’46

Jeffrey C. Russell ’81 and

Lockie Evans Russell ’81

Edward B. Rust, Jr. ’75 and Sally B. Rust

Mark A. Rydel ’72

Carmen Sabatelli ’81

Simuke Sabai

Cheryl R. Saldana and Luis E. Saldana ’00

John J. Salass ’76, ’82

Gerald Saltarelli and

Jennifer Mass Saltarelli ’01

Barbara Francis Salvaggio ’75 and

Bruce H. Salvaggio ’74

Renee Samanta and Subarna K. Samanta ’85

Jeff E. Samford, Jr. ’60 and Karen E. Samford

Allen Sanders and Dorothy Sanders

Ginger B. Sanders and William B. Sanders ’84

J. Richard Sanders ’55, ’58 and

Rita Dolezel Sanders ’81

Marcelline Wilson Sands ’69 and

Stephen H. Sands ’70

George A. Santomero ’81, ’85 and

Sara McBreath Santomero ’79

N. Grant Saul, Jr. ’00

Karen McGibbon Stephenson ’67

Vicki S. Sterquell ’78

N. L. Stevens, III ’72, ’76 and

Nancy D. Williams ’73

Cathleen C. Stevenson and

David A. Stevenson ’73

Frank E. Stevenson, II and

Helen R. Stevenson

Andrew E. Stewart ’99 and

Mysti Newberry Stewart ’01

Barbara S. Stewart ’08, ’11

Jacqueline Miller Stewart ’72 and

Peter B. Stewart

Marlee McConnell Stewart ’63

Steven E. Stich ’00

Alex M. Stiles ’00 and Alysson Sark Stiles ’00

Brit M. Stock ’94

Barbara McGrath Stoddard ’58 and

Richard G. Stoddard

Natalie Greene Stollenwerck ’64 and

Tom J. Stollenwerck ’62, ’65

Charles R. Stone ’71, ’72 and

Margaret A. Stone

Donald L. Stone, Jr. ’58 and Kaye E. Stone

Sharon R. Stone ’85

Sara J. Sheln ’73

Colin M. Snyder ’69 and Susan V. Snyder

Kyle C. Snyder ’07 and

Megan Broadway Snyder ’09

Mark G. Snyder ’72

Lon T. So ’03

Peter M. Soens ’76

Warren J. Sonnen ’03

Cynthia Prussing Sonstelle ’68 and

Richard R. Sonstelle

Beverly A. Soxman and

Lee F. Soxman, Jr. ’48

Patti G. Sparkman

Cheryl A. Speck and Jon A. Speck

Phyliss Danhof Speck ’02

Marlion Schutt Spencer ’19 and

Norman M. Spencer, Jr. ’17

George P. Speranza ’48 and Iva P. Speranza

James B. Spencer ’85 and Jane Spicer

Peter A. Spier ’88, ’99

Donna L. Spitzer and Larry W. Spitzer ’74

Sriram Srinivasan ’00

Mary L. Stall ’11 and Rodney G. Stall

Betty J. Standridge

Robert W. Stankovich ’95

Carolyn S. Stanley and Harold W. Stanley

Joan B. Stanley and John L. Stanley ’02

Marie Murphy Starling ’59 and

William H. Starling

Susan L. Starr ’93 and Timothy R. Starr

Rebecca Evans Stein ’78 and

Richard W. Stein

Donald A. Steinbrugge and

Pia Sexton Steinbrugge ’91

Christopher C. Stephens ’85 and

Sharon L. Stephens

Glenn Stephenson and

Karen McGibbon Stephenson ’67

Vicki S. Sterquell ’78

N. L. Stevens, III ’72, ’76 and

Nancy D. Williams ’73

Cathleen C. Stevenson and

David A. Stevenson ’73

Frank E. Stevenson, II and

Helen R. Stevenson

Andrew E. Stewart ’99 and

Mysti Newberry Stewart ’01

Barbara S. Stewart ’08, ’11

Jacqueline Miller Stewart ’72 and

Peter B. Stewart

Marlee McConnell Stewart ’63

Steven E. Stich ’00

Alex M. Stiles ’00 and Alysson Sark Stiles ’00

Brit M. Stock ’94

Barbara McGrath Stoddard ’58 and

Richard G. Stoddard

Natalie Greene Stollenwerck ’64 and

Tom J. Stollenwerck ’62, ’65

Charles R. Stone ’71, ’72 and

Margaret A. Stone

Donald L. Stone, Jr. ’58 and Kaye E. Stone

Sharon R. Stone ’85

† Deceased
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The following individuals have given at least 5-9 consecutive years to SMU.

Anonymous Donors

Candice B. Atkins ’07
Aimee L. Alexander ’05
Dolores M. Alford
Jennifer C. Alford ’07
Marybeth Koch Anderson ’73
Robert L. Zollars ’72
Tracey Zimmerman

Daniel A. Ayala ’12
Martha Avery and William L. Avery ’82
Collin L. Aufhammer ’11
Lisa Hallstrand Attwood ’84 and Nelma R. Atterberry ’07
Mark A. Atkinson ’12
Marilyn M. Atkinson
George M. Atkinson ’66, ’75 and William J. Atkins ’85
Caroline Bell Atkins ’09
Tyler P. Atha ’09
Benedicto O. Ateku ’12 and Kenneth Aspell
Thomas J. Ashley ’80
Masa Asahara ’02
Terry M. Arnold, II ’07
Fred H. Arnold ’57 and David L. Arnold ’72 and Linda K. Arnold
Melinda L. Armstrong
Joshua D. Armstrong ’06
Michael L. Armstrong ’70 and Nancy L. Armstrong
Norma Armstrong
George W. Armai ’84 and Jane B. Armai
Kevin J. Armai ’84 and Roxanne B. Armai
David L. Arnold ’72 and Linda K. Arnold
Fred H. Arnold ’57 and Jane Powell Arnold ’59
Michael Arnold, Jr. ’88
Terry M. Arnold, II ’07
Mass Asahara ’02
Elsa S. Ashley and Robert F. Ashley
Thomas J. Ashley ’80
Kenneth Aspell
Benedicto O. Ateku ’12 and Purity W. Ateku ’13
Tyler P. Atia ’09
Caroline Bell Atkins ’09
William J. Atkins ’85
George M. Atkinson ’66, ’75 and Jan Clark Atkinson ’63, ’66
Marilyn M. Atkinson
Mark A. Atkinson ’12
Nelma R. Atterberry ’07
Lisa Hallstrand Ateku ’84 and W. M. Atwood
Anson AY ’71 and Susan Ateku
Collin L. Auffhammer ’11
Martha Avery and William L. Avery ’82
Daniel A. Ayala ’12
Candace L. Ayars ’77 and John R. Coleman
Josh D. Ayers ’01
Barbara Babb and Ralph W. Babb, Jr.
Jacqueline Sester Babbili ’09 and Vanu S. Babbili ’08
Karen Kessler Babin ’65, ’70
Ginsh Bachani and Sangeeta Bachani ’88
Louise P. Backa
Clark H. Bacon ’04
Craig Y. Bade and Kathryn L. Bade
Dennis L. Blade ’68
Bradford A. Bader ’00 and Jessica Griffin Bader ’00, ’01
Carole M. Badgett and Charles S. Badgett ’78
David Bagot
Ali M. Bahari ’01
Anne N. Bailey and Robert C. Bailey ’76
Bob G. Bailey and Marcia Ungren Bailey ’59
Dennis L. Bailey ’78 and Nancy A. Bailey
Melanie Bailey
Susan L. Bailey
Jo Nelle Bain ’71, ’75
Buffy Ashley Bains ’05
Betty Tippens Baker ’63 and Stephen P. Baker
Candace A. Baker and Charles R. Baker
David B. Baker and Sheila Elliott Baker ’84
Fay F. Baker and Jesse L. Baker ’62
Kendra L. Baker ’07
Norton Baker ’57, ’59 and Jane Baker-Minkley
Tara L. Baker ’05
Taryn Q. Baker ’10
Travis W. Baker ’99
Amy E. Baldwin and Peter R. Baldwin ’09
Laura C. Baldwin ’05
David W. Ball ’72, ’73 and Stocy S. Ball
Jessica P. Ball ’09
Joseph E. Ball and Rebecca Ball
Myron Z. Ball and Valeria Hocker Ball ’82
Richard C. Ball ’67
Ricardo De La Fuente Ballesteros and Denise L. DuPont
Margaret L. Ballew ’76
Lindsay Abbate Ballestro ’00
C. Will Balthrope, II ’85 and Missy Balthrope
Megan R. Banas and Ronald (Reb) E. Banas ’85
Brittany L. Bandy ’07 and Michael T. Bandy ’07
Benny L. Banks ’73 and Kathleen S. Banks
Janice Paul Baptiste ’85 and Perry Baptiste
Cynthia Orta Barajas ’12
Loretta Chenik Barbee ’48
William T. Barbee ’75
Brandon C. Barber ’92
Sharon Barbosa-Can and Dwane A. Can
Donald S. Barbour ’84 and Leslie J. Barbour
David A. Bard ’94 and Julie B. Bard
Robert A. Bardo ’72
Daphne B. Barfield and Richard L. Barfield ’84
Laurie D. Barger and Steven D. Barger ’87, ’88
Farrar Johnson Barker ’05 and Kelly Barker
Billy H. Barkley
Patricia K. Barnard ’96
David A. Barned ’03 and Laura Barned
Elizabeth Innis Barnes ’68
J. Houston Barnes, Ill ’04
Lisa M. Barnes
Scott G. Barnes ’96
Juanita Patterson Barnett ’53
W. Andrew Barnett ’05
Barbara W. Barnhart and H. M. Barnhart ’66
Annabess R. Barr and W. Andrew Barr
Mary Sanders Barr ’77, ’94 and Richard S. Barr
Heather D. Barnett
Joel Barron, Jr. and Karla Bucio Barron ’02
Ernie M. Barry ’08 and Holly S. Barry
Marissa L. Barth ’04
Daman S. Bartholomew ’03
Sherry Springer Bartholow ’64
Catherine Haber Barton ’77 and Lynn P. Barton ’79
Curtis E. Barton ’02, ’05
John W. Barton, Ill ’78 and Shannon-Kileen Barton ’78
Joseph J. Bartush, II ’80 and Susan Moreland Bartush ’76, ’79
Hong Bass ’08 and James Bass
Laura Fogo Bass ’84 and Paul M. Bass, Ill ’85
Allison Evans Bassman ’95 and Jarrod A. Bassman ’94
Larry J. Bassett and Dallie B. Clark ’97
Barbara L. Blastable
Peter S. Bastawiros ’00 and Katherine S. Inskeep ’01
Nick J. Baxter ’87
Amit Basu and Eugenie D. Basu
David R. Batman and Elsa Batman
Pam Batson ’14
Matthew J. Baumann ’09
Caroline Kammann Bawden ’83 and Michael T. Bawden ’84
Gurshaman S. Baweja ’99
Elizabeth L. Baxley ’10
Barbara S. Baxter
Betty Carpenter Baxter ’59 and Comer C. Baxter ’59
Bradley W. Bayer ’03
Douglas G. Bayerlein ’78 and Karen E. Bayerlein
Bonnie Baxley ’02
Larry M. Beachum ’79
Eric P. Beasley ’79, ’82 and Mary Beasley
Kathleen Beathard ’94, ’00
Barbara L. Beaver ’01
Diana Feole Bee ’80
Elizabeth H. Beck and John R. Beck, J.D. ’88
Jill C. Bee
Walter G. Beasley ’72

† Deceased
Carolyn A. Ford and Walter B. Ford ’58
Cindy R. Ford ’88, ’91 and Kevin A. Ford
John R. Ford ’56 and Nita C. Ford
Raenell Harper Forde ’78
Melissa Foreman ’49
Elliott W. Forge ’97
Janet Peterson Forlines ’87 and
John S. Forlines
Michael S. Formanek ’08
Julie Patterson Forrester
Bradley C. Forster and Robert D. Forster ’69
Heather Zubeck Forteith ’98 and
William Forthie
Ben J. Fortson, Jr. and Kay C. Fortson
Craig A. Fortune ’69 and Janet T. Fortune
Lisa P. Fossland ’93
Beth E. Foster and David H. Foster ’80
Charlotte N. Foster and
Thomas E. Foster ’63, ’67
Dorothy M. Foster and
Peter W. Foster ’72, ’75
Gregory H. Foster and
Marina Pavez Foster ’75
Kathleen L. Foster and Richard G. Foster ’82
Harry H. Fouke, III ’02 and Kimberly C. Fouke
Brian L. Fowler ’97 and Melanie L. Fowler
Joseph (Chip) R. Fowler ’09, ’12
Donna Monk Fowlkes ’83 and
Joseph (Chip) R. Fowler ’09, ’12
Brian L. Fowler ’97 and Melanie L. Fowler
Paige Weathers French ’88
Pam G. Freeman
Regina Lagow Frederiksen ’97
Judith McGuffin Frederick ’65†
Yvette M. Franklin
Stephen R. Frank
Ronald A. Foxman ’77
Jeffrey B. Fowlkes
Peter W. Foster ’72, ’75
Thomas E. Foster ’63, ’67
John S. Forlines
Robert A. Garrett
Melissa Bauge Garrett ’90 and Tod Garrett
Kelly N. Garrett ’06
James E. Garrett ’00
Charles B. Garren and
Gil Garner and Judy Pou Garner ’62
Edward G. Garlock ’12
Brian J. Gargan ’94 and Suzan Gargan
Julie E. Gardner
Carro Coble Gardner ’83 and
Melinda R. Gardiner and W. Russell Gardiner
David Garderet and Misty M. Ventura ’96
Yolette A. Garcia ’83
Ray A. Garcia, III ’08
Gina A. Garcia ’13
Diana L. Garcia ’12
William D. Gannon, Jr. ’02
Azar P. Ganji and Darab (Rob) Ganji ’88
Cecily Hine Gallagher ’81 and
Henry M. Gaither, III and Judith L. Gaither
Michael J. Gaisbauer ’81
Shin D. Furukawa ’93
Brendan M. Gaffney and Shellesea R. White ’95
Michael J. Gasbauer ’91
Henry M. Gaither, III and Judith L. Gaither
Ivan Galic and Kristine Blair Galic ’90
Cecily Hine Gallagher ’81 and
Ray B. Gallagher
Andrew R. Galloway ’08
George Z. Galloway ’80 and Len D. Galloway
Lucy D. Galvan and Oscar G. Galvan ’59
Margaret (Peggy) E. Galvin
Keri ‘Men’ Gammill ’93
Asar P. Ganji and Darab (Rob) Ganji ’98
Cheri L. Gann ’75
William D. Gannon, Jr. ’02
Kenneth S. Garber and Sally H. Garber
Diana L. Garcia ’12
Gina A. Garcia ’13
Julian C. Garcia ’00
Ray A. Garcia, II ’08
Yolette A. Garcia ’83
David Gardneret and Misty M. Ventura ’96
Melinda R. Gardiner and Russell Gardiner
Carro Coble Gardner ’83 and
William R. Gardner ’81
Julie E. Gardner
Brian J. Gargan ’94 and Suzan Gargan
Edward G. Garlock ’12
Gil Garner and Judy Pou Garner ’62
Vanessa Garner
Charles B. Garren and
Michele Tedford Garren ’87
James E. Garrett ’00
Kelly N. Garrett ’06
Melissa Bauge Garrett ’90 and Tod Garrett
Robert A. Garrett
Kimberley D. Garton and Philip A. Garton ’84
Karen Garver and Richard L. Garver ’65
James C. Garvin ’66
Estelle L. Garza ’10
Mary Ramirez Garza ’73 and Ruben G. Garza
Nicholas A. Gaspard ’00
William W. Gassenheimer ’09
John H. Gaura ’98
Steven A. Gautier ’04
Amanda McCracken Gay ’94 and
Christopher D. Gay ’92
Joseph E. Gearheart and
Virginia Kauffmann Gearheart ’68
Alan B. Gearing ’98
Rodney P. Geer ’84
Samuel T. Geer ’95
Julia P. Geiger ’13, ’14
Gerald F. Geisler and Mary C. Geisler
Michael E. Geisler ’85 and Stacy L. Geisler
Bruce M. Geibler ’70 and Nelda Geibler
Leanne K. Geier
Kay W. Gentry and Robert E. Gentry ’65
Carolyn W. George
Fran George and Gene George ’72
Nancy Lowell George ’79
Christopher J. Gerard ’03
Cynthia S. Gerard and Patrick D. Gerard ’93
Joan L. Germany ’78
Lori I. Gersh
Brd L. Gescheider ’04
Alexander Giakounis ’87
David J. Gianadda ’15
Alexander Giakounis ’87
David J. Gianadda ’15
Mary M. Gibb ’09, ’11
Debra T. Gibbe ’76
Deborah O’Neal Gibbins ’87 and
Robbin C. Gibbons
Ann Park Roberts Gibbs ’66 and
James R. Gibbs ’66, ’70, ’72
R. Ken Gibbs and Ruth Hollins Gibbs ’79
Mary Stinson Gibber ’57
Alen D. Gibson ’75
Bonnie B. Gibson ’89 and David Gibson
Dana Gibson and John W. Gibson
Kimberly M. Gibson ’87
Renee M. Gibson ’05
Diane Hammond Gielow ’67 and
G. R. Gielow ’65, ’68
Diane Baby Gifford ’82, ’83
Gwen Kothmann Gilbert ’59
Alsdair G. Gilchrist and
Clara Kilgore Gilchrist ’67
George C. Gilchrist ’12
Gary A. Giles ’72, ’79
Blake Gillespie and
Catherine Davis Gillespie ’85
Daniel S. Gillespie ’10
Elizabeth P. Gillis ’10, ’16
Claire E. Gilmore, Jr. ’57 and
Margaret Bragg Gilmore ’61
Jerry Gilmore
Leslie Gilvar and Malcolm D. Gilvar, Jr. ’99
Emily R. Gipple ’06
Gina D. Gisp ’92
Ashley Edwards Gissendanner ’00 and
Thomas P. Gissendanner
Sandra W. Gist
C. L. Givens, III ’63
W. John Glancy
John M. Glasgow ’12, ’13
Doyle D. Glass ’84, ’88
Myra Best Glass ’56
Timothy A. Glassco ’97
Michael L. Glassmoyer and
Susan Porter Glassmoyer ’96
Robyn M. Glassner ’05
Richard L. Glazer and
Shelley Hoffman Glazer ’83
Tom A. Gleason ’97
Conrad J. Gleber and Delia R. Gleber
Leslie S. Gleiser
Carol P. Glendening and
Don M. Glendening
Katrina Cook Glenn ’14 and Lee A. Glenn
Benjamin Giockzin ’04
Julie A. Glover and Ronald L. Glover ’80
David M. Gmoser ’07
Alan N. Gruti ’73 and Deborah H. Gruti
James A. Gobel, Jr. ’49 and Sharon Flythe Gobel ’51
Melissa R. Goldbott ’91, ’96
James Godwin and
Suzanne Steeg Godwin ’84
Monte L. Goen ’85 and Rhonda Goen
Mitzi R. Goff
Kenneth Goldabber and Wendy Goldber
Abraham Goldberg and
Beverly Lindeberg Goldberg ’82
Bob J. Golden ’58 and Maria Golden
Joe D. Goldsmith ’05
Laura Logan Gonzales ’98, ’90 and
Ray E. Gonzales
Noe E. Gonzales ’57 and Ruth P. Gonzales
Michele T. Gooby and Robert S. Gooby
Nancy Grace Good ’98, ’03 and
Orland D. Good
Jane K. Goodell and Jeff Goodell
Christopher B. Gooden ’00
Loraine Goodman and
W. F. Goodman, Jr. ’55
James P. Goodnight and
Margaret F. Goodnight
John P. Goodrum, III ’05 and
Laura M. Goodrum
Caroline A. Goodson ’11
Diane Goodwin and
J. Rush Pierce, Jr. ’73
Courtland W. Goosby ’08
Pam W. Goosby
Bradley M. Gordon ’92
Daniel J. Gordon ’06
Elizabeth Rassier Gordon ’09 and
Thomas J. Gordon ’07
† Deceased
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Nancy B. Hunt and W. Herbert Hunt
Daris J. Hunter
Henry W. Hunter ’08, ’13
Lori Paul Hunter ’83 and Willard M. Hunter
Marsha L. Hunter ’78
R. William Hunter ’88
Mary V. Huntress and Peter W. Huntress ’95
David Hurnevich and Vannakay Harvin Hurnevich ’90
Patrick K. Hurst ’07
M. Scott Hurt ’86
Seri Sattler Hurt ’84
Kendall G. Huss ’72, ’73, ’74
Shirley Hutabarat and Tim D. Hutabarat ’68, ’70
Donna Clark Hutcherson ’59
Tierney Kaufman Hutchins ’07
Clifton T. Hutchinson ’80 and Elizabeth W. Hutchinson
Kimberly R. Hutchinson and Mark A. Hutchinson ’81
Louise Huycx and Timothy R. Huycx ’94
Mary Elizabeth Hyde ’63, ’95
Afsha R. Ibrahim ’06
Ahamed Idris
Afsha R. Ibrahim ’06
Mary Elizabeth Hyde ’63, ’95
Louise Huyck and Timothy R. Huyck ’94
Kimberly R. Hutchinson and Mark A. Hutchinson ’81
Ted F. Ingram ’06
Temple B. Ingram, Jr. ’79
John P. Irish ’92
Russell W. Ingram
Mark A. Hutchinson ’81
Pohn P. Inthanousay ’89
Shirley Hutabarat and Kendall G. Husa ’72, ’73, ’74
Kimberly R. Hutchinson and Mark A. Hutchinson ’81
Sheri Sattler Hurt ’84
Patrick K. Hurst ’07
David Hurnevich and R. William Hunter ’88
Marsha L. Hunter ’78
Donna Clark Hutcherson ’59
Doris J. Hunter
Nancy B. Hunt and W. Herbert Hunt
Ted F. Ingram ’06
Temple B. Ingram, Jr. ’79
John P. Irish ’92
Jean Grumbles Irving ’06 and John P. Irish ’92
Charles L. Irby ’76, ’77 and Kate M. Irby
Jenia A. Iontcheva Turner
Lauren N. Ioffrida ’15
Pohn P. Inthanousay ’89
Lee E. Iesu ’70
Jena A. Iontcheva Turner
Charles L. Irby ’76, ’77 and Kate M. Irby
Nancy Habicht Ireland ’67 and Richard W. Ireland ’67, ’70
James L. Irish III ’89 and Sue Ostoff Irish ’67
John P. Irish ’92
Jean Grumbles Irving ’06 and John P. Irish ’92
Darlene Irwin and Peter L. Irwin ’64, ’68
Margaret A. Isom ’66, ’07
Alan A. Ives ’04, ’05
Gregory L. Ivy
Hari T. Jaber ’01 and Rana N. Zureiqi
Philip A. Jablo
Andrea M. Jacaman and Alberto R. Lopez
Lauren Cartwright Jacobs ’05 and Nathan A. Jacobs ’03, ’06
Africa K. Jackson ’98
Brandon A. Jackson ’07
Chad M. Jackson ’02 and Lauren Innes Jackson ’02
Christopher M. Jackson ’08
David D. Jackson ’64, ’67 and Virginia Jackson
Ellen Schvachter Jackson ’09 and William A. Jackson, Jr. ’04
Greg L. Jackson ’72
Hillsman S. Jackson
Jane F. Jackson and Leslie C. Jackson
Kirby (Trey) H. Jackson, III ’05
Robert H. Jackson, Jr. ’90 and Robyn Bethel Jackson ’92
Rodrick Jackson ’06
Daniel Jacob ’99
Jeanne M. Jacobowski and Thomas J. Jacobowski
Ann M. Jacobs and Gary H. Jacobs ’90
Cher Thomas Jacobs ’73 and David M. Jacobs
Jeffrey W. Jacobs ’87
Lynn Romejko Jacobs ’74, ’78 and Richard R. Jacobs
Kirsten Hagen Jaeb ’84
James J. Jaeger
Amanda S. Jaffa and Richard D. Jaffa ’78
Jon S. James ’95 and Mary Kate James
George T. James and Mary McLaughlin James ’70
J. Craig James, Jr. ’84 and Marilyn Arps James ’82
Jimmy J. James ’05 and Aesha John
Leslie Janczochian
Janet R. Jamison and Robert E. Jamison ’53
Shannon C. Jamison ’95, ’01
Erik W. Janse ’83 and Lucia Jansen
Gary E. Jansen ’70, ’71
Delia De Leon Jasso ’76, ’93 and Juan Jasso
Robert R. Jaye ’96 and Shanda Jaye
Toby W. Jeffers
Susan E. Jenlen
Theodore G. Jenkins ’09
Amie C. Jennings
Brian Jensen and Lane Reed-Jensen ’96
Daniel J. Jensen ’09, ’10
Kelly Klecna Jensen ’01
Matthew T. Jensen ’09
Nancy M. Jensen ’78
Jamee R. Jepsen and Ronald R. Jepsen
Adam C. Jernigan ’07, ’12
Linda Jernigan and Malcolm L. Jernigan ’59, ’62
Donald J. Jerome ’62, ’67 and Germaine M. Jerome
Jason D. Jerome ’93
Andrew M. Jessen and Lena Suleika Jessen ’96
Carolyn W. Jeter and Jon C. Jeter
Thomas M. Jiede ’94, ’00 and Valerie Chauvin Jede ’96
Michael A. Jinnrich ’74 and Sandra C. Jinnrich
Kris C. Johannsen and Shirley Williams Johannsen ’88
Theodore A. Johns ’89
Alfred D. Johnson, Jr. ’90 and Holly Johnson
Carole Johnson
Celesta F. Johnson and Gordon R. Johnson ’71
Charles H. Johnson, Jr. ’08 and Katherine N. Johnson ’08
Deanna M. Johnson
Elise A. Johnson and Steven T. Johnson ’76
Emercy C. Johnson and Susan N. Johnson
Emily A. Johnson
Fredricka E. Johnson ’08
Greg Johnson and Sarah Pryor Johnson ’86
J. Terry Johnson ’67 and Marty Johnson
J.W. (Don) Johnson, Jr. ’64 and Sherry Johnson
James L. Johnson and Susan Chittenden Johnson ’79
Jeffrey P. Johnson and Sylvia Jackson Johnson ’77
Katherine B. Johnson
Kellie M. Johnson ’06, ’09
Robert H. Johnson ’49
Stephen A. Johnson and Karen Waske
Susanne Johnson
Cheryl Anthony Johnston ’70 and Fred A. Johnston ’71
Dirk W. Johnston ’77
Ellen J. Johnston ’09
Paul L. Johnston ’09
Peggy Johnston ’67
Richard E. Johnston ’85 and Valerie Johnston
William R. Joiner
Hylton Jones and Veronique Jones
Alyson Kauth Jones ’85 and Robert M. Jones
Angela R. Jones
Annette Jones and Hiram L. Jones ’63
Beth A. Jones and Jeffrey A. Jones ’78
Brian W. Jones ’85 and Margaret W. Jones
Carla M. Scott Jones and Preston D. Jones
Cindy S. Jones and George R. Jones, Jr. ’79
Dale E. Jones ’62 and Eleanor A. Jones
Derek R. Jones ’10
Donald W. Jones, Jr. ’93 and Misty Aebi Jones ’93
Gregory R. Jones ’92 and Renee K. Leveridge ’95, ’99
Jennifer M. Jones ’93, ’99 and Tommy L. Jones
Johnnie O. Jones and William C. Jones ’56
Juanita N. Jones and Paul (Gene) E. Jones ’62
Mary Lopez Jones ’02
Megan P. Jones ’12
Phyllis Porter Jones ’49
Richard A. Jones ’71, ’72 and Susie B. Jones
Carleen S. Jordan and William L. Jordan, Jr. ’54, ’63
Dennis W. Jordan ’06
Kim Jordan
Lisa Burgen Jordan ’86
Hanz Jorgensen and Heather Purse Jorgensen ’03, ’04
Karen Fortenbach Josal ’74 and Lance K. Josal
Jeri Lynn Hanna Joseph ’92 and Michael E. Joseph
Teena Joshi ’01, ’10
Don Jourdan and Katherine Butler Jourdan ’88
G. Alan Joyce, Jr. ’77 and Marilyn A. Joyce
Katherine C. Juett and W. Dana Juett
Jeff Junken and Sara L. Junkin ’05
Elizabeth Thompson Just ’90
Crystal Kachmar and Robert A. Kachmar ’00
Bella M. Kahl and Harry G. Kahl ’69
Mitzi L. Kahn and Richard A. Kahn ’76
Arthur J. Kafosz ’93 and Wendy Kafosz
Andrea R. Kalan ’92
Sony M. Kalluvialy ’10
Tietjen J. Kammerer ’04
Jason F. Kappel ’98 and Stephanie T. Kappel
Alicia Kees and Keith Kees ’77
Sinesia L. Karol and William S. Karol
Herbert E. Karol ’51
Nancy A. Kasten and David Stern
David T. Kaster ’85, ’89, ’92
Rachel S. Katz ‘09
Ellen Chapline Kay ’79
Jacob S. Kay ’13, ’14
Victoria M. Keen ’11
Thomas J. Keegan ’10, ’11
Margo P. Keeler ’08
Mark W. Keeling ’04
Susan G. Keenan and Walter C. Keenan, IV ’89
Carolyn H. Keenan
Dee Keefer and Robert L. Keefer ’79
Carole P. Keiffer
Amy E. Kellar ’98
Adam J. Keith ’10
Helene M. Keller and Ray L. Keller ’54
Katherine E. Kelley ’08
Nicole Sarhady Kellogg ’07
Carolyn Vestal Kelly ’67, ’83 and Thomas L. Kelly, Jr. ’68, ’71
John P. Kelly ’84
Lawrence J. Kelly ’09
Linda L. Kelly ’83
Michael W. Kelly ’79
Suzanne J. Kelly ’14
Dana C. Kemp and Jeffrey W. Kemp ’93
Pamela Hoyerman Kemper ’79
Timothy W. Kemper
Richard R. Kennedy, III ’96 and Stacy Kennedy
Ramen E. Kennelly ’12, ’14
Jennifer D. Kenning ’01
Dorothy Bayer Kennington ’55
Josephine S. Kenon and Patrick E. Kenon ’54
Judith B. Kenter and Michael L. Kenter ’71
Christina S. Kerbow Trumbull
‡ Deceased
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Peggi Sterling Smothermon ’73, ’79 and William C. Smothermon
Laura Galt Snay ’91 and Michael E. Snay
Gloria McCall Snead ’93 and Juan E. Snead
George L. Snead ’62 and Sandra G. Snead
Andrew Snow ’15 and Jennifer Gadd Snow ’07
Michael R. Snyder ’97
Worth B. Snyder ’01, ’03
Tushar K. Solanki ’03
George Solares ’72, ’75
Dan E. Solomon ’61 and Marcia Solomon
George M. Solomon ’03
David G. Somerville ’64 and Mary Wals Somerville ’67
Gregory A. Sommers and Susan L. Sommers
Martin Sorkin ’69
Al Sorrels, Jr. ’85, ’94
Liane C. Soukup ’98
David A. Sour ’74, ’81
Cathey A. Soutter ’85, ’88, ’95
Jo Spalti
Cynthia Spann and Thomas W. Spann ’83
Laura L. Sparkman ’04, ’12
Jenny D. Sparrow ’67
Betty McKnight Spears ’46, ’47
Jack E. Speake ’77 and Sandy M. Speake
Andrea Swanson Spears ’90 and Gary W. Spears
Marilyn Merchant, Speckmann ’62 and Ronald C. Speckmann
Kent F. Spener ’08, ’09
James A. Spies ’07
Alice Webb Spradley ’46
Deborah Hay Spradley ’75 and E. Webb Spradley ’93
J. Abbott Sprague
Leslie MacKay Sprague ’82
Whitney G. Sprague ’05
Carol Raines Spruill ’77, ’80 and R. Jack Spruill
Janet Spurgin and N. David Spurgin ’64
Sangeet R. Snidharan ’09
Bryan F. St. Eve ’04 and Courtney Cooper St. Eve ’04
Roland R. St. Louis, III ’10
Beth A. Staab and Cynthia Linford ’95
Lucy E. Stafford ’80
Caro A. Stalcup
James L. Staley, II ’75
Eva O. Stalnaker
Sandra L. Stambaugh and Thomas E. Stambaugh ’65
Owen Starnes ’56
Daniel J. Stampfel ’95
Adrienne N. Stanford and William B. Stanford ’90
Deborah Greyhouts Stanford ’87 and Richard L. Stanford ’71, ’74
Dianne B. Stanford and Donald G. Stanford ’75
Verner E. Stanley, III ’86
Laura Van Devender Stansell ’04 and Thomas A. Stansell ’03
Edward T. Staples ’67, ’71
Peter B. Stare ’72
Emily A. Stark ’08, ’09
Stephan L. Stark, Jr. ’11
Martha Starke
Shen A. Starkey
Alice Starnes
Jean H. Staufer ’75 and Richard G. Staufer
Culver G. Stedman ’83 and Joan H. Stedman ’86
Ed D. Stedman, III ’77, ’78 and Rebecca Beardsley Stedman ’77
Ashon Jeter Steele ’08, ’11
Reginald N. Steele Sr. and Virginia Whitsett Steele ’76
Michelle L. Steffen ’07
Mary (Katy) Elliott Steinbach ’03
Freddy S. Stetson and Joel B. Steinberg
Linda Goell Steinberg ’67
Amy Allen Steen ’76 and G. Fritz Steen ’74
Hayley A. Stenger ’13, ’15
Whitney L. Stengel ’09, ’12
Brian W. Stephens
Claudia Meador Stephens ’75 and Gary Stephens
Claudia Stephens
Cynthia A. Stephens ’77, ’83
Harriet Stephens and Warren A. Stephens
Helen Baribe Stephens ’89 and John W. Stephens
Joan Stephens and Tom Stephens
Watt P. Stephens ’07
Anne J. Stephenson and W. Martin Stephenson ’03
Alexander J. Stevens ’09 and Jessa Simmons Stevens ’09
Charles B. Stevenson ’97 and Dana L. Stevenson
Cleo W. Stevenson, Jr. ’72
Daniel N. Stevenson ’10
John E. Stevenson ’86 and Melinda K. Stevenson
John W. Stevenson ’55
Jeannie M. Stevenson-Moessner
Anne Lund Stewart ’68 and James W. Stewart, Jr.
Barbara Connel Stewart ’63 and Thomas H. Stewart
Carol Myers Stewart ’65 and Lawrence R. Stewart ’65
David B. Stewart, III ’10
Jeanette L. Stewart and Richard E. Stewart ’80
Benjamin C. Stimpson and Victoria Lyon Stimpson ’85
Donna L. Stitt and Thomas P. Stitt, Sr. ’68
Steve Stodghill
S. Lynne Stokes
Jennifer C. Stone ’02 and Tyler D. Stone ’08
Danelle L. Storey ’10
Don A. Storey, Sr. ’78 and Pauline Storey
Ruth A. Storey and Walter G. Storey ’59
Harvey Stotland and Tara L. Whitehead-Stotland ’88
Gabrielle Rosar Stott ’72 and Jay H. Stott ’74, ’75
Richard H. Strader, Jr. ’71
Robert A. Strauss and Whitney A. Strauss
Randal E. Streumatter ’99
Ryan C. Strider ’08
Ann Roberts Stringer ’71 and J. Frank Stringer, Jr. ’70
Charlie M. Stroud ’75 and Holly Kimbriel Stroud ’77
Holly Stroud ’85 and Bob Sinos
Evelyn Dukkorky Strubinger ’52 and William J. Strubinger
Ben R. Stuart and Kae Stuart
Gina H. Stute and John L. Sturkey ’72
Joyce Forbes Stubblefield ’12 and Stanley Stubblefield
Mersna Pappas Stubbs ’85 and Phineas W. Stubbs, Jr.
John P. Studnicky ’97 and Linda Studnicky
Alice Fleming Stultz ’44
Ann L. Stump and Brian W. Stump
Geoffrey S. Stupay ’10, ’11 and Shannen Silviera Stupay ’10
Sue Trayler Sturgeon ’54, ’85
Eli Hoehler Stutts ’71 and Joe D. Stutts ’71
Michael S. Stutts ’81
Jennifer ’86 and Mark ’87 Styssinger
Kathryn A. Sugrue and Richard C. Sugrue ’01
Caroline L. Sullivan ’08
Christine Grubert Sullivan ’78 and J. James M. Sullivan
Donan Knox Sullivan ’69
Elizabeth A. Sullivan ’10
Michael G. Sullivan ’85, ’89 and Sandra Wyatt Sullivan ’87
Eric M. Surovik ’02 and Jamie Goodall Surovik ’02
Jeanne M. Sutherland
Mary Walker Sutherland ’46
Anne Dressel Sutter ’86 and W. S. Sutter ’87
Bettye Morris Sutton ’55
Bradley M. Sutton and Erin E. Sutton
Diane L. Sutton and William A. Sutton, Jr. ’82
Lawrence P. Sutton, Jr. ’02 and Marie Sutton
Eric N. Suzuki and Sokunthear (Thear) Sy Suzuki ’96
Casey L. Swarm ’08 and Andrew K. Tuttle ’08
Elizabeth A. Swan ’06, ’10
Ryan M. Swanner ’12
Barbara A. Swanson and Steven M. Swanson ’74
Leslie F. Swanson ’13 and Ruthann S. Swanson ’15
Roger D. Swanson ’48
Andrew J. Sweedlund ’02
Bruce M. Swenson ’71 and Lindsie Swenson
Maggie Funk Swick ’10
Judith A. Swift ’73, ’79 and Ronald K. Wetherington
Jack E. Swindell ’65, ’67 and Libby Rogers Swindle ’73
Suzette M. Switzer ’87
John A. Swyers ’84 and Sondra K. Swyers ’84
Barbara C. Syquil and Robert P. Syquil
Cathy Syrinx and Michael J. Syring ’05
Kathy Szyszyla ’80, ’81, ’82
Kelly Barnett Talbott ’06
Kyle C. Talbott ’87
Kathy Talley and Mike Talley ’87
Mark A. Talley ’97
Mary A. Talley
Alese F. Tallman and Paul Tallman
Darren A. Tallman ’08
Ronald W. Tallman ’68
Chae-Hwa Tan ’90
John A. Tancabel ’07
Erin E. Tapke ’07
Beverly K. Tarbet and Robert M. Tarbet, Jr. ’84
Kathleen K. Tarbox ’06
Carolyn A. Tarico ’10
Lisa M. Taranksy and Paul R. Tamansky
Gwen C. Tart and James S. Tart
Jo Ann Tate Withers ’58 and John H. Withers ’64
Alan C. Tatum ’69, ’74 and Frances K. Tatum
John P. Tatum, II and LeeAnn R. Tatum
Stephanie B. Tatum ’14
Alexa K. Taylor
Ann Newman Taylor ’60, ’72 and C. Gene Taylor ’60
Avlona Yanbrough Taylor ’59 and Douglas C. Taylor
Carl J. Taylor and Nell Ack Taylor ’81
Edward L. Taylor ’76 and Kari Runell Taylor ’79
Glenn R. Taylor and Wanda J. Taylor
Helen Grubb Taylor ’79 and James C. Taylor
Holly B. Taylor and Jonathan Scott Taylor ’05, ’14
James D. Taylor ’58
Joshua E. Taylor ’99
Pamela Anderson Taylor ’81 and Steven H. Taylor ’81
Patricia A. Taylor ’02, ’06 and Sam E. Taylor, Jr.
David C. Teague ’84 and Helen Gaudin Teague ’84
Sandra M. Tefft
Mary C. Templeton and Michael C. Templeton ’08
Mary C. Templeton and Sandra M. Tefft
Patricia A. Taylor ”02, ’06 and Sam E. Taylor, Jr.
David C. Teague ’84 and Helen Gaudin Teague ’84
Sandra M. Tefft
Lysle A. Witter ’11
Donna Cavington Wittliff ’72
Peter D. Wixted ’00
William (Trey) F. Woeste, III ’12
Stanley J. Wojewodski, Jr.
April Wolf and Ronald Wolf
Josephine Fordtran Wolf ’83 and Mark Wolf
William J. Wolfenden, III ’88
Jerry H. Wolff ’60 and
Suzanne Brown Wolff ’61
Robert F. Womack ’70 and
Shirley A. Womack
Amelia Cross Wood ’67 and Jim E. Wood
Ann M. Wood and William A. Wood, III ’86
Bruce L. Wood and Tandy Wood
Ellen Wood
John C. Wood ’06
Lanell L. Wood and Robert C. Wood
Lee F. Wood, Jr.
Margaret (Peggy) Volk Wood ’62
Ruth C. Hayes Wood ’86
Cynthia Ramsay Woodall ’71 and
J. Kirk Woodall ’70
Susie Frey Woodall ’73 and
William M. Woodall, III
Edwin C. Woodruff and
Mary McCrea Woodruff ’56
Beverly Woodward and
Wayne A. Woodward
J. Donald Woodward and
Pamela R. Woodward
Jack O. Woodworth, Jr. and
Meredith Ellis Woodworth ’73
Bruce A. Wooldridge ’86 and
Deborah S. Wooldridge
Jan Hancock Wooldridge ’75 and
Tom Wooldridge
Jeraldine Bass Wooldridge ’58
Robert A. Wooldridge ’61 and
Sharon Smith Wooldridge ’64, ’99
Charlotte J. Wooley ’09
J. Wootten and Robert B. Wootten ’05
David Worden and
Nancy Spears Worden ’53
Daniel A. Worrel ’94 and
Susan Allen Worrel ’94
James D. Wortham ’96 and Judy Wortham
Allison Wortley and Michael J. Wortley ’98
David L. Wratilaw ’77 and
Mary A. Wratilaw
Andrew M. Wright ’90 and
Laura Cooper Wright ’90
Angelina Liberus Wright ’92 and
Lance D. Wright ’90
Bev Brooks Wright ’57 and J. Don Wright ’57
Clifford G. Wright ’81
Deborah K. Wright ’82
James K. Wright ’88 and Sue Wright
Jason L. Wright
Joyce Wright and Linus D. Wright
Phyllis Cramer Wright ’42
Robert R. Wright ’74 and Sarah F. Wright ’08
Jennifer L. Wurster and
Michael F. Wurster ’04
Henry M. Wyche, Jr. ’09
Frank B. Wylie and Suzanne Fife Wylie ’61
Jan Robberson Wylie ’73
Kim Wylie and Michael B. Wylie ’91
Christopher W. Wynne ’08
Kelly C. Wyper ’09
Cece Bains Wysong ’06, ’08 and
Philip B. Wysong
Crystal C. Xuereb and Michael J. Xuereb ’01
Harvey Yamagata and
Mary Holland Yamagata ’77
Jena-Foung Yao ’98
Megan A. Yaple ’03
Fletcher L. Yarbrough, Jr. ’57 and
Harriet H. Yarbrough
John W. Yarbrough ’87
Ryan C. Yarbrough ’09
Abby Yates and George M. Yates
Jinbo Ye
Amy Lou Raney Yeager ’93 and
Stephen B. Yeager ’90, ’93
John M. Yeaman ’00
Paul A. Yeoham ’93
Jack R. Yoes ’74
Carol M. Yonack ’73, ’74
Kwi H. Yoon and Sookyoung C. Yoon ’88
Christopher J. Youd and Sara M. Youd ’97
Annie Young and C. W. Young ’00, ’04
B. P. Young and
Mary Jane Brownfield Young ’62
Carole S. Young and James F. Young
Carolyn T. Young and Lawrence A. Young, Jr. ’51
Christopher Young and Donna Young
Lindsay C. Young ’08
Mary C. Young ’11
Carla Youngblood and
Phillip T. Youngblood ’03
Elizabeth Walker Youngblood ’05 and
Troy D. Youngblood ’95
Gay R. Youngblood and
John W. Youngblood, Jr. ’59
Johnny Youngblood
Glenn A. Youngkin and
Suzanne Schueler Youngkin ’89
Katherine R. Yount ’09, ’10
Kathleen G. Ytem-Warehime ’08
David L. Zaharias and
Dianne Cosper Zaharias ’67
Elaine F. Zaleski ’56 and William A. Zaleski
Juan B. Zambrano ’09, ’15
Elizabeth Zamora ’12
Adam J. Zaner and Karin M. Zaner
Hal D. Zelazny ’65
Douglas Zemke and Ellen Bolis Zemke ’78
Michelle M. Zenor ’89, ’90
Kathryn Mays Zetzmann ’80 and
Robert E. Zetzmann, Jr. ’81
Rongmao Zhou ’04
Craig E. Zieminski ’05 and
Kasi R. Zieminski ’06, ’14
Aida Ziemicki and Gerald M. Ziemnicki
Debra E. Zimmer and William H. Zimmer, III
David Z. Zimmerer ’02
Lisa Cole Zimmerman ’91 and
Steven H. Zimmerman
Joseph T. Zingaro ’06
James Ziperski and
Robyn Ballard Ziperski ’87
Adine Bagher Zamora ’02 and
Joseph W. Zamora
Christian A. Zrull and Laurie Gundle Zrull ’03
Janet Zsizhar and Julius Zsizhar, Jr. ’66, ’71
Joseph A. Zuercher ’00

For more information about Hilltop Society, please visit smu.edu/hilltop.
A nationally ranked private university with seven degree-granting schools, SMU is a distinguished center for teaching and research. SMU’s 11,000 students benefit from small classes, leadership opportunities, international study and innovative programs. From a tree-lined campus near the heart of Dallas, the students, faculty and alumni of SMU have an impact on the world every day.